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Abstract
Performance-based design is a design approach that satisfies motion constraints as its
primary goal, and then verifies for strength. The approach is traditionally executed
by appropriately sizing stiffnesses, but recently, passive energy dissipation systems have
gained popularity. Semi-active and active energy dissipation systems have been shown
to outperform purely passive systems, but they are not yet widely accepted in the con-
struction and structural engineering fields. Several factors are impeding the application
of semi-active and active damping systems, such as large modeling uncertainties that
are inherent to large-scale structures, limited state measurements, lack of mechanically
reliable control devices, large power requirements, and the need for robust controllers.
In order to enhance acceptability of feedback control systems to civil structures,
an integrated control strategy designed for large-scale structures with large parametric
uncertainties is proposed. The control strategy comprises a novel controller, as well as
a new semi-active mechanical damping device.
Specifically, the controller is an adaptive black-box representation that creates and
optimizes control laws sequentially during an excitation, with no prior training. The
novel feature is its online organization of the input space. The representation only
requires limited observations for constructing an efficient representation, which allows
control of unknown systems with limited state measurements.
The semi-active mechanical device consists of a friction device inspired by a vehicle
drum brakes, with a viscous and a stiffness element installed in parallel. Its unique char-
acteristic is its theoretical damping force reaching the order of 100 kN, using a friction
mechanism powered with a single 12-volts battery. It is conceived using mechanically
reliable technologies, which is a solution to large power requirement and mechanical
robustness.
The integrated control system is simulated on an existing structure located in Boston,
MA, as a replacement to the existing viscous damping system. Simulation results show
that the integrated control system can mitigate wind vibrations as well as the current
damping strategy, utilizing only one third of devices. In addition, the system created
effective control rules for several types of earthquake excitations with no prior training,
performing similarly to an optimal controller using full parametric and state knowledge.
Thesis Supervisor: Jerome J. Connor
Title: Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
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Chapter Notation
O7displacement
Aa
f
t
U
w
x
Xd
C
D
F
FD
K
M
R
RMS cable displacement
actuator dynamic uncertainty
parametric uncertainty
state function
time
input or forcing
disturbance
state
distance
damping matrix
disturbance
force application matrix
disturbance application matrix
stiffness matrix
mass matrix
set of real numbers
1.1 Why Feedback Control for Civil Structures?
Traditional structural design methods are based on a strength-based approach,
where members are sized in order to be capable of resisting the energy from
internal and external loads. Recently, an alternative has been proposed: the
performance-based design [41]. Performance-based design is a design approach
that satisfies motion constraints as its primary goal, and then verifies for
strength [40]. The approach is traditionally executed by appropriately sizing
stiffnesses, but recently, passive energy dissipation systems such as hysteretic
and viscous dampers, tuned-mass dampers, and base-isolation systems have
gained popularity and are used in many buildings [68, 177, 143]. Passive
energy dissipation strategies have the important benefit of energy extraction,
thus improving the efficiency of structural systems against natural hazards.
More effective structural systems generally allow structures to be conceived
with less material, which results in more effective and sustainable systems.
Semi-active and active energy dissipation systems, or feedback control
systems, have been shown to outperform purely passive systems. A good
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Figure 1.1: Cable displacement in function of devices location [80)].
example is found in Johnson et al. [80]. The authors have studied the
performance of passive, semi-active, and active control systems for damping
of stay cables vibrations as a function of the device location along the length
of the cable zd. Their study was centered on the infamous Dongting Lake
Bridge in China, a cable stayed bridge featured the very first application of
magnetorheological (MR) damping systems to civil structures [35]. Fig. 1.1
illustrates the performance of various damping strategy for mitigation of the
cable displacement (RMS cable displacement o-aispiacement). The performance of
the semi-active control strategy is significantly better than a passive strategy
(87% reduction for the semi-active case versus 58% reduction for the passive
case at Xd = 0.02), and the semi-active strategy only requires a fraction of the
power required from the active strategy as it can be operated on batteries.
The general performance of active and semi-active systems is similar to the
one from the previous example: active control systems are capable of sufficient
mitigation performance, and semi-active systems provide a performance closer
to an active system, but by requiring less energy input.
While it seems that feedback control systems represent the next logical
step in improving structural system efficiencies, these control systems are
not yet widely accepted by the construction and civil engineering fields. In
Section 1.2, we will discuss what impedes their acceptability. The problem
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statement, or what we are trying to achieve here, will follow in Section 1.4,
where we will spoil any suspense by describing our proposed solutions and
contributions. Section 1.5 discusses our choice for the main simulations, or
why we have decided not to use one of the field's benchmark problems. Section
1.6 presents some notes on the terminology employed throughout the text.
Section 1.7 concludes the introduction chapter by explaining the organization
of the dissertation.
1.2 Control of Uncertain Systems: The Civil En-
gineering Challenge
The field of control has thoroughly been developed since Norbert Wiener
proposed to unify the field of feedback control under cybernetics [202], and
has been widely extended to most engineering field. Its application to civil
engineering can be traced up to Nordell in 1969 [111] with the use of active
tendons to protect structures from blast. Yao formally introduced the concept
of structural control in 1972 [217]. Since, several control strategies using active
and semi-active control have been researched, but the physical implementation
of those control strategies to large-scale civil structures has been limited.
The very first application was achieved in 1989 in Tokyo by the Kajima
Corporation, and consisted of an active mass driver installed at the top of
the ten-story Kyobashi building [89]. In an extensive review of the structural
control field in 2003, Spencer & Nagarajaiah [177] reported that there were
over 50 large-scale applications of feedback control systems in civil structures.
In their paper, the authors noted that none of the application was in the
United States, and alleged that possible reasons include conservatism of the
construction industry with respect to technologies, as well as lack of research
and development expenditures. Nevertheless, the field of structural control
has attracted a lot of attention over the last decades in search of robust and
performing strategies for vibration mitigation.
The field of control engineering counts numerous control algorithms de-
veloped for diverse applications, but significant work remains to be done
for strategies applicable to civil structures. In effect, the field of structural
control has specific challenges in every step of the feedback control loop. For
instance, take a typical closed-loop control system as represented in Fig. 1.2.
Excitations are often unmeasurable, especially in the case of wind excitations.
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system
sensor
excitation force input response 
states
actuation
force observations
required force
control device controller
Figure 1.2: Typical closed-loop control system.
Controlled systems, also termed plants, are very large, and often unknown.
Sensors are limited due to the numerous degree-of-freedoms. Control devices
have large power requirements. Controllers, to be efficient, must integrate all
those challenges in their design. Furthermore, there are practical obstacles
or difficulties in implementing control systems in civil structures. Those in-
clude software-hardware integration, limited number of sensors and actuators,
complex actuator dynamics, large actuation force required, and need of a
fail-safe control system [38, 175]. Thus, we can easily argue that the control
challenges in civil engineering are different from other fields, which impede
the acceptability of control strategies for civil structures. This applicability
concern is rarely discussed in research papers proposing control algorithms for
semi-active and active control of civil structures [209, 175]. In what follows,
we review in detail the primary challenges that are field-specific to structural
control.
1.2.1 Model Uncertainties
The problem of model uncertainties for large-scale systems is a non-trivial
challenge and is the primary feature that gave rise to our interest in studying
control systems for civil structures. Several papers propose control algorithms
where they assume knowledge of structural dynamic properties: stiffnesses,
31
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damping, and masses. However, such parametric properties are difficult to
estimate, and the uncertainties can be quite large [181, 78]. In essence, we
deal with systems that have large parametric uncertainties. In addition,
there exists sources of nonlinearity and measurement noises that are not
necessarily taken into account, such as actuator dynamics, sensor inaccuracies,
and time delay induced in the control loop [54]. Optimal control algorithms
are designed based on the model estimations, and their efficiency is dependent
on the accuracy of the estimations.
1.2.2 Sensors and Observers
State measurements and observations are essential features to feedback control
systems. Several control algorithms proposed in the literature assume full
state feedback, but this assumption rarely holds in the case of large-scale
systems. States are measured using sensors or observers. If we consider
available sensor hardware, most measurement methods for displacements
and velocities give only relative measures, and therefore require placement
of sensors on every degree-of-freedom from the bottom up to the last state
being fed back [127]. In practice, such a strategy is not easy and can be
quite expensive [155]. Accelerometers, on the other hand, are cheap, small,
and widely employed [36, 163], but their application results in a complex
wiring network or technological challenge for wireless transmission of packets.
Feedback systems for civil structures relying on pure acceleration feedback are
more robust [129], but controlling for acceleration is equivalent to controlling
for mass, which can be significantly inefficient.
Another strategy is to derive displacement and velocity states from ac-
celeration data, which can be challenging. Integration of acceleration is not
practical and leads to numerical integration errors [79]. Observers can be
designed, but they could possibly required large computation time [43]. We
also note that conventional observers need knowledge of the system dynamics.
Alternatively, adaptive observer can be designed for tuning to an unknown
system [138].
1.2.3 Actuators
Provided that we were convincing with the arguments in favor of semi-active
and active structural control, the choice of the type of actuator is not trivial.
Here, the term actuator is used loosely, and refers to a control device that can
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be activated electrically. Several research papers introduce control strategies
with different types of actuators, but many of those strategies fail to meet
practical requirements of large force capability, mechanical reliability and
robustness of actuators [189].
Power requirement is a specific issue arising from the large size of plants
being controlled [226]. During extraordinary events such as earthquake, there
is a high occurrence probably of a general power failure. It is therefore
essential that actuators be capable of running on a secondary power system,
which may result in a lower actuation capacity.
Mechanical reliability and robustness of actuators is a primary concern
for control of large-scale structures. For instance, failure of an engine on
an aircraft can be catastrophic. The same idea extends to civil structures,
whereas actuators must be physically capable of exerting a force in the
occurrence of a moderate-to-extraordinary load to ensure serviceability and
safety. The use of an active control scheme may lead to instabilities if the
controller is not robust enough with respect to system uncertainties. This
brings a substantial advantage of semi-active control schemes: the dynamics
of civil structures is inherently stable. In other words, the use of semi-active
devices cannot destabilize a controlled system, and the worst-case scenario is
an uncontrolled structure.
1.2.4 Controllers
The controller is somewhat the brain of the feedback control mechanism. It has
to request actions to the control device based on the system states, and thus
integrates all of the closed-loop components in its control rule. Considering
the obstacles we have discussed so far, we are interested in systems with
large-parametric uncertainties, with limited state measurements, and that
are equipped with semi-active damping devices. Thus, we need controllers
capable of efficiently mitigating vibrations for unknown systems, equipped
with semi-active devices, and with limited measurements.
Controllers can be divided into two mutually exclusive classes: fixed pa-
rameters controllers and adaptive controllers. Fixed parameters controllers
include modern deterministic control methods such as H2, H,, Lyapunov-
based (including sliding mode control), and stochastic methods. Adaptive
controllers include some specialized variants of the previously enumerated con-
trollers, model reaching adaptive controllers (MRAC), self-tuning controllers,
and intelligent controllers. Intelligent controllers are a special form of adaptive
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controllers that typically aim at constructing their own representation of the
control rule.
The topic of control is central in this thesis. Here, we introduce broad
concepts of different general types of controller in order to discuss their
applicability to control of large-scale uncertain systems. That discussion will
be useful for understanding the directions of this thesis. Chapter 2 provides a
more intensive discussion on their possible applications to uncertain systems.
Fixed Parameters Controllers
The first type of fixed parameters controllers are optimal controllers. Opti-
mal controllers, among which H2 and H,, are designed by minimizing cost
functions. Typically, full parametric knowledge is necessary for constructing
the cost function. They are certainly not suited for control of uncertain civil
structures. A next class of controller introduces some level of uncertainty:
robust controllers. They also include the infamous H 2 and Ho, controllers,
which are designed using techniques such as loop recovery, residual feedback,
or frequency shaping [10]. In this thesis, to avoid confusion, we will always
refer to H2 and H, as robust controllers, and let optimal controllers be their
own set, used with full parametric knowledge. Robust control has been widely
researched, and several papers have shown their capabilities for large-scale
systems with parametric uncertainties [198, 199].
Next, we have Lyapunov-based methods, such as linearized feedback and
sliding mode control [171, 37]. Sliding mode controllers have been widely used
in civil structures for their great capabilities to handle system nonlinearities,
their intuitive concept of energy extraction, and their enhanced stability with
respect to large uncertainties. Stochastic control techniques are also popular
methods for controlling systems with probabilistic uncertainties. However,
they require prior knowledge on the statistical distribution of parameters [13].
In the context of large-scale systems with large uncertainties, we are
required to use controllers with large robustness. Unfortunately, the perfor-
mance of a controller may decrease with the increased level of uncertainty.
If we consider very large uncertainties, on the level of 20% to 40%, or even
unknown systems, adaptive controllers could be more appropriate.
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Adaptive Controllers
Adaptive control methods can be divided in two distinct families: indirect and
direct control. Indirect control consists of controlling plants by identifying
unknown parameters. This identification is typically achieved by synchronizing
to a model with a similar dynamics, with its associated popular technique:
model reaching adaptive controllers (MRAC). Conversely, direct control
directly adapts or tunes control parameters, and uses techniques such as
self-tuning controllers (STC).
As we will see in Chapter 2, MRAC is quite appealing in control of unknown
systems, because it allows the evaluation of the parametric properties of the
system provided that the excitation is rich enough. Thus, it may also, ideally,
be used for structural health monitoring. The main issue with the technique
is that any force input needs to be known. Song et al. [173] clearly identified
the same issue for control of car suspension systems, as it is merely impossible
to measure the excitation arising from the road geometry. In civil structures,
only earthquake excitations could be appropriately measured, during which
parameter estimations is not of primary concern in a control point of view.
Moreover, identifying or testing the structure using known external excitations
such as a shaker is not technically and economically appealing.
Thus, we might be more interested by direct control methods. The
adaptation of STC can be done using batch processing or sequential adaptation.
Batch processing assumes sets of inputs-outputs (forces-states) that are already
available and the controller is directly adapted by pre- or post-processing.
Such scheme necessitates prior set of data, which again is practically unrealistic
for large-scale systems due to the economically and technically difficult task
of gathering those sets. Sequential adaptation takes input-output sets as
they come, and adapts the controllers as the excitation goes. However,
sequential adaptation is constrained by a need for control performance during
the excitation.
Direct parameter estimation for STC can be realized using mathematical or
non-mathematical models. Mathematical representation of controlled plants
can, for instance, be achieved by recursive least-square, recursive extended
least square, recursive instrumental variables, recursive maximum likelihood,
and stochastic approximation [172]. However, sequential estimation would
require significant computation time due to the size of civil structures, which
could induce time delay in the system and can lead to instabilities [10].
On the other hand, non-mathematical models, including genetic algorithms,
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fuzzy logic and neural networks, can be used to build representations. They
are often refer as intelligent controllers because of their ability to optimize
controllers based on machine learning techniques. Advantages of intelligent
controllers include [77]:
1. tolerance to model uncertainties
2. less prior knowledge required
3. capacity to handle nonlinearity
4. possibility of quick convergence
Genetic algorithms (GA) have shown good performance at system iden-
tification and control, but they generally require a very long computation
time and have a high possibility to end up in a local minima [1(6]. Adaptive
fuzzy logic is a set of control rules based on the system states where these
rules are adaptable. Classical fuzzy controllers are criticized for their lack of
systematic design and stability proof [72]. An adaptive neural network is a
mathematical representation of the system evolving with time. The outputs
of the neural nets are a linear combination of linear or nonlinear functions.
Analogous to GA, they may also converge to local minima.
1.3 Problem Statement
The problem statement can be written as follows. We need to design a feasible
feedback control strategy for a system with:
1. very-large geometric properties (large-scale)
2. large parametric uncertainties
3. limited state measurements
4. unique mechanical requirements for the actuators
By feasible, we mean a strategy that thoroughly integrates economical and
technical constraints (such as power requirement, sensor hardware, mechanical
and electrical reliability, etc.). Our objective is to enhance the applicability
and acceptability of feedback control systems to civil structures by proposing
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an integrated closed-loop control system for large-scale structures with large
parametric uncertainties.
Mathematically: for a given actuator dynamics that has uncertainties on
its dynamics AP and force reachability Aa, we need to design a controller
that stabilizes:
(M + AM)z+ (C + AC)+ (K + AK)x = F(u+ AaU)+FDD
where M, C, K are the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices respectively,
x is the displacement vector, A, is the parametric uncertainty matrix, F is
the force application matrix, FD is the disturbance application matrix, u is
the force input vector, and D is the disturbance matrix. The control force is
given by:
U = f(x, t)
where f is a nonlinear function, and t represents time.
Assuming that Aa is known and bounded, three different classes of control
problems are associated with (1.1):
1. AP is known
2. A, E [A, A+]
3. A, E R and bounded
Classes 1 and 2 imply that an estimation of the dynamic properties is
available, while class 3 is a more general control problem where the bound
on uncertainty is unknown. In that last class, we generalize that no prior
information on the plant dynamics is available.
It results that the choice of controller depends on the level of system
uncertainty and desired robustness. Fig. 1.3 classifies types of controllers in
function of parametric uncertainties and desired robustness for each control
class. In the case of civil structures, it has been previously argued that
parametric uncertainties exist and are large. Thus, civil structures find
themselves in classes 2 and 3, where most of the fixed parameters controllers
can be inefficient. For class 3 problems, the level of desired robustness is
invariably high, as one needs stability with respect to natural hazards and
parameters estimation error.
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Figure 1.3: Classification of diverse control techniques in function of para-
metric uncertainties and uncertainty robustness.
Before defining our proposed control system and contributions, we shall
clarify our classification of controllers with a short numerical example.
1.3.1 Numerical Example
We here use a simple numerical example to illustrate the concept of controller
robustness versus parametric uncertainties. Three different algorithms have
been investigated on a three degree-of-freedom system. The system is a scaled
model of a structure used in Laflamme et al. [97] and is subjected to the El
Centro 1940 North-South component earthquake. The plant parameters are
taken as:
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98.3 0 0
M = 0 98.3 0 kg
0 0 98.3
175 -50 0 Ns
C = -50 100 -50
0 -50 50 m
12.0 -6.84 0 15N
K = -6.84 13.7 -6.84
0 -6.84 6.84 Im
A 1000 N magnetorheological (MR) damper is installed between the
basement (ground) and the first story. For the investigation, the required
forces from the controller are sent to the MR damper. The input amperage
is selected following a saturation rule, where it is set as maximum if the
the required force is of the same sign and greater in absolute value than the
current force, and is taken as zero otherwise.
A classical optimal controller, the LQR controller, is designed based on
parameter estimations ranging from 0% to 100% of the true natural frequency.
A first simulation is conducted using the LQR controller by itself. A second
simulation uses the same LQR controller, but augmented by an SMC, which is
hypothesized to be more robust. The third simulation uses the LQR controller
augmented by an intelligent controller, the wavelet neural network (WNN)
as introduced in [97] and presented in Chapter 2. The neurocontroller is a
single hidden layer feedforward network whose nodes are constructed with
wavelet functions and have the capacity to adapt the center, bandwidth, and
weights. Displacement and acceleration mitigation results for the three cases
are shown in Fig. 1.4a and Fig. 1.3b respectively.
The robustness of a controller is here define as a low variation of the
mitigation performance with respect to estimation errors. Results from
displacement mitigation in Fig. 1.4a show that the pure LQR is robust up to
a 12% variation in the natural frequencies, representing a 11% over estimation
of masses and underestimation of stiffnesses. The LQR-SMC is robust up
to 41%, representing a 33% overestimation of masses and underestimation
of stiffnesses. The LQR-WNN is robust up to 83%, representing a 53%
overestimation of masses and underestimation of stiffnesses. A similar trend
is observed for acceleration mitigation in Fig. 1.31).
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1.4 Proposed Control System & Contributions
The application of semi-active and active control systems in civil engineering
is in its infancy. There is a strong argument that control of civil structures
could, in addition to enhanced efficiency of structural systems for serviceability
and strength, lead to material savings. This is the promise of a performance-
based design approach, which allows the engineers to first design a structure
according to performance criteria, such as maximum acceleration and/or
maximum inter-story displacements, and verify strength criteria as a second
step [195]. For several examples of successful performance-based approaches,
the reader is referred to [101.
The main objective of this thesis is to enhance the applicability of control
systems for civil engineering applications, and thus propose a general approach
for large-scale controlled systems. Following the discussion on the control
problem for large-scale structures, we feel that there is a need to look at the
entire closed-loop control system of a large-scale structure in order to propose
a feasible control solution. It results that the issue of applicability is made
central throughout the thesis.
The proposed integrated control system consists of an adaptive controller
designed for semi-actively controlled unknown systems using limited measure-
ments. Despite that the level of uncertainty of the controlled systems could
be relaxed from class 3 to class 2, even in the case of large uncertainties (of
the level 50%, for instance), this thesis does not so. The intellectual merit
does not target to tune a control system for an optimal performance, but
to propose a new type of controller that is tailored to the control challenges
in large-scale systems. It is up to the reader to decide whether or not the
controller could augment a primary controller to account for large uncertain-
ties. In addition to a new controller, a novel semi-active control device is
proposed, as a feasible controller would be useless without a mechanically
reliable technology. Here again, the damping device is used without any other
damping systems. Nevertheless, hybrid applications of with the proposed
device would be intellectually thrilling.
To be more specific, the main contributions of the thesis are as follows.
We propose both a new type of adaptive controller and a new semi-active
mechanical device. The controller consists of an adaptive wavelet neural
network. It is novel by its capability to self-organize the input space, using the
Self- Organizing Inputs (SOI) algorithm. The SOI has been developed by the
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Table 1.1: Classification of contributions in the closed-loop control system.
object novelty problem addressed contribution field
controller SoI limited measurements intelligent control &
& sensors structural control
controller WNN + SC unknown dynamic response structural control
& semi-active adaptation
control device MFD semi-active devices mechanical damping devices
entire loop enhanced applicability implementation structural system efficiency
author as a tool to optimize general black-box representations with unknown
input-output data sets, and is here applied to the case of an adaptive neural
net. It allows the controller to use limited measurements. It is also novel by its
application to semi-active control systems, which is achieved by augmenting
the controller by a sliding controller (SC), which allows the adaptive scheme
to adapt even if a control device has a limited force reachability (semi-active
dampers cannot add energy to a system). The proposed semi-active device
is a variable friction damper, termed the Modified Friction Device (MFD).
It is novel by its capability to realistically output large resisting loads (in
the order of 10' N) using only reliable and robust mechanical technologies.
Finally, it is argued that the entire control system is a promising strategy for
creating more effective structural systems. The contributions of this thesis
are summarized in Table 1.1.
1.5 Benchmark Problems and Simulations
The large-scale nature of civil structures makes testing an economically
and technically challenging task. Testing of control systems on full-scale
structures might result in more accurate results and enhance the acceptability
of a control scheme, but the cost associated with construction and operation
of testing facilities is discouraging, and might not make engineering sense.
Computer simulations have been developed, and their level of accuracy is
beyond acceptability, provided that the models are right.
Given that computer simulations are accurate, one needs to create models
for conducting simulations. Several benchmark problems have been proposed
in the literature to allow comparison of control systems within the structural
control community. They represent a serious effort to unify the field and
enhance the acceptability of control schemes for civil structures. For instance,
Ohtori et al. [147] proposed a benchmark for seismically excited nonlinear
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buildings. Dyke et al. [15] proposed to use a model of the Bill Emerson
Memorial Bridge in Cape Girardeau as a benchmark for control of seismic
response of cable-stayed bridges. Yang et al. [213] developed the model of a
76-story building for control of wind-excited tall structures. Narasimhan et
al. [136] proposed a base-isolated asymmetric building. Finally, Agrawal et
al. [5] discussed a model for seismically excited highway bridges.
The problems with these benchmark models are in their specificities. Com-
paring control systems for specific problems often boils down to a problem
of parametric adjustments of a proposed control algorithm. For instance,
once could propose an LQR control algorithm, and tune the control weight
matrices until the control objectives are attained, or better than other pro-
posed algorithms. Moreover, we argue in this thesis that civil structures have
dynamics that are difficult to estimate. Despite that some of the benchmark
problems do allow for some level of uncertainties, control schemes use data
that can be inaccurately far from possible estimations in real-life situations.
For those reasons, a new generation of benchmark models might be necessary
to enhance the acceptability of semi-active, hybrid, and active control systems
in the community. For instance, a benchmark model could include high uncer-
tainty and a certain level of randomness in the parameters or the excitations
themselves, which would help comparing robustness of the proposed control
strategies. Nevertheless, constructing such benchmark is out-of-the-scope of
our work.
This thesis proposes a control scheme for unknown systems. For applica-
bility concerns, there is a considerable effort to maintain all the non-adaptive
controller parameters constant or rule-specific for all types of simulations.
It is therefore impossible (or unfair) to compare with other control systems
found in the benchmark problems. We have preferred to use our own numer-
ical model. The main simulations for our proposed control system will be
conducted on an existing structure located in Boston, MA. The choice of the
model is motivated by the availability of the engineering data, and the passive
viscous damping system currently installed in the structure. That provides
an excellent opportunity to assess the performance of a semi-active control
system by comparing with the passive system. A more extensive description
of the structure will be provided in Chapter 5.
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1.6 Notes on Terminology
We judge important to clarify some general terminology used throughout
this thesis. First, the term Intelligent Systems is utilized in many fields for
various topics. Here, we use it in the context of control systems. Despite
that its applications are numerous, the techniques, methods, and algorithms
used within the general concept of intelligent systems are similar across fields.
For instance, in machine learning, we could talk about an agent that learns
planning actions based on goals. In control, we would say that a plant adapts
its control rules based on performance. Several research papers are actually
written cross-fields and most of those terms are used interchangeably, just like
we will do in this thesis. Popular ones are: learning and adaptation, actions
and inputs, goals and performances.
In addition, the term intelligent is itself confusing and may lead to several
misconception. In structural control, intelligent is not typically used in
opposition to stupid, or in the sense of smart. Intelligent systems refer to
adaptable systems, or systems built with an underlying algorithm that has the
capacity to adapt to its environment. As far as we are concerned, intelligent
systems can be used as a synonym of adaptive systems. The term smart
refers to the utilization of smart materials, such as shape memory alloys and
piezoelectric materials. Those materials are actually inert (there is nothing
smart about them!), but their properties can be changed using electrical
inputs (heat, currant, or magnetism). For instance, the paper title [99]
Intelligent Controller for Smart Base Isolation of Masonry Structures makes
that interpretation clear: intelligence refers to the adaptive capability of the
controller, and smart refers to the utilization of a magnetorheological damper
in the base-isolation system.
The reader will also notice that the field of control contains several terms
that are inspired by biology: genetic algorithms inspired by genetic evolution,
neural networks inspired by neurons, fuzzy logic inspired by human decision
processes, among others. In this thesis, we are presenting a type of neural
network for control of unknown system. Neural networks, as we will see, are
nothing more than a linear combination of linear or nonlinear equations. They
are a useful way to graphically represent such combination, which graphical
representation is based on human neurons. The reader must keep that concept
in mind: a neural net that converges is a representation of a system in form
of an equation. We will use those two concepts interchangeably, where neural
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nodes will be equivalent to mathematical terms.
1.7 Organization of the Dissertation
The thesis is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 reviews some basic control theory concepts and algorithms,
and discusses their applicabilities to control of uncertain systems. The main
contribution of the chapter is a modified wavelet neurocontroller (WNN)
tailored to semi-active control systems.
Chapter 3 discusses the problem of input selection for black-box rep-
resentation, develops the novel self-organizing input (SOI) algorithm, and
demonstrates some basic performance when used along with the WNN from
Chapter 2. The controller will be abbreviated SOI-WNN.
Chapter 4 brings the reader away from control theory into the kingdom
of control devices and strategies for large-scale civil structures. The chapter
proposes the new mechanical damping device termed the modified friction
device (MFD).
Chapter 5 takes the SOI-WNN and simulates its performance using the
MFD as an integrate semi-active control system with limited state measure-
ments. The simulation is conducted on an existing 39-story building located
in Boston, MA.
Chapter 6 discusses the findings from the simulations, and potential
impacts.
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis. Fig. 1.4 schematises the organization of
the thesis for clarity.
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Chapter7
Conclusion
Figure 1.4: Organization of the theoretical chapters.
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2.1 Introduction
In Chapter 1, we have divided controllers into two main categories: fixed and
adaptive controllers. Fixed controllers are generally designed using known
parametric properties, and the control gains remain fixed during the control
stage. They can also be adapted to account for some uncertainties in the
systems. It is the case for robust stable controllers (H.), robust LQR (or
H2), among others. Adaptive parameters, as their name suggests, allow for
some adaptation or variation throughout the control process. A special case
of adaptive controller are intelligent controllers. Intelligent controllers are
typically black-box representations that are constructed using adaptation or
training rules. They are very useful when parametric properties are largely
uncertain, or even unknown. This class of intelligent controllers will be our
primary choice for the proposed controller, as our work focusses on systems
with large parametric uncertainties.
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce a modified intelligent controller,
tailored to semi-active control systems. It is only in the subsequent chapter
that novel will describe the controller, a wavelet neural network (WNN)
controller, after we introduce a new feature permitting the controller to adapt
to nonstationary systems with limited measurements. Before explaining those
features, a first overview of control theories is provided at the beginning
of this current chapter. Section 2.2 reviews some types of fixed controllers
(LQR, H0, SMC), while Section 2.3 will be concerned by adaptive controllers
(MRAC, Fuzzy, Neural Net). More attention will be given to sliding mode
control (SMC) and neural nets, as they are the main features of the modified
WNN, which will be presented in Section 2.4. Note that the WNN forms the
basis of our new controller. Section 2.5 will conclude this chapter.
Before starting with the theory of fixed controllers, a short review of the
some popular transfer function models is provided.
2.1.1 Transfer Function Models
A linear system can be written as [113]:
y(t) = g(q)u(t) + '(q)e(t)
with
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00
9(q) = I g(k)q-k
k-1
h (q) = h(k)q--k
k=1
where y is the observation, c is the white noise, t is time, G and H are transfer
functions, and q-' is the time delay operator such that:
q-ky(t) = y(t - kAt)
The notation could easily be applied to MIMO systems, where G and ?-
would be written as matrices, but we keep the scalar notation for simplicity.
The linear system (2.1) can be written with fewer parameters. Ignore the
white noise component of (2.1), and take:
g(k) = ak-1
such that:
00
G(q) = ak- 1q -k
k=1
or, multiply by a/q:
00
a(q) = k q-k-1
q k=1
00
k=2
1
= (q) -
q
and rearrange:
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a 1
1- )q 1(q)
q--
-aq-1 q- a
to show that g (q) can be represented by only one pole using a rational function.
The objective is thus to represent g(q) and -(q) with less parameters, which
can be done using a proper model structure for the transfer function. In this
section, we review the principal ones: auto regressive with exogenous input
(ARX), finite impulse response (FIR), moving average auto regressive with
exogenous input (ARMAX), output error (OE), and state-space representation
models.
Before we proceed, the reader might wonder why we are concerned with
representation of linear systems, as we aim at designing a general controller
applicable to general nonlinear dynamic systems. The reason is that we
will treat nonlinearity as external forcing. We will assume at our system is
primarily linear, and its nonlinear behavior, whether it is inherited by plastic
deformation or nonlinear control devices, will be external time varying forces.
The linear approximation models will be useful to determine control rules.
As we will discuss later, they will be linear combination of nonlinear terms.
ARX Model Structure
ARX models represent the response of linear systems by an auto regression on
the observation and a linear combination of the inputs. The transfer functions
g(q) and 7-(q) are written:
B(q)
A q) f8
N(q) = A(q)
where:
A(q) 1+ a1q-1 + ... + an q-"
B(q) b1 q- + ... + bnfq-"b
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Thus, the estimated observation can be written:
y(t) = -aiy(t - 1) - ... - ana y(t - na) + blu(t - 1) +... + bb(t- nb) +e t)
(2.10)
FIR Model Structure
FIR models are a special case of the ARX model structure where na=0. Thus,
the observation is written:
y(t) = B(q)u(t) + e(t)
y(t) = biu(t - 1) + ... + bnU(t - nb) + C(t)
ARMAX Model Structure
ARMAX models include the structure of the ARX plus the delayed error. It
can be written as:
B(q)
A(q)
7(q) =D(q)
A(q)
(21)
where:
D(q) = 1 + dq--m +... + dv cq--n
Thus, the estimated observation can be written:
y(t) = -aiy(t - 1) - ... - an y(t - na) + biu(t - 1) + ... + bnbu(t - n)+
+ e(t) + d 1 e(t - 1) + ... + dnd e(t - nd)
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OE Model Structure
The OE model is used for systems for which the only noise affecting the
system is white noise. In other words, the noise dynamics is independent of
the process dynamics, analogous to the Kalman Filter method. A simple OE
representation is the Box-Jerkins model structure:
B(q)g(q) =~~q
N(q) -'D(q)A(q)
where:
F(q) = 1 + fiq- 1 + ... + ff, q-lf (2.17)
State-Space Model Structure
To define the state-space representation, we will use a notation slightly
different than the one used to describe previous models, in order to stay
consistent with traditional notation. Consider the equation of motion of a
structure:
M± + C+ Kx = -Fu - Mag - Ew
where x E R"II is the displacement vector, M E RIXn, C E R"1n", and K E
Rn " are the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices respectively, F E Rnx" is
the actuator location matrix, E E Rn 11 is a vector of ones, n is the number
of states, a is the number of actuators, u E Raxi, ag E R'", and w E Rnxl
in the wind excitation. Note that this is the same equation as (1.1), where
the disturbance has been divided between wind and earthquake excitations.
We can rewrite (2.18) in the form:
= -M (C + Kx + Fu + Mag + Ew) (219
which can conveniently be represented in matrix notation:
X AX + Bu + Bgag + Bww
with:
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_M- K -M- CJ]
Bu = Bg= [4% Bw 
" M-'F -E =* -M-1E
where I E R "nXI is the identity matrix, and 0 are compatible zero matrices such
that A E R 2nx2n, Bu E R2nxa Bg E R2nx1, Bw c Rnxl, X c R2nx1. Note
that for simplicity, we will sometime use B to aggregate the representation
of all inputs. The form (2.20) is termer the state-space representation.
2.2 Fixed Controllers
2.2.1 Hoc-Based Controllers
As their name suggests, the objective of Ho-based controllers is to minimize
the maximum norm of a system. Thus, the controller attempts at minimizing
the maximum response of a controlled system, which is termed the sensitivity
of a system, and is typically achieved in the frequency domain. Zames [222]
introduced the problem of minimizing the peak value of the sensitivity function
S generally written:
|S||00 = max S(jOw) (2.21)
w ER
where w is the frequency. The H, controllers objective is to minimize (2.21)
in function of disturbance, or system uncertainties, which is referred to robust
control, or stability under perturbation. Consider Fig. 2.1, which consists of
the Nyquist plot of the loop gain Lo. The gain is allowed to be perturbed to
L. The question is whether the system remains stable, which is guaranteed
if the perturbed gain L does not encircle the point -1. Systems that can
be perturbed and do not encircle the point -1 are termed stable systems.
The sensitivity S is how much is left of possible disturbance before reaching
instability. Systems that are robust and which sensitivity does not encircle the
point -1 are termed robust stable. Remark that there is a difference between
sensitivity and perturbations, where sensitivity is how much a system response
is allowed to be under control, and perturbation is how much uncertainty
is allowed in the controlled system. Fig. 2.2 illustrates the concept for a
single-degree-of-freedom system, where Q is the natural frequency, and H
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Figure 2.1: Stability under perturbation (adapted from [94]).
is the amplitude of the transfer function. The plain blue line corresponds
to the uncontrolled system, the red dot line corresponds to the controlled
system where the gain has been designed with full parametric knowledge,
and the black dash line corresponds to the controlled system allowing 20%
perturbation of the mass. The system is stable under the red dot line, and
the system is robust stable under the black dash line.
There are numerous applications of Ho to civil structures. For instance,
Wang et al. [198] applied robust control to civil structures with unstructured
uncertainties. Wang et al. [199] extended the concept to structures with
both parametric and unstructured uncertainties. Yang et al. [213] applied
H. control to a 76-story benchmark structure subjected to wind, and to a
benchmark bridge subjected to an earthquake. The authors compared two
different norms: an energy bound and a peak bound. Wu et al. [206] proposed
an H, control for the 76-story benchmark building equipped with an active
mass driver (AMD) system. They used the AMD to identified structural
response in the Laplace domain.
2.2.2 Linear Quadratic-Based Controllers
Similar to Ho-based controllers, LQR controllers are designed based on the
minimization of a norm, the 2-norm in this case. They are also known as
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I
.la
Figure 2.2: Stability and robustness, Hoo controller.
H2 controllers. Typically, they have the following objective function J to
minimize for regulatory control:
1 f~J = x QX + UT Ru dt2 J0 (2.22
where x is the state vector, u is the force input vector, and Q and R are
the control weight matrices for the states and force inputs respectively. In
contrast with Ho. controllers, the LQR control rules are designed in the time
domain. The minimization of (2.22) will lead to a gain matrix G that will
define the feedback force u = -Gx. In the state-space formulation, we can
write:
x = Ax + Bu
= (A - BG)x
In other words, the gain matrix G can be selected for pole placement
of the state-space matrix A, which is achieved by minimizing (2.22). The
idea of robustness from the previous section also extends to LQR controllers.
The system can be stabilized using pole placement as in (2.23), where the
equation is modified to include uncertainties:
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x = ((A t AA) - (B ± AB)G) x (2.24)
where A represents the associated range of parametric uncertainties on A
and B. Thus, design of an LQR robust controller can simply be realized by
stabilizing the worst case scenario. For instance, Fig. 2.3 illustrates a system
(blue solid line) to be controlled using an LQR controller. The gains are
designed based on the system parameters (red dot line). The same control
rule is illustrated, but with a system which mass has been perturbed by
20% (black dash line). The area under the red dot line represents a stable
system, while the area under the black dash line represents a robust stable
system. For a more rigorous analytical discussion on robust LQR design and
optimal design strategies, the reader is referred to [110]. One of the main
advantages of LQR controllers is their applicability in the time domain. This
is convenient to us, because the controller introduced in this manuscript is
also constructed in the time domain. Thus, when performance comparisons
with full parametric knowledge will be suited, we will often use an LQR
controller.
0.1
0. --.- - .
.10
Figure 2.3: Stability and robustness, LQR controller.
LQR controllers are the most widely used in control [127]. In adaptive
systems, Jalili et al. [75] tuned their LQR control parameters with a genetic
................. .....  . . -- -- --
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algorithm (GA). Novak et al. [146] presented an adaptive LQR controller.
Yang et al. [215] applied H2 control in the same context as in [213]. In
applications to civil engineering, Lin and Loh [111] used an LQR controller
with limited measurements to control a floor isolation system equipped with
MR dampers. Gu et al. [56] used an LQR controller with a Kalman filter
for structural control. Loh and Chang [114] used an LQR controller with
acceleration feedback for a 20-story benchmark control problem.
2.2.3 Lyapunov-Based Controllers
Lyapunov-based controllers are derived from the infamous Lyapunov stability
theory. A system is said to be stable if, for any R, there exist a ball of radius
r which includes the initial condition which guarantees that the state will not
leave R at any time. Mathematically, we can write [171]:
VR > 0, r > 0,||x(O)|| < r = Vt > 0, |x(t)|| < RIh2.25)
The concept of Lyapunov stability can also be represented mathematically
by a function that is always positive definite and which time derivative is at
least negative semi-definite. Such function is termed a Lyapunov function,
and is often represented by V. For instance, the function e~t is a Lyapunov
function:
V 2e 6
where V > 0 and V < 0. Fig. 4.24 illustrates the concept of Lyapunov
stability. In Fig. 2.4a, a ball is in a bowl. If it gets perturbed, it comes
back at its original position and at rest provided that there is friction. Fig.
2.4b shows a system that is marginally stable. When the ball is perturbed, it
comes at rest provided that there is friction, but not at its original position.
Fig. 2.4c shows an unstable system, where a perturbation results in the ball
going to infinity.
Intuitively, if we can always extract energy from a system, the system will
come at rest at some point. For this reason, an energy function is often taken
as the Lyapunov function. To give an example, we study the stability of a
civil structure. We take V and its derivative to be:
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of Lyapunov stability: a) stable system; b) marginally
stable system; and c) unstable system.
1
V = -x Px2
Y = 1(x'TPx + x'P.
11 (UT px + px)
= 2 ((Ax + Bu)TPx + xTP(Ax + Bu)) 2.27
=- (X AT Px + XTPAX) + uTBT Px
2
S-x (A P+ PA)x + UTBT Px
2
where P is symmetric and positive-definite. Consider the case of an uncon-
trolled structure (u = 0). Any P > 0 satisfies V > 0 and V < 0 as, for
civil structures, A < 0 assuming some damping (XTPX > 0 for P > 0, and
xT (ATP + PA)x < 0 since (ATP + PA) < 0 as PA < 0). Thus, civil
structures are inherently stable. Now, taking a negative feedback control rule
(u = -Gx), (2.27) becomes:
....... . ........ ......... ............. . -
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V = 2 xT (ATP + PA)x - xT (GT BTP)x2
where one has to select GTBT > 0 to satisfy 1 < 0. It is easy to verify
that any G with all positive elements satisfies this requirement. In other
words, adding equivalent stiffness and damping stabilizes the system. Note
that the dynamics of semi-active devices are typically equivalent to positive
semi-definite gain matrices G > 0.
Sliding Mode Control
In this subsection, we discuss SMC using a Lyapunov-based approach [170].
Unless specified otherwise, a scalar notation is used for simplicity, but the
theory can easily be extended to matrix forms.
SMC aims at bringing the controlled system on a surface of known dynam-
ics on which the error will exponentially converge to zero. Let the tracking
error e of a state x be written e = X - Xd where Xd denotes the desired state
(Xd - 0 for regulatory problems). A sliding surface s is defined as:
s(x, t) = - + A e (2.29)dt
where n is the order of the controlled system dynamics, and A represents
a control weight and is a strictly positive constant. In the case of a civil
structure, (2.29) becomes:
s(x, t) =e+ Ae (2.30)
Noting that (2.30) is stable for the manifold s = 0, we seek at bringing
the system on such manifold, and ensuring that it remains on the surface for
all t > 0 by designing an appropriate control law. The control law can be
designed using a Lyapunov-based approach. Consider the following Lyapunov
function based on surface error:
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Figure 2.5: Graphical representation of SMC for n = 2 (adapted from [171]).
The problem could be reduced to finding a control input u such that:
sa ; -r/Ksl (23)
where for r being strictly positive, V in (2.31) will be negative definite. Thus,
s will converge to its solution s = 0, or:
d \fn-1
-- + A) e 0 (2.33)
It can be shown that the sliding surface s will be reached in a finite period
of time, and that error converges exponentially to 0 once the system is on
the sliding surface. Fig. 2.5 graphically represents the concept of SMC.
A controller designed to satisfy (2.32) will be discontinuous as the control
force will abruptly change sign with the sliding error sign. This may lead
to chattering, which causes unnecessarily high control forces and a possible
excitation of the neglected high frequencies. Fig. 2.6 graphically represents
the chattering phenomenon.
To reduce or eliminate chattering, the discontinuity in the control law
must be transformed to let the sign transition be smooth and continuous.
For instance, the dynamics of the transition of the control force sign can be
enforced within a boundary layer. In this case, the absolute operator in (2.32)
can be replaced by a saturation function sat:
ss < -r/ - sat - (2.34
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chattering
s=O
Figure 2.6: Graphical representation of chattering (adapted from [171]).
Lyapunov-based controllers have been widely applied to control of civil
structures. For instance, Adhikari and Yamaguchi [1] applied an SMC for
control of an active TMD, where wind forces were estimated. Wu and Yang
[207] applied a modified SMC with a Kalman-Bucy filter to a wind-excited
benchmark problem. Ha et al. [59] used a Lyapunov-based controller to
mitigate seismic response of a structure equipped with MR dampers.
2.3 Adaptive Controllers
Adaptive control is generally used for uncertain systems, whether the uncer-
tainties are parametric or non-parametric. For example, consider a mechanical
arm lifting an object with an unknown mass. We would not be able to project
the arm into a given trajectory without any adaptive scheme, as we do not
know the dynamics of the system once the arm grabs the mass. There are two
main way of approaching that control problem. First, we can lift the mass,
try different trajectories, and identify the new dynamic properties. This is
called indirect control, as we conduct system identification for controlling
the plant. Methods associated with indirect control include Model-Reference
Adaptive Controllers (MRAC), and are typically used for tracking problems.
The second way is to come up with a control rule, and adapt the control rule
until we achieved our desired state. This is called direct control. Methods
associated with direct control include Self-Tuning Controllers (STC), and are
typically used for regulatory problems. Tracking control problems consist of
bringing a system into a given trajectory, while regulatory control problems
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are concerned with bringing the system at rest. Civil engineering control ob-
jectives, vibration mitigation for example, are typically regulatory. Tracking
objectives are more rare, but we can find some applications in retractable
roofs and drawbridges.
It this section, we first introduce the main differences between MRAC and
STC. Subsequently, we will introduce a special type of adaptive controllers:
intelligent controllers. We want to remind the reader here that we called
intelligent controllers adaptive because of their capacity to be trained, whether
it is online or offline, sequentially or by batch.
2.3.1 MRAC & STC
MRAC and STC are adaptive control schemes, where the controller parameters
are adapted until the control objective is attained. The MRAC are qualified as
indirect approaches, while, conversely, STC are qualified as direct approaches.
Fig. 2.7 schematizes their concept. MRAC use a reference model with a
similar dynamics than the controlled structure. The objective is to adapt
the controller until both systems' responses are synchronized. STC use a
model of the controlled structure on which the controller is based. The
model is adapted until the system output objective is attained. Note that the
controller/model can be integrated in the form of a direct inverse controller.
MRAC
As we have seen in Fig. 2.7a, MRAC comprise a controlled plant, an estimated
plant, and a reference model:
mz + ck + kx u
7^nz, + 25+ fcx =u (.5
mm m + cmam + kmxm r
where the hat denotes estimations, subscripts m denotes the reference model,
and r is the desired trajectory. We select a control law in the form of:
a = dn(zm - Ae) - ( + Ae) + obt+ fi (2.3:6
and substitute in (2.35) to obtain:
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reference input
referenceinput
Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of a) MRAC; and b) STC.
mz - fn(zm - Ae) + (( + Ae) + (c - )i; + (k - k)x = 0 (2.37)
Noting that for known parameters the error in (2.37) converges to zero,
we need to select the appropriate adaptation laws in order to obtain:
lim |m - -1, = 0
lim Ic - |,_, = 0 (2.38)
limIk - k|t,, = 0
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The following adaptation laws:
n = -- ys~xi -- Ae)
C = --YSi2.9
k = --Ysx
can be shown to satisfy (2.38).
Example: Application to a Semi-Active System
Consider the case of a structure equipped with a semi-active damper. Assume
that the reference trajectory is partly achievable via damping, thus of smaller
magnitude than the external excitation. The governing equation of a single
degree-of-freedom system semi-actively controlled between the base and the
mass is written:
mz + c±+ kx = u+ d
where u is the semi-active force, and d is a measurable external disturbance.
The control law (2.36) is modified:
Ureq ='n(zm - Ae) - + Ae) + &± + kx - d (2.41)
where Urq is the required force. Because of the semi-active nature of the
control device, the required force req is not always reachable. The error ft is
defined as the error between Ureq and the actual damping force Uact. Equation
2.37 can be rewritten:
ma + (s = r n(zm - Ae) + Ei + Icx - ft2.2
Thus, if all parameters were known, (2.42) would become:
ma + (s + 6 = 0 (.3
with its solution:
s(t) = e(-/m)t -fz/ (244)
where s - -i/ at t -+ oc. The error is assumed to be negligible for large (
and small f.
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Take the system identification problem of the following unknown SDOF
system:
m = 100kg; c 10Ns/m; k = 80N/m
The reference model:
mm = 120kg; cm = 64Ns/m; km = 12N/m (246)
is used for the simulation with an harmonic reference excitation r = sin 8t m,
and the MRAC parameters set to A = 100, (= 500, y = 50. The disturbance
consists of three harmonic excitations of frequency 1, 2, and 4 rad/s, and
amplitude 10, 8, and 6 m respectively. An unmeasurable Gaussian error of
center 0 and magnitude 5 m has been added to the disturbance. Fig. 2.8 shows
the convergence of the estimated parameters over 15 seconds of simulation.
After 15 seconds, the final parameters are rin = 101.5 kg, d = 12.19 Ns/m, and
k = 80.0 N/m, which represents estimation errors of 1.5%, 22%, and 0.0%
respectively. The large error on the damping can be explained by the low
contribution of the parameter to the system dynamics.
STC
We will spend more time describing the STC, as their concept is quite general
and many adaptive methods are in fact STC. In addition, our proposed
controller is a form of STC, and the method will be described in depth later
in this chapter.
STC include classes of mathematical or non-mathematical models used
for selecting controller parameters. Mathematical representations include
recursive least-square, recursive extended least square, recursive instrumental
variables, recursive maximum likelihood, and stochastic approximation [172).
Some of those methods typically require high computation time and are best
suited for batch training. Neural networks are generally qualified as non-
mathematical model because they are principally used in machine learning for
pattern classification. However, we use here neural networks as a function rep-
resentation of the system based on human neurons. The outputs of the neural
nets are a linear combination of linear or nonlinear functions. Consequently,
we leave neural networks in the family of mathematical representations.
Non-mathematical models include genetic algorithms, fuzzy logic and
classification neural networks. They are often refer as intelligent controllers
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Figure 2.8: Convergence of the estimated parameters: a) the mass rn; b) the
damping ; and c) the stiffness k.
because of their ability to optimize controllers based on machine learning
techniques. Intelligent controller advantages include: 1) tolerance to model
uncertainties; 2) less prior knowledge required; 3) capacity to handle non-
linearity; and 4) possibility of quick convergence [77]. Genetic algorithms
have shown good performance at system identification and control, but they
generally require a very long computation time and have a high possibility to
end up in a local minima [16].
In what immediately follows, we describe the special set of intelligent
controllers, with an emphasis on neurocontrollers.
. ............ -   .......   -
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2.3.2 Intelligent Controllers
Intelligent controllers are a special class of adaptive controllers. They are
characterized by their capacity to create a function representation based on
training from input-output data sets. This representation can be achieved
using numerous system identification tools, such as fuzzy logic, neural networks
(including radial basis function and wavelet networks), polynomial models,
and rational models [159, 7]. For instance, as we will see later, a function f
can be approximated in term of a linear combination of functions #:
h
f (x (k), u (k)) =i [x yz(k), u (k)) (.7
where h is the number of nodes in the network, and y are the nodal weights.
This representation in linear-in-the-parameters and is designed or trained
based on input-output data sets.
This subsection provides a short description of the two most popular types
of representations in structural control: fuzzy logic and neural networks. We
will focus on neural networks, as they constitute the basis of the proposed
controller.
Fuzzy Logic
Fuzzy logic, as its name suggests, is a control rule derived from the mathe-
matics of sets. It has been introduced by Zadeh in 1973 [221] to characterize
numerical problems using a logistic approach. In fuzzy logic, the space is sep-
arated into sets that are not necessarily mutually exclusive, and a particular
event is classified in these sets with degrees of membership. Based on the
degree of membership, actions are taken. Fig. 2.9 is a simple representation
of a fuzzy set. Here, control actions are separated in five sets, from very
small (VS) to very large (VL), and are applied according to the degree of
membership of the excitation (from low to very high). Note that an excitation
can belong to multiple sets, and the action can be a weighted sum of the
degrees of membership, which allows a smooth transition between sets of
action.
Major drawbacks of fuzzy logic include lack of systematic design or stability
analysis, mathematical intractability, and usually worst performance than
other control schemes [72]. In applications of fuzzy logic to control, Schurter
and Rosche [163] applied a fuzzy controller based on acceleration feedback.
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Figure 2.9: Example of a fuzzy set. VS = very small; S = small; M
moderate; L = large; VL = very large.
Zhou et al. [229] used fuzzy logic for nonlinear base-isolation control with
an MR damper. Ahlawat and Ramaswamy [8] used a fuzzy controller for
an active tuned-mass damper. Li et al. [105] applied a fuzzy controller to a
friction device. Adeli and Jiang [3] proposed a wavelet neural network with
fuzzy clusters. Ok et al. [148] applied a fuzzy controller to a benchmark
bridge control problem. Guo and Frei [57] used a fuzzy controller to obtain a
required force, which was in turn used in a neural net to obtain a voltage for
an MR damper. Tu and Qu [191] used a fuzzy controller for a ship lift tower.
Gu and Oyadiji [56] proposed an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system for
MR dampers. Lin and Loh [111] used a hybrid LQR-fuzzy controller for
selecting a voltage level. Shook et al. [167] modeled an hybrid based isolation
system using fuzzy logic. Shook et al. [166] used fuzzy logic for torsion control
of structures.
Neural Networks
Neural networks (NNs) are inspired by biology, mimicking the human neurons.
Fig. 2.10 shows a simplified schematic for the analogy of NNs with biological
neurons. A biological neuron can send a signal to other neurons only if the
sum of the excitation received from its dendrites is above a certain threshold.
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Figure 2.10: Simplified schematic of a human neuron.
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Figure 2.11: An artificial neuron (adapted from [160]).
If it does send a signal, the neuron is said to fire. The signal then proceeds
from the axon to dendrites of adjacent neurons through synapses [160].
An artificial node is based on that biological representation. The input
links (dendrites) are multiplied by connection weights and added up together
with a bias weight (the activation threshold) as an input function. The
artificial neuron will process the information with respect to an activation
function (cell body) and generate an output that will be directed to other
neurons (axon) [203], as illustrated in Fig. 2.11.
Artificial neurons are represented in the form of networks. The network
is built in order to receive inputs, process these inputs internally and finally
generate outputs, thus a black-box or input-output system.
NNs were originally composed of a single layer. In the 1980's, intensive
research has resulted in the discovery of feed-forward multilayer NNs [12].
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Feed-forward multilayer NNs are composed of several hidden layers comprised
between an input and an output layer. They are called feed-forward because
the inputs are processed forwardly until they become outputs. There exist,
however, many kinds of NNs, among which the recurrent networks, where the
outputs are processed back into the system. These have recently attracted
significant attention in research for their ability to handle time series data. A
complete description of the different types of neural networks is given in [60].
The challenge in using NNs is in the ability to choose consistent activation
functions, to design a correct number of nodes (neurons) and layers, and to
assign proper connection weights. All of these are, of course, interconnected.
Activation functions are traditionally the sigmoid function 1/(1 + e-t),
where b is a positive constant, or a simple linear function. The sigmoid
function is generally preferred over a step function because it is smooth and
does not necessitate an if function. In the case of the sigmoid function, the
bias weight represents the threshold as its purpose is to shift the function,
setting the value above which the node will fire. The linear function will allow
the output to match the desired order of response. There exists several other
useful activation functions. The reader is directed to [60] for a more extensive
listing.
Gaussian radial functions have been developed to replace traditional ac-
tivation functions [1.61]. Such neural networks comprise several advantages
compared to traditional neural networks, among which are better approxi-
mation, convergence speed, optimality in solution and excellent localization
[181]. Those networks can also be trained more quickly than most other
neural network techniques to model nonlinear systems by estimating in the
function space [161, 83, 69]. Zhang and Beneviste [225] introduced the con-
cept of wavelet neural networks for system identification, and showed the
wavelet capability to achieve universal approximation. Cannon & Slotine
[27] proposed to use wavelet neural network for control. Hung et al. [71]
applied a wavelet neurocontroller for active control of a civil structure. Their
neural net used batch training. For the proposed neurocontroller in the
upcoming section, wavelet functions have been selected over Gaussian radial
functions for their better space and frequency localization property. Unlike
Gaussian functions, their locality in spatial frequency allows adaptive tuning
of the function approximation with respect to variations of the local spatial
bandwidth of the controller [27]. Thus, the training is quicker due to a more
efficient representation.
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2.4 WNN for Semi-Active Control
The wavelet neurocontroller presented in this section is developed for control
of dynamic systems with unknown dynamic parameters. Additionally, it is
adapted for the case of control devices having uncertain force output, which
is the main contribution of this chapter. The force output error ii from those
devices can be written:
f, = U -U act (
where u is the required force output from the algorithm and Uact is the
actual force output from the device. Example of devices having such force
uncertainties are low capacity actuators, semi-active systems, and some hybrid
systems.
Some efforts have been made in the field of structural control to achieve
adaptive control with semi-active devices. Hidaka et al. [64] proposed
an adaptive neural network controller for a three-story structure equipped
with electrorheological dampers. The control strategy was composed of a
predictive neural net and a controller neural net. The training scheme,
however, necessitated the sets of input-output data from various types of
excitation to apply batch training. Morishian et al. [133] proposed a neural
network to control a three-story structure equipped with an MR damper.
Similar to [61], the strategy required batch training.
In work done for control using sequential learning, Zhou et al. [229] used
adaptive fuzzy control for a nonlinear base isolation system equipped with an
MR damper. Their controller adapted sequentially. Lee et al. [100] developed
a semi active neurocontroller for base-isolation control with an MR damper,
where the neural network was updated using a cost function and sensitivity
evaluation. In their work, the cost function included the error on states, the
control signal, and weighting matrices. Using weighting parameters, however,
necessitates prior simulation or testing for their evaluation. Lee et al. [81]
achieved an adaptive modal neurocontroller for a structure equipped with
an MR damper. This extension of [100] used a Kalman filter to estimate
modal states, and controlled the structure based on those states using the
neurocontroller. Suresh et al. [181] proposed an adaptive mapping scheme that
uses Gaussian radial functions to control base-isolation of nonlinear buildings
equipped with an actuator. The proposed mapping has the advantage of
a structure to self-learn during an event, while having the potential to use
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limited state measurements. We have presented a neurocontroller in [95].
The neural net is an inverse controller whose nodes sequentially adapt to
achieve optimal control. The most significant contribution of the paper is
the modification of the algorithm presented in Suresh et al. [181] to map
the behavior of a civil structure equipped with semi-active devices, where
adaptation is realized using a sliding controller and adaptive learning rates.
A modified version of the controller [99, 97] includes an enhanced robustness
in the adaptation laws and uses wavelets instead of Gaussian radial functions
for a better function localization.
Despite the fact that research in structural control geared towards adaptive
control of semi-active devices seems to be limited, more has been done for
car suspension mechanisms. Song et al. [173] proposed an adaptive controller
for such mechanism. The controlled system was identified sequentially, and
also included an adaptive controller in parallel. The research claimed to be
the first to address the adaptive control of MR dampers with immeasurable
nonstationary vibration sources, an applicability concern in the context of car
suspension. System identification was achieved on a single degree-of-freedom
system using a recursive least square (RLS) algorithm. However, the RLS
algorithm tends to be less effective for systems with multiple degrees-of-
freedom.
We detail the proposed neurocontroller in the subsequent subsections.
2.4.1 Network Architecture
The proposed neurocontroller is a direct inverse controller designed to output
forces based on the observations of the state inputs and control forces:
u(t - 1) , u(t - 1 - A t), I..., u(t - 1 - dAt)) F.49
where nd denotes the desired force, y the state observation, u the input, f
the hidden layer function linear in the parameters, At a time step, and d a
dimension. Thus, the neural network has an ARMAX model structure, as
depicted in Fig. 2.12. The input parameter selection will be discussed later.
The hidden layer functions are composed of radial wavelets.
This hidden layer is capable of self-organization mapping, as well as self-
adaptation. Self-organization mapping, developed by Kohonen [91], refers to
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Figure 2.12: ARMAX model structure of the WNN.
the internal organization of nodes: nodes are added if the Euclidian distance of
the input with respect to any existing node is larger than a certain threshold,
and nodes can be pruned if judged unnecessary. Self-adaptation of nodes
refers to the strategy of adapting nodal parameters.
The utilization of a self-adapting scheme arises from the choice of using
sequential training rather than batch training, as batch training is difficult to
achieve for large-scale systems because of the unavailability of input-output
data sets. Sequential training consists of adapting the neurocontroller after
each time step based on its performance. This is equivalent to changing the
weight of the functions, along with the bandwidths and locations of wavelet
functions. There exist several adaptation algorithms for neural nets, including:
back-propagation (BP), resource allocating network (RAN) [153], RAN with
extended Kalman filtering [83], minimal RAN [218], and recursive least-square.
Among those methods, the BP algorithms is superior in its computational
simplicity [18]. Considering real-time control, the applicability of the neural
controller requires computational simplicity and minimal data storage in order
to avoid time delay. Noting that the BP scheme has slow convergence, time-
varying learning rates are use to provide the neurocontroller with accelerated
convergence for high magnitude dynamic responses. Training is slowed when
the performance approaches a prescribed threshold, and stopped when the
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threshold is reached.
The neurocontroller maps the force output with respect to states. It
results that the number of outputs corresponds to the number of actuators.
The choice of state input is more involved. Prior knowledge of the system
dynamics can improve the performance of the controller by specifying the
types of inputs and the size of the lag space. This lag space has to be large
enough to encompass the dynamics that properly describes the system, and
multivariate inputs need to be appropriately scaled to improve the algorithm
robustness and convergence speed [145]. Input selection is the central focus
of the next chapter. Consequently, the choice of the input vector for the
proposed neurocontroller will not be discussed in this current chapter.
As aforementioned, the main contribution of this chapter is the design
of an adaptive controller specialized for control devices with uncertain force
output, such as semi-active devices. In their case, the force uncertainty arises
from the incapacity to add energy to a system. The strategy is to let the
neurocontroller adapt when it is in a desired control region Cd, a region where
the uncertainty on the control device force output is minimum. This region
is comprised within the general set C. When the system is outside Cd, the
objective is to try bringing the system back in the desired region. This is
achieved using a sliding controller. A third region, located at the boundary
of Cj, is incorporated and acts as the transition region C to ensure a smooth
transition between both control rules: C D Ct D Cd. The relationship is
depicted in Fig. 2.13 for the case of an MR damper.
Fig. 2.14 shows a representation of the controller. The structure is excited
by an external signal and the control device. Its dynamic states, as well as the
damping forces, are fed in the adaptive neurocontroller. The neurocontroller
outputs are fed in the sliding controller that adjusts the force based on the
force reachability regions mentioned above. A voltage is then sent to the
semi-active device based on the required force using a saturation rule, which
will be defined later.
The next subsections describe the wavelet functions, followed by the self-
organizing and the self-adaptive features, and a discussion on the choice of
inputs, time delay, measurement errors, and the control strategies.
2.4.2 Wavelet Functions
Wavelets are dictionary of functions that can be used to decompose a signal.
Waveforms #., of unit norm form a time-frequency dictionary 6D = {f}. A
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Figure 2.13: Illustration of controlled regions C, Ct, and Cd for a 1 kN
magnetorheological damper.
Figure 2.14: Block diagram of the closed-loop control system.
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mother wavelet is a wavelet of zero average that can be translated by a scale
parameter y and dilated by a scale parameter o to obtain daughter wavelets
that will form the dictionary D [122]:
j #(t) dt = 0
The continuous wavelet transform of a function f is written:
'Wf (p, o-) = (f, #,, = 0 f(t) #t -p dt (.1
As aforementioned, the objective here is to construct the ARMAX repre-
sentation f of the control function f:
U (t) = f (y, U, t) (.2
To find the representation, we decompose f in wavelets. Particularly, we
will use mexican hat wavelets # of the form:
#(v) - 0 2 e (25
where v is now used as the general input vector, t and o- are the center
and bandwidth of the function respectively. In other words, the controller
will be a single layer neural net using these wavelets as activation functions.
Fig. 2.15 shows a 3-dimensional mexican hat wavelet, along with some of its
variations.
The output of the representation, the desired force Ud, can be written:
UdJy(v) =F_7,~~)=-fpv 2.5 4)
where 7',j is the nodal weight i associated with the output j, h is the number
of nodes in the hidden layer. Fig. 2.16 shows a single-layer feed-forward
wavelet neural network.
For simplicity, the neurocontroller is specialized for a single device. The
subscript j will be dropped. Note that this formulation holds for the case of
decentralized controllers, which are used for the main simulations (Chapter
5).
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Figure 2.15: 2-dimensional Mexican Hat wavelet. a) Original wavelet; b)
bandwidth of the wavelet scaled up by a factor of 2; and c) translated wavelet.
2.4.3 Self-Organizing Mapping
The self-organizing feature of the neurocontroller consists of adding a node
when the Euclidean distance of a new output to the closest node is farther
than the threshold r. The network also has the capacity to prune nodes when
their weights are found to be under a predefined ratio of the largest weight for
several consecutive time steps. New nodes are added at the center of the new
input, with the target weight -ri. Existing nodes are pruned if their weight
falls below the threshold A. The choice of -yj depends on A. A function f can
be mapped as a summation of wavelets by the frame operator F:
ff = (f,#Oi) = EGI Jif (.5
............. -- - - - - -- - -- ----------  -- 
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&
Figure 2.16: Illustration of a wavelet neural network.
where h represents the number of wavelet functions. Note that in the case of
semi-active control, the function f is bounded, as civil structures equipped
with such devices are inherently stable. The adjoint operator F* is written:
(y*_f) = (7,JFf) = Eh 17i (f 4)
so that:
T* ff = Ef 1 (f,)#i)#5 (2.57)
Therefore, a family of wavelets #i can be written in terms of a family of
wavelets #j with zero mean:
i= (7*F)-'#2.8
where the set i is termed dual frame. Hence, the function f can be exactly
reconstructed using coefficients:
17 = (f, Ii) (2.59)
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Cannon and Slotine [27] show that, in order to prevent the addition of
a node with an unrealistic weight that would result from a point sitting far
from the existing function, the bound on 7/j must be taken as:
|7iImax = 7aif/2 fmax lemax (260)
where Yo is a scale parameter, d is the dimension of the separable wavelet
families with scale -yo, f is the bound on the estimated function and is equal
to the bound on the control force Ub, and |5-max is equal to the volume of the
set C in the case of mexican hat wavelets. The scale parameter 7/0 is taken
from the dual frame family of radial wavelets that are written:
oi,(O4,) = 70 141/2 4,(0,,) ( dV)2.6
where the subscript (-, p) denotes the scale o- of the dual set a centered at p,
such that #i,(o,j,) is a family of non-dilated wavelets centered at P. Taking the
minimum bound A on the weights, it results that the bandwidth of the nodes
from (2.60) is given by the expression:
o-A = 2 log < 2 log (2.62)td log ao log d log ao A
From (2.62), it can be observed that reducing A increases the approximation
capability of the neural network.
The target nodal weight 7i of a newly added node i is approximated using
a weighted sum of the error. To enhance stability, a smooth interpolation is
incorporated when nodes are added:
if |74| ; |
mc(t)-Y if |74| < |f
where 7 is the parameter evolution according to the self adaptation rules
described in the next subsection, and mc(t) is the smooth transition function
infinitely differentiable and taken as the sigmoid function:
1
) 1 ± e +-bt
with b being a positive constant.
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2.4.4 Self-Adapting Feature
The adaptive rules of the neurocontroller are derived using Lyapunov stability
to ensure robustness. Based on (2.54), the optimal mapping of control-
input/state-output of the system equipped with a single semi-active damper
can be expressed as:
U d =_1 Tp2.5
where Ud is the desired (optimal) control force. The control law used herein
is taken as:
u(t) = (1 - mc) (u - k -sat + mcus
(2.66)
= (1 - mc) Un - k -sat - mcumaxsat (
where un = iT 4 i is the force output from the neurocontroller, the hat denotes
estimated values, Usl =umaxsat(s/<b) is the sliding component using the
saturation function sat to bring the system back in subspace Cd, k is a
constant, <3 is a scaling parameter for the sliding surface, and mc represents
the control weight and is dependent on which subspace the system is located.
Those terms will be mathematically defined later. The sliding surface s is
taken as:
s = Pe = 0 C6SPic - 0
where e is the error defined as the difference between the state X and the
desired state Xd, and P is a user-defined vector. The selection of P will be
discussed later.
Using (2.65), (2.66), the equation of motion of civil structure in the
state-space representation recalled here for convenience:
Z = AX + Buu+ Bgag + Bww (2.68
and substituting ft, the dynamics of the controlled state error can be written
as:
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& = X - Xk
= Ae + B(uct - Ud + c)
= Ae + B ((1 - me) (T - k -sat + meusi - - +
where the subscript d denotes the desired states, and c is the estimation error.
Note that the unknown external loadings ag and w were in both right hand
side terms of (2.69), thus canceled out.
To derive the adaptation rules, consider the following Lyapunov candidate
using the sliding controller [170]:
1 1 ~T
V-= s 2 + T F27-Fi - 4 j](.0
where 1F1 and I- are positive definite diagonal matrices representing learning
parameters, and the tilde denotes the error between the estimated and real
values (; = ' - f; 4 = # - #). It follows that (2.70) is positive definite and
contains all time varying parameters. Neglecting the higher order term and
specializing for the case where s > <D, the time derivative of V is:
sPAe±sPB(T + T - -cT) - + -
sPr~e + sPPB -t
+ -.1  + P + ± - s -PB - (1 - me)|s|PBk
- sPBmcumaxsat (
e PTPAe + (1 -- meyTBT P s + -
±+T ((1 - mc) B TPTs + - -) - sPB(i - e) -(1- mc}|s|PBk
+ ~ - sPBmumaxsat (
(2.71
with:
-
T- 0
p 0oTr.
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The tilde denotes the error between the optimal and current parameters,
and represents aggregation of parameters y and #. By choosing the following
adaptation laws:
--(1 - mc)(Fe)BTPTs
-- (1 - mc) (rFy)BP s
F 
_s2 1
(2.72)
. -1
where I is an identity matrix to populate F , equation (2.71) becomes:
V eTPT PAe - sPB(ii - c) - (1 - mc) s PBk - TS2I)-
-$ F-j0 
- sPBmeaui
Choosing k =Ub, where Ub is a known bound (also positive) on ft, (2.73)
can be rewritten as:
V eTPTPAe - sPB(ft - c) - (1 - me)|s|PBk
-(S2I- 4 T - sPBmumaxsat (F)
Defining mathematically the subspaces illustrated in Fig. 2.13:
Cd = {Ub |H| |b, fE E R}
C = {Ub > Tlal T E [0, 11, Ub,i t E R}
C = e a E d s
mc is selected to make (2.74) as negative definite as possible:
mc = 0
0 < mc <1
me = 1
if ft E Cd
if t E Ct - Cd
if ft E C - C
Using (2.75), (2.74) can be rewritten:
(2.75)
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V eTPTPAe - sPB(t - )- |s|PBub
-T(S 2 I) - Tp 4 i f - - E C(d
SeTPT PAe - sPB(6 - e) -|s|PBU
-T(s 2 I){ - 4T if ii E C - C
The first term in (2.76) is negative semi-definite as the state-space matrix
A is inherently stable for civil structures. The third term is bigger than the
second term for ii E Cd and is as negative as possible for ft c C - Ct, and
the fourth term is negative definite. The last term in (2.76) arises from the
use of a sequential adaptive scheme, whereas the radial wavelet functions
evolve with time. This term represents the trade-off in designing an adaptive
neurocontroller for a system assumed to be fully uncertain. Using Barbalat's
lemma and assuming that the first four terms are greater (in absolute value)
than the last term, the error will converge to zero [171].
Noting that pTp is always semi-positive definite, the condition on the
sliding surface coefficients P to ensure stability is that the dynamics of
the sliding surface itself be stable. This is achieved for P being a Hurwitz
polynomial, which is the condition on the sliding surface for civil structures.
Thus, coefficients of P can conveniently be taken as all non-negative, with
their values representing control weights analogous to the matrix Q in LQR
control. Unavailable states can be represented by zero coefficients.
It can be noted that the switching law in (2.66), represented by the
term k, can be used to control for system uncertainties. This is achieved by
incorporating the error bound in k, thus augmenting the control weight of the
error metric s, as shown in [171]. However, selecting k requires the knowledge
of the error bound. The largest uncertainty in (2.66) is the uncertainty of the
error on the applied force Ub. This error can be quite large, and increasing its
value too much would lead to a controller based almost exclusively on the
sign of the sliding surface. Instead, a bound Ub is assumed, and adaptation on
the network slowed or stopped when |6| > Ub. Note that this adaptation rate
is directly related to the sliding controller as k = Ub. A sensitivity analysis of
the controller with respect to Ub is included in the simulations.
The adaptation rules are in function of the matrix B, assumed to be
unknown. Since the magnitude of B can be easily evaluated and is of known
sign, BTPT can be incorporated in the learning rate. It follows that the
adaptation rules (2.72) are a version of the BP algorithm as they are written
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in the form (= -s. Therefore, without loss of generality, the
adaptation rules can be written in discrete form:
{(t + 1) = (t) - A(1 - me)F q5jsign(B T P T )s
Ii,k(t + 1) = ,i,k(t) - A(1 - mC) pti, k
1 -i"~ (V2(1e " (4ou(vk - ti,k) - 2||v - |k)))
-sign(B T P T )s
&i(t + 1) = - (t) - A (1 - mc)I
1 /" , 2
_e " __(4of||v - pi||2 - 2||v - pi||4) sign(B T PT S
where subscript k is the dimension of the neuron. Eq. (2.77) is the discrete
adaptation law used for the simulations.
Adaptive Learning Parameters
Noting that ri- 1 = I, taking its time derivative results in:
f = (s2I)(.
It is clear from (2.72) and (2.78) that the adaptive learning rate can be
any increasing function, because 1 has to be semi negative definite. Using
the sliding surface error in the function is intuitive, as a greater error indicates
that the system is further from its optimality, therefore increasing the step
taken in the descent direction. The need for rapidly increasing steps is only
making engineering sense in the cases when quick learning is prescribed,
such as for earthquake loads. In the case of wind load, those rates could
be stationary. In order to prevent the learning rate from augmenting too
quickly, and thus initiating system instability, (2.78) is modified by dividing
by the 2-norm of the learning rate. Therefore, noting that in the following
equation 17 is the (th diagonal parameter of the matrix F and thus a scalar,
the adaptation laws (2.72) for the (th network parameter can be rewritten as:
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F = - sign(BTPT)s
2.4.5 Discussion on Inputs, Time Delay, and Measure-
ment Errors
The sliding surface necessitates the knowledge of all displacements and veloc-
ities, as well as for some of the input vector in (2.53). To obtain those states,
it is generally better to have an estimator. In practice, as discussed in the
previous chapter, only accelerations are measured because displacement and
velocity measurements only provide relative quantities, are more expensive to
measure than accelerations, and integration of acceleration can lead to signifi-
cant errors [79]. However, it will be shown in the next chapter that the phase
space of a time series can be reconstructed using the delayed measurements
of a single observation from the force inputs and the state outputs [180, 85].
Thus, a vector of acceleration measurements can contain the essential dy-
namics of a system, provided that it is properly constructed. Thus, in the
following chapter, we will show that the acceleration inputs could be used
as neural inputs as they give enough information on the current state of the
controlled system, provided that the input vector is adequately constructed,
or that it is large enough to enclose all of the essential dynamics. In other
words, the inputs for the iWNN controller will consist of local acceleration
observations y and force inputs ui, delayed in time by a constant T, and
embedded in a dimension d:
v = [yj (t), yj (t -Tr), ... , yj (t - (d - 1),r)
ui (t), u i(t - r-), ... , ui (t - (d - 1)rT) ]
Therefore, each control device has a decentralized controller that relies
on local measurements only. The sliding surface is constructed using local
displacement and velocity measurements. Hence, the vector P will contain null
entries where measurements are not available. In the simulations contained in
Chapter 5, it is assumed that the control device displacements and velocities
are measurable, which are related to inter-story states. Thus, P for a devices
is constructed in the following form:
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Pd1  -Pd 1  0 ... 0 0 Pv1 -Pv1 0 ... 0 0
0 Pd2  -Pd2 ... 0 0 0 Po2  -Pv2 ... 0 0
0 0 0 -- Pda -Pda, 0 0 0 --- PVa -PVa
where d and v denotes displacement and velocity degrees-of-freedom respec-
tively.
Time delay can induce instability in a control system [40]. Even though
the neurocontroller simulation time step remains under the sampling rate, the
interaction sensor-controller-device will most likely induce a delay. If the delay
is known, it can be implicitly fed in the neurocontroller by changing the lag
time of each input. It can be also assumed that the neurocontroller will learn
that the system has a delay, thus adapt. Measurement errors are also present
in most controlled systems. An analysis of the controller performance with
respect to time delay and measurement errors is included in the simulations
(Chapter 5).
2.4.6 Discussion on the Control Objectives
It is important to understand the control objectives for civil structures in order
to select appropriate network parameters. There exist two main regulatory
control objectives: acceleration mitigation, and displacement mitigation.
Acceleration mitigation is a serviceability criterion and is mostly applicable to
moderate-to-high wind excitations. The evolution of the neurocontroller for
acceleration mitigation can be achieved at a slow rate, as structural integrity
is not of concern. This allows higher robustness for the algorithm. Adaptive
learning rates are switched off for acceleration control.
Displacement mitigation is a concern during earthquake excitations, as
structural integrity is at stake, and it is fundamental to minimize stresses
and strains in structural members. The controller needs to optimally adjust
rapidly. Impulse-like excitations quickly send the system in a new set of states
away from the initial states. An aggressive learning strategy is recommended
as a result of the neural network being in a control region whose control
rules have yet to be constructed. To overcome the robustness issue arising
from using high learning rates, the controller is built to forget parts of the
of the control rule that have been rapidly constructed [55]. The strategy is
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to identify nodes that have been created following an impulse loading. An
impulse region is identified when the norm of the sliding surface error rate of
change goes beyond a threshold. In the impulse excitation region, the target
weight 'yj is considerably increased based on the error norm, and incrementally
forgotten in the following time steps. Adaptive learning rates are switched
on for displacement control.
2.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have described various forms of controllers that can be used
for robust control of uncertain systems. We have divided them into families
of fixed and adaptive controllers. In our discussions, we have concluded that
intelligent controllers, more precisely neurocontrollers, were more suited for
controlling large-scale systems with large uncertainties. Consequently, we
have presented an adaptive neurocontroller: the WNN, a single layer network
of wavelet functions capable of self-organization and self-adaptation. Here, the
innovation is the inclusion of a sliding controller, that allows the application
of WNN for semi-actively controlled systems, or more generally to systems
for which control devices have limited force reachability.
This chapter does not include simulations that deomnstrate the perfor-
mance of the WNN, as we have not yet presented in detail the input selection
process. The performance of the WNN with pre-processed input selection has
been discussed in [97], but we have recently argued that a pre-process input
selection is quite difficult for uncertain dynamic systems. In the chapter that
follows, we claim to have found a way to automate the input selection process,
which will lead to a controller with limited state measurement. Such input
selection scheme is far more realistic. The reader will appreciate much more
the simulation results to come, once we will have explained the neural inputs
for our WNN. Input selection is the central theme of the next chapter.
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Chapter Notation
At
A
7,
r,
A
H), M,.'A, 0
P, T, T'4W
f,g, h
d
f
h
k
f, f', h
m, n
p
q
r
t
x
y,y
z
subset indices
Euclidean distance
time step
weight
Lyapunov exponent
delay vectors
wavelet function
modal shape
topological map
shift map
time delay
eigenvalue matrix
observation map
spaces
spaces or sets
spaces or sets
maps
dimension
state function
input function
observation function
discrete step
maps
numeric quantities
probability
local map
modal coordinate
distance
time
input or forcing
state
observation
spatial location
C
D
H
HMI
I
J
MI
N
Q
RA
RA,,,,tol
Rd
W
Y, Y
R
0
correlation dimension
function
Gram matrix
Heaviside step function
entropy
identity matrix
Jacobian
mutual information
quantity of n
quantity of q
averaging function
tolerance thresholds
neighbor distances
for a dimension d
weight matrix
set of observations
set of real numbers
empty set
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3.1 Introduction
We have described in the Chapter 2 a controller developed for unknown
systems equipped with semi-active devices. The controller is in essence a
black-box model trained on a set of inputs-outputs. The control task can be
generalized to a system identification problem, where we need to identify the
control rule that should stabilize the system. We argue that, in the the case
of large-scale systems, the identification task needs to be achieved online and
sequentially. One of the main challenges of online sequential identification
is the input selection, as the time series is not typically known a priori. We
make input selection the central theme of this chapter, as it directly impacts
the number and location of sensors.
Before proceeding further, we shall describe some key concepts. Online
is herein used to describe an identification process that is achieved in real-
time, during an event, in opposition to offline, before or after the event as
occurred. Sequential is used to define the identification algorithm as an
adaptation process occurring at each time-step (whether it is online or offline),
in opposition to batch training. The concept of online training is generally
an obvious consequence of the sequential identification of a control rule. For
instance, typical control mechanisms for large-scale structures are designed to
ensure structural integrity. Thus, a controller is expected to always achieve a
prescribed level of performance, where training shall be done immediately,
online. If one would decide to generate data sets from laboratory experiments,
large-scale systems can generally be only tested using small scale models
due to technical and economical considerations, and those models are not
necessarily close to reality because of the numerous assumptions required for
constructing these models (the stiffness of the connections, for example).
The argument for sequential training arises from the nature of the exci-
tations which typically originate from natural hazards. Despite that such
excitations can be frequency-dominant, they are inherently highly stochastic.
It results that batch training could misleadingly encompass different local
dynamics in a training set, with the possibility of an inefficient and/or inaccu-
rate adaptation. Sequential training, on the other hand, adjusts the controller
directly based on the excitation as it evolves in time. Thus, adaptation is
achieved locally, which allows the controller to adapt for local dynamics in
the excitations, such as impulse loads arising from wind gusts or earthquakes.
Online sequential black-box adaptation needs to be computationally ef-
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ficient. Convergence speed of these learning algorithms can be improved
if the network size is minimal. Kohonen [91] proposed the self-organizing
mapping (SOM) theory for neural networks, which organizes the hidden layer
nodes so as to avoid unnecessary functions. It allows neural networks to
be defined in a sub-region of the hyperspace where the system is evolving.
Since the self-organizing theory was introduced, several adaptive topology
schemes for neural nets have been proposed [107, 137, 95]. However, input
representation, thus the selection of the hyperspace itself, has received little
attention [22, 12]. The appropriate selection of the hyperspace has several
advantages [228, 168, 22, 66, 96]:
" reduced computation due to a minimized representation of the hyper-
space
* accelerated adaptation of the representation
" better understanding of the representation
" reduced effects of the curse of dimensionality
" reduced model complexity
Fig. 3.1 illustrates the concept via a trivial example. In Fig. 3.1a, a
two-dimensional function .f (X1, x 2) is represented in a space R2 with a neural
network (with fixed bandwidth and lattice for illustration purposes) covering
the region with 9 nodes of 2-dimensional bandwidth. Fig. 3.1b is the same
function in R3, where the neural network now needs 27 nodes of 3-dimensional
bandwidth to cover the entire region. In contrast with the SOM theory which
would allow localization of the nodes (from 27 or 9 nodes reduced to 4 nodes),
a proper input selection would reduce the dimension of the nodes themselves
from 3 to 2, enhancing computation speed.
Typically, the input space of a dynamic system can be selected a priori
via time series analysis or heuristically. In the case of online sequential
training, none of those general methods are available. This chapter introduces
an algorithm, termed the Self-Organizing Inputs (SOI) algorithm, which
is a strategy that allows selection and adaptation of the input space of a
black-box model, online and sequentially. The proposed method is a general
technique that could be applied to any black-box system identification or
control scheme. Here, it will be applied in the context of our WNN. The reader
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f(X1, -X2) fX1, X2)
(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: Illustation of the input space selection: a) function in an R2 space;
and b) function in an R3 space.
will later appreciate that this dynamic organization of the input space has the
tremendous advantage of using limited states for inputs, which converts to a
limited need of sensors to control plants. In other words, the SOI algorithm
allows control of systems with limited state measurements.
In this chapter, Section 3.2 provides theories from nonlinear time-series
analysis that can be useful to the reader to grasp technical details used in the
subsequent sections. Concepts of algebraic topology are reviewed, which are
followed by some methods used to describe complexity of nonlinear time series:
Lyapunov exponents, recurrence quantification analysis, and a homemade
stationarity index. Section 3.3 reviews the problem of input selection for
black-box modeling, and discusses techniques to reduce the dimensionality
of dynamic systems. It also discusses the embedding theorem, which is the
central dimensionality reduction technique of our SOI algorithm. Section
3.4 describes the SOI algorithm and discusses its extension to the class
of nonstationary MDOF systems, as well as its sequential implementation.
Section 3.5 lists the algorithm of the proposed WNN controller equipped with
the SOI algorithm. Section 3.6 simulates the algorithm to demonstrate its
performance. Section 3.7 concludes the chapter.
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(b)
Figure 3.2: Illustration of the concept of topology a) a torus is not equivalent
to a sphere; and b) a coffee mug is equivalent to a donut [2].
3.2 Nonlinear Time Series Analysis
3.2.1 Algebraic Topology
Topology is the study of shapes and locations. In the theory of topology,
shapes are allowed to deform, bend, fold, stretch, twist, etc., just like if they
were made of rubber, but they cannot be ripped apart or punctured. For
instance, in topology, a torus is not equivalent to a sphere, but a coffee mug
is equivalent to a donut [2], as illustrated in Fig. 3.2.
A topological space is the studied object, and it is formed by a collection of
subsets termed open sets. A topological manifold is a topological space. An
embedding is a function mapping a topological space into another topological
space. The same concept applies to algebraic topology, where objects are
replaced by functions.
Mathematically, let M be any set and N = {M} be a collection of subsets
a of M. It can be said that N gives a topology to the topological space M
formed of open sets Xi if the following conditions are satisfied [139]:
1. 0EX, MEXN
2. All subcollection {Pa} of M satisfy UP,, E N
3. Any finite subcollection {Pa, ... , 2P} of X satisfy n2,, E N
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where 0 denotes the empty set. A set M E Rd is said to be compact if it
is closed and bounded, where d is the set dimension. A map is said to be
homeomorphic if its map is continuous and its inverse is also continuous. A
smooth, differentiable, homeomorphic map is diffcomorphic. For instance, a
square is homeomorphic, but not diffeomorphic. A manifold M is differentiable
if [139]:
1. M is a topological space
2. M has a family of pairs {(M, @/a)}
3. M is covered by a family of open sets M, (J M= M). @b homeo-
morphically map M, to open subsets o of RdJ : 4 , 4
4. Taking two overlapping collections M, M'3 such that M, n M,3 0,
the map @p,3 o @;- from the subset 0,(M, n Mg) of Rd is infinitely
differentiable
The three first conditions ensure that M is locally equivalent to an Eu-
clidean space, and the last condition ensures that overlapping patches of
subsets are smooth.
A map 4 is said to be one-to-one if distinct points on a manifold M map
to distinct points on O(M). In other terms, the map does not collapse points.
Because of the well-defined correspondence of the real trajectory to its image,
one-to-one maps have a great predictive power [162]. Embedding maps do not
collapse points nor tangent directions. While the definition of an embedding
map is more restrictive than the one-to-one map, it means that the set M
needs a well-defined tangent space. A map is termed an immersion if the
Jacobian of the map V), J@(x), has full rank, thus if the tangent space is
well-defined for all points x on M. A smooth map is both a one-to-one and an
immersion of M. For instance, an embedding map is a smooth map. Those
concepts are illustrated in Fig. 3.3.
The algebraic topology definitions given in this section will be used to
describe some key concepts, explained later in this chapter, that have direct
implications with the SOI algorithm. Beforehand, we need to describe some
useful nonlinear time series analysis tools to describe the complexity of the
time series. The next subsection explains Lyapunov exponents, which is a
dynamic invariant used to quantify the level of chaos in a dynamic systems. It
is followed by recurrence quantification analysis (RQA), which is a powerful
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Figure 3.3: a) An embedding map 4 of the smooth manifold
an immersion that is not a one-to-one; and c) and one-to-one
immersion (adapted from [162]).
M into R2; b)
that is not an
tool to visually and quantitatively investigate time series. The last subsection
describes a stationarity index that has been developed to verify the key
assumption of local stationarity that will be stated later for the algorithm.
3.2.2 Lyapunov Exponents
The predictive capability of a time series depends on its complexity and
level of chaos. For some chaotic systems, the forecast error can increase
dramatically after only a few time steps ahead. The Lyapunov exponent
can be used as a measure of the strength of chaos, or implicitly how well
predictions can be made of a system. It measures how fast trajectories diverge
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X2 (t + At)
Xi(t + At)
Xi(t) X2 (t)
Figure 3.4: Representation of the MLE.
over the course of time [85].
The largest Lyapunov exponent is termed the maximal Lyapunov exponent
(MLE). The MLE is a measure of how fast two points x1 and x 2 distance
over time, as illustrated in Fig. 3.4. Let 60 be the Euclidean distance
6o = ||x1(t) - x2(t)|| < 1 and ot the new Euclidean distance after a time
step At: 6 =|xi(t + At) - x 2 (t + At)|| < 1. The MLE A is given by:
6 t = o6 0 eAt for 6At <1 , At > 1
A positive A denotes chaos. A negative A denotes a stable system ap-
proaching a fixed point, or a dissipative system, while A = 0 denotes a stable
limit cycle and the system is called marginally stable. Systems with A = 00
are characterized as noise.
Several algorithms have been developed over the years to find the MLE of
a data set. Among these, the algorithm developed by Rosenstein [158] gained
popularity because of its computational speed and good precision. It consists
of constructing a delay vector, finding the nearest neighbors by constraining
temporal separations, measuring the average separation of those neighbors,
and fitting a line to the data generated using the least squares method. The
concepts of delay vector and nearest neighbors will be clarified in Section
3.3.2.
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Figure 3.5: Recurrence plot of a time series: a) time series; b) recurrence plot.
3.2.3 Recurrence Quantification Analysis
RQA is a time series quantification tool that has been developed as a quanti-
tative method to analyze recurrence plots [201]. Recurrence plots have been
introduced in 1987 by Eckmann et al. [47] as visual tools to analyze time
series. They consists of plotting a matrix of a time series against itself and
indicating with a black dot when a pattern is repeated. By construction,
the matrix is symmetric. Fig. 3.5 shows the recurrence plot of a time series
(for a Duffing system, which will be defined later in Equation (3.29)). Black
dots indicate the recurrence of a vector formed of delayed measurements vi
when the Euclidean distance between vi and another vector vj is bellow an
arbitrary distance r.
In Fig. 3.5, one can notice series of patterns that are parallel to the
diagonal line. Those patterns indicate determinism as close points remain close.
Sparsity of dots indicate noise or an insufficient embedding dimension of the
delay vector v. Determinism is indicated by the number of diagonals among
dots. Stationarity can be observed by the homogeneity of the distribution of
dots. The recurrence map can also be represented in colors. The color maps
resemble contour maps where the colors give indications on the recurrence
and are, of course, visually pleasing. Fig. 3.6 shows the color version of Fig.
3.5b. Dark blue indicates dots within the first radius (dark dots in Fig. 3.5b),
and dark red indicates dots in the last radius.
RQA has been introduced as a quantitative method to study the recurrent
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Figure 3.6: Recurrence map from Fig. 3.5b in color.
plots. Among the RQA measures that exist, five particular ones are of interest
[201]:
1. Recurrence: The percentage of dots that are recurrent over the matrix.
% recurrence = number of recurrent 
dots
matrix size
upper-triangular matrix
2. Determinism: The percentage of dots that are forming diagonals over
the recurrent dots.
% determinism = dots forming diagonals
recurrent dots
upper-triangular matrix
3. Level of chaos: The length of the longest diagonal. It is inversely related
to the largest Lyapunov exponent.
chaos = max number of dots forming a diagonal
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4. Stationarity: The homogeneity of the distribution of recurrent dots.
This is mathematically defined as the slope of the least squares regression
of the percentage of local recurrence as a function of the orthogonal
displacement from the central diagonal.
5. Grassberger-Procaccia dimension (GDP): The number of independent
variable participating in the system, or a measure of complexity. The
GDP is related to the recurrence by the following relationship:
number of recurrence = GDP
where r is the absolute radius of the hypersphere enclosing the nearest
neighbors.
3.2.4 Stationarity Index
As it will be mentioned later in this chapter, a central assumption for the SOI
algorithm is local quasi-stationarity of time series. There exists many methods
that aim at determining stationarity, but in the case of a finite time series,
most methods can be unclear and ambiguous [124]. When using adaptive
representations for controllers, the objective is to find a representation f of
the function f:
u(k + 1) f(x(k), u(k, t))
where x is the state or observation (note that in this section, we arbitrarily
a one-to-one relationship between the observations and the states y = x in
order to stay consistent with the notation from the field), u is the input, k
is a discrete time step, and t is time. If one can show that, within a map q
comprising n observations, the adaptive representation has not significantly
changed such that fto ? ft,, then (3.6) can be rewritten:
u (k + 1) ~-_ f (x(k), u (k))
within that map. Thus, the control force can be assumed to be stationary
provided that the external excitations are also stationary. In the case of civil
structures, moderate-to-high winds and earthquakes are the main types of
excitations one would want to mitigate. Conveniently, the responses of an
MDOF system subjected to a wind excitation can be assumed to be mutually
independent Gaussian stationary processes [33]. Regarding earthquake, the
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controller is designed for a quick adaptation and to forget the representation.
Thus, convergence of the controller is not a concern.
To determine the level of stationarity of local maps q, a map will be
declared stationary if the variation of the representation f within a map q is
below a certain threshold. The percentage of stationary maps in function of
the threshold will be the termed the stationarity index.
3.3 Input Selection
A large-scale system is inherently a multi-dimensional system. Take a 40-story
civil structure for instance, and model it as a discrete shear beam. There are
40 nodes moving in one direction, and states include displacement, velocity
and acceleration, for a total of 120 measurable states. Now, expand the model
in 3 dimensions. A displacement in the perpendicular axis is added, as well as
a rotation, for a total of 360 measurable states. Those states exclude bending
of the structure, and assumes that inter-story displacements are constant
across a floor, which is not the case for a geometrically large system. Thus,
civil structure have thousands of measurable states, resulting in a necessity
to identify a system in an hyperspace of very high dimension, which might
lead to large computational difficulties.
Difficulties associated with working with a large dimensionality refer to the
curse of dimensionality [101]. For instance, larger is the function hyperspace,
larger the number of data sets are needed to fill the hyperspace in order to
avoid empty spaces caused by sparsity of data. That number of data actually
grows exponentially with the size of the space. A more compact representation
is consequently more appealing. Practically, a compact representation means
that less sensors are needed to measure and describe a dynamic system.
Consequently, the possibilities of controlling based on limited measurements,
or decentralized control. With the SOI algorithm, we aim at finding such
compact representation, and we use it as direct inputs into the black-box
representation. Therefore, the problem is to select the appropriate inputs,
or the right sub-hyperspace, which will achieve the compact representation.
In order words, we try to reduce the system's dimension using appropriate
variable selection. We consider in this thesis both terms variable selection
and dimensionality reduction to be equivalent.
Variable selection, or input selection, is a topic that gained popularity
in the past decade with the increase of model sizes and complexities. This
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popularity, specific to the field of machine learning, has received little attention
in identification of dynamic systems. There are several advantages of an
optimal input selection, as enumerated in Section 3.1. Some techniques have
been developed in order to find optimal inputs, but this optimality is often
intractable due to the nonlinear relationship between the inputs and the
outputs [66]. In 1997, several papers have discussed input selection [20, 90],
but few domains had more than 40 variables [58]. Nowadays, it is not rare
to have model representations evolving in hyperspaces with hundreds and
thousands of dimensions.
The exists three main methods for input selection. First, there is the filter
approaches, where the input selection is independent of the black-box model
[20]. Second, the wrapper approaches, where the results from the black-box
model are used to rank and select the inputs [90]. This method is obviously
more computationally demanding. Third, the embedding methods, where
selected inputs are used for adapting the black-box model [58]. Here, we
are mainly interested by the embedding method, as it is the only feasible
approach in the context of a sequential adaptation scheme. Typically, to verify
the impact of the addition or suppression of an input, one would use model
selection performance criteria such as Mallows' Cp, [123], final prediction
error [9], Akaike's information criteria (AIC) [9], and the predicted residual
error sum of squares statistic [15].
Among techniques utilized in the context of neural networks, Bonnlander
and Weigend [21] and Battiti [17] discussed input selection using mutual
information. Mao and Billings [125] and Yu [220] proposed variable selection
based on a set of linearized models. Recently, Li and Peng [106] proposed a
fast model to identify significant nonlinear terms in a function, which are used
as neural inputs. Tikka [190] proposed a selection of radial basis function
(RBF) network inputs by minimizing a constrained optimization problem.
The next subsection describes some key methods of dimensionality re-
duction for selecting an appropriate input space. It will justify the use of
the embedding theorem for the SOI algorithm. The embedding theorem is
discussed in the subsequent subsection.
3.3.1 Dimensionality Reduction Techniques
The previous section described some concepts about topology. The reader
will see that these concepts are often used in the context of dimensionality
reduction, which objective is to represent a system with as few inputs as
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Figure 3.7: The Swiss roll and the open box [101].
possible. Two benchmark problems are often used to assess the performance
of dimensionality reduction techniques. They consist of the Swiss roll and
the open box, shown in Fig. 3.7. The challenge is to use dimensionality
reduction methods to represent those three-dimensional representation in
only two dimensions. Visually, this is done by unrolling the Swiss roll and
unfolding the open box. However, mathematically, those problems are not
conveniently tractable.
The problems of the Swiss roll and the open-box can be extended to large-
scale dynamic systems. They can be seen as numerous degree-of-freedoms
represented in a very large hyperspace, and one needs to find a minimal
representation to escape from the curse of dimensionality. Several techniques
are available to analyze data sets and to find minimal representations. Among
those are the principal component analysis (PCA), multidimensional scaling
(MDS), and isomaps. This subsection will present those key dimensionality
reduction techniques in order to justify the embedding theorem as the input
selection strategy for the SOI algorithm. The reader is referred to [101] for a
more complete discussion on nonlinear dimensionality reduction techniques.
PCA is an old dimensionality reduction method and counts several varia-
tions. Originally for linear representations, it has been extended to nonlinear
representations and to online applications. The key concept of the PCA
method is to represent the observations y using an orthogonal matrix W
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weighting latent variables x:
y =Wx
where latent variables are defined as variables describing the dynamics of
the observed data. By using the orthogonal matrix W along with the mini-
mization of an expected error, the PCA will return a minimal representation
for the system. MDS resembles the PCA method, but uses the eigenvalue
decomposition of distances between observations. Consider the Gram matrix
D:
D =yTy
= (Wx) T (Wx)
= T
and take the eigenvalue decomposition of D:
D=UAUT
= (UA1/ 2 )(A1/ 2 UT)
= (A'1 2 UT)T (A1/ 2 UT)
it results that the latent variables can be written:
x =IA/U/ (3. 11)
as WTW I. The Gram matrix (3.9) represents an Euclidean distance
measure. The problem with using the Euclidean distance is that it may lead
to losses of information about the system. Take the Swiss roll for instance.
Two points can be very close considering the Euclidean distance, but they
are actually quite far in reality if the shape is unrolled, as shown in Fig. 3.8.
Tennenbaum et al. [187] discussed that specific issue with nonlinear
dimensionality reduction, and proposed the isomap method. With this
method, a graph is constructed by connecting all points that are neighbors
using their Euclidean distances. Thereafter, the lengths of the paths between
points within the graph are computed using the geodesic distance to create the
distance matrix D. Consequently, a path needs to pass via the lines connecting
dots. The embedding is constructed using the eigenvalue decomposition of
D. Fig. 3.9 shows the 2-dimensional space constructed from the Swiss roll.
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Figure 3.8: Two points on the Swiss roll. The Euclidean distance (dotted
line) versus the geodesic distance (full line) [187].
Z.t 'k
Figure 3.9: Embedding the Swiss roll in 2 dimensions. The red line corresponds
to the geodesic distance. It is shown in the reconstructed space (right) that
the shortest distance between points is preserved (straight blue line) [187].
In essence, those methods take the observations, and attempt to construct
a topological space of minimal dimension. The three techniques presented
in this section have been presented as an evolution, where the MDS was a
modified version of the PCA using the Euclidean distance metric to construct
the topological space, and the isomap was an evolution of the MDS, where
the geodesic distance is used in lieu of the Euclidean distance. Of course, the
methods are much more sophisticated than presented, and their differences
are not as straightforward.
The technique used here for dimensionality reduction, or control with
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uwn
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Figure 3.10: Illustration of the phase-space reconstruction.
limited measurements, is the embedding theorem and is described in the
next section. In short, the embedding theorem takes only a few observations,
and tries to reconstruct a phase-space that represents the dynamics of the
modeled system. It is different than the previous techniques in the sense
that the latent variables x are assumed, but similar to the isomap where the
geodesic distances will be required, because the shape of the phase-space will
have a one-to-one relationship with the unknown phase-space of the system.
3.3.2 Embedding Theorem
The field of nonlinear dynamics and chaos modeling studied the effect of
dimensionality selection [7], where numerous theories have emerged from
the celebrated Takens embedding theorem [185] that have been applied for
analysis and identification of time series [200, 29, 65, 140, 132]. Takens showed
in 1980 that the phase-space of an autonomous dynamic system:
x(k + 1) = f(x(k))
in a manifold M can be diffeomorphically mapped to another phase-space
constructed from a single measurement, where x is the state and k is a discrete
step. In other terms, a one-to-one map exists between both phase-spaces,
and all of the coordinate-independent properties are preserved. Fig. 3.10
illustrates the concept. In the figure, the phase-space reconstructed from
the measurements of the unknown system is geometrically equivalent to the
phase-space of the unknown system.
The reconstructed phase-space is created using a vector v, termed the
delay vector, which in turn is built using a time delay T and embedding
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dimension d of a single measurement y:
v(k) =_ [ y(k) y(k - r) y(k - 2rF) ... y(k - (d - 1)rT)]
= D (x(k))
where D : M - Rd, and T= aAt, with At being the sampling rate and a is
a positive integer. Not any value of T and d would lead to a geometrically
equivalent phase-space. Therefore, the challenge is to find the values of r and
d that will lead to the reconstructed phase-space from which a one-to-one
map exists with the phase-space of the unknown system.
Several techniques exist to select an appropriate time delay r and embed-
ding dimension d. Intuitively, r has to be large enough such that y(k - r) gives
additional information on the dynamics. For instant, if T= 1, the phase-space
is collapsed on a 450 line, and y(k) ~ y(k - 1). Thus, r has to be large enough
to unfold the phase-space, but not too large as the phase-space will fold back.
The embedding d has to encompass all of the essential dynamics. However, a
large d may contain too much redundant information, and might result in a
degradation of precision. Techniques for selecting T and d will be discussed
later in this section.
Using (3.13), the function f can be written:
f = of o D-1 (.4)
where o denotes function composition, and tilde denotes a function represen-
tation. Applying (3.13) to (3.14):
f(v(k)) = D of o 4-'(v(k))
= D of o 4-1 (P(x(k)))
= D of(x(k)) (3.1
= 4)(x(k + 1))
= v(k + 1)
shows the equivalence between f and f, and that the coordinate-independent
properties are preserved. In essence, the theorem states that, given the
observation y(k), it is possible to predict future observations using a map
constructed from v(k).
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Takens theorem has been extended to a general class of nonautonomous
systems with deterministic forcing [179], state-dependant forcing [24], and
stochastic forcing [180]. The authors proved that such systems can be diffeo-
morphically mapped using a delayed vector constructed with delayed inputs
and observations. To understand the theorem, it is useful to think of the
state-space of the nonautonomous system being expended sufficiently to make
the system autonomous. For instance, taking a general dynamic system of
the form:
x(k + 1) = f (x(k), u(k))
u(k + 1) = g(y(k), u(k)) (3.16)1
y(k) = h (x(k), u(k))
with x E M, where M is a smooth compact manifold, the forcing u can be
taken in its own space a c E, where E is a shift space with its associated
shift map o- : E - E such that:
o-(u(k)) = u(k + 1) (.7
The state of the nonautonomous system (3.16) evolves in the skew product
T: M x E -+ M x E, where the skew product is defined as [180]:
T (x, u) = (f (x, uo), o- (u)) (.8
Fig. 3.11 is a graphical representation of the phase shift concept.
The question is whether two different dynamic systems T and T can be
equivalent such that TI -H o T o H- for some invertible coordinate change
Hf: M x E -+ M x E. One can observe that the space M x E, can be infinite
dimensional, and that the observations v depend solely on M. Hence, it is
not possible to reconstruct the space E using only v. Some restriction on
f have to be imposed. A strategy is to let the space E untouched by only
considering sets of the form H = (h, I) for some map h : M x E --+ M, where
I is the identity matrix and is associated with the components of E. Thus, the
map h can be written hu - h(e, u) : M -s M, where e denotes components
associated with M.
Defining the skew product f : M x E -+ M by f'(x, u) = f(x, uo), T can
be written:
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Figure 3.11: Illustration of the phase shift (adapted from [180]).
T (' o-) = H o T o H-
= H o (f', o) o H-1
= (h, I) o (f', o-) o (h, I) 1
Similarly to (3.15), using a new delay vector v = (e, u) where hu -
(3.19) can be written:
T(vt) = (h, I) o (f',u) o (h, I)-(v)
T(e, u) = (h, I) o (f',o) o (h, I) 1 (9, u)
(f o-)(0, U) = (h, I) o (f',o) o (h-)
(f', a(u)) (h, I) o (f' o h , -(u))
f,'u) =(h,(u) o f' o hj-, o- (u))
'= h,(u) o f' o h;
We note by inspection that (3.20) is similar to (3.15). Consequently, the
observation vector v becomes:
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[ Yt Yt-T Yt-2r . Yt-(d-1),r Ut Ut--r ut-2 ... Ut-t(d-1),-
(x, u)
- u(x)
(3.2-1)
where D is now a map 4D : M x E -+ R2d
Recent research has extended the delay embedding theorem to forced
systems and to more restrictive classes. For instance, Szdliga et al. [181] used
a neural network to model a slowly varying nonstationary system. Nonsta-
tionarity has also been addressed by Hegger et al. [63] and Verdes et al. [194].
The authors proposed to cope with nonstationarity by overembedding the
delay vector. Hirata et al. [65] studied embedding strategies for multivariate
time series via nonuniform embedding. Meng & Peng [128] developed an
embedding strategy for locally varying dynamics. The authors used infor-
mation on local dynamics to construct an embedding map. Monroig et al.
[132] extended the embedding theorem to the case of forced systems with
multivariate observations where inputs are unknown. The authors showed
that such system can be embedded using the delayed measurements of two
distinct observations. Let the manifold M be defined as the skew product of
two compact manifolds M : M, x M3, where the state x lies in M and can be
decomposed as x {x0 , xp}. Assuming a map f' : M x E -± M exists, then
there is a unique determination of the input u from the state x:
xz (k + 1) fr(x(k), u(k))
xp3(k + 1)3 =f(x (k), u (k))
Consider that the input is unknown. Taking the map f, = fp(x, e) as
embedding for each x E M, using (3.22) the input can be reconstructed:
u(k) = f7 (x8(k + 1))
so that:
xa(k + 1) fa(x(k),fi (xp(k + 1)))
za (k + 1) = g(x,(k), xp3(k), Xp3(k + 1))
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Thus, the delay vector (3.21) can be written:
v(k) -D(x(k),v(k))
=) (xz, (k), xp3(k), xog (k + 1)) (.5
with D: M x E - R3d. The direct application for us is that the embedding
theorem can still be applied to systems with unknown forcings, which is the
case for structures subjected to wind excitations.
The delay embedding theorem has been applied in many fields for model
prediction, system identification, and control. More specifically, in the work
done with neural networks, Stark et al. [178] used radial basis functions
with a sequential recursive least square algorithm for short term prediction
of chaotic time series. Cao et al. [29] introduced wavelet neural networks
(WNN) for chaotic time series prediction. Principe et al. [154] used local
nonlinear embedding maps with a self-organizing mapping neural network,
and applied it to system identification and control. Plagianakos & Tzanaki
[152] used a neural network to predict an earthquake excitation selecting
inputs based on the embedding theorem. Walker et al. [196] utilized the same
strategy to design a radial-basis model for modeling of an electronic circuit
with dynamic effect. Leung et al. [102] used a radial basis function network
which topology was optimized using the cross-validated subspace method.
Shen et al. [161] proposed a predictive control scheme for chaotic systems
using a neural network to make predictions. daSilva et al. [42] forecasted
short term electricity loads, and noted the paramount importance of a proper
input selection for short term prediction. Zolock & Greif [230] used a neural
network to predict wheel/rail responses of rail vehicles.
Applications to the field of civil engineering are limited. The embedding
theorem has been successfully applied to structural health monitoring. Moniz
et al. [130] used chaotic excitations to reconstruct the phase-space of a system
and detect the presence and magnitude of damage. Overbey et al. [150]
studied the effectiveness of band-limited, stochastically generated noise, such
as ambient vibrations, to detect changes in the vibration signature. Monroig
[131] used the embedding theorem to detect changes in large nonlinear systems.
Based on the review of the literature, the embedding theorem has never
been applied online. Such application would be beneficial for adaptive neural
networks. A large class of neurocontrollers are of the form (3.16) where the
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force output depends on the state input. However, adaptive black-boxes,
herein described as online mechanisms, fall into a class of nonstationary
systems, because the control feedback g is allowed to evolve with time:
x(k + 1) = f (x(k), u(k, t))
u(k + 1) = g(y(k), u(k, t)) (3.2)
y(k) = i(x(k), u(k, t))
We have developed the SOI algorithm in search of a strategy to apply the
embedding theorem to nonstationary systems in real-time. At this point, the
reader might be eager to know how T and d are selected for the construction
of v. Thus, before proceeding to the algorithm itself, the next subsections
review the existing theory for the design of the delay vector.
Time Delay
The choice of an appropriate time delay r is fundamental for topologically
representing the dynamics of a system. If T -+ 0, the phase space will
collapse on the 450 line. Visually, we need to increase T until the phase space
unfolds up to the point when it begins to fold back on itself, or when the
coordinates become unrelated, but overparametrization of time delay can
have disastrous consequences on the performance of the representation [228].
Among traditional techniques for selecting time delay, taking the value when
the autocorrelation of the time series first crosses zero has often been used.
Some authors chose a similar approach, but for values close to zero or at mid
point [141]. However, the autocorrelation function is a linear relationship
between data, and it can be misleading when used for nonlinear systems.
Measuring the general dependence between two variables, termed the mutual
dependence, is more suited for nonlinear systems [50]. This technique measures
the average information gained from a new measurement, or how well can the
outputs Y be measured given the measurements Y. Fraser and Swinney [50]
presented the theory for mutual information based on Shannon's information
theory:
MI(k,Y )=HiY) ) - H,,Y)
HMi (Y) + HMI,(Y) - HM,(YY)
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where HML is the entropy, representing the average information gained from
a measurement Q or y, or the average uncertainty of an output Q given the
measurement y. In term of probabilities, (3.27) has the form:
MI(Y, Y) = - p~, log 2 Pi - pYu 10g 2 pYj +
py yY log 2 PYiYj
The first local minima of the MI test gives the optimal time delay, while
subsequent minima correspond to a system that has exceedingly unfolded.
We take a Duffing system to illustrate the concept. The system dynamics
is given by:
1 = x 2
z2 =-0.1X2 + 0.5(x1 - xl ) + 0.11 sinx3 (329
is =0.79
Its phase-space is plotted in Fig. 3.12a, and the results from the MI test
shown in Fig. 3.12b. The phase-space of the delayed vector of dimension 2 is
shown in Fig. 3.13 for different time delays. Fig. 3.121) shows that the mutual
information test gives an optimal time delay r of 22. Fig. 3.13 confirms that
the phase-space of the delayed vector unfolds from r 1 to T = 22, and then
gradually folds back.
Embedding Dimension
The embedding dimension of the input vector can be seen as the dimension
of the adaptive functions. Knowing the optimal value for d results in an
optimal computation time, because the system dynamics can be represented
minimally. A value larger than the optimal d would still lead to a consistent
representation of the state-space, but there would be redundancy in data,
which could result in a degradation of precision. In the context of a neural
system, this means that knowing the optimal dimension d would result in a
minimal-size network on the input side [50].
It has been shown that a sufficient dimension is one that is larger than
twice the fractal dimension, a measure of how completely a fractal appears to
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Figure 3.12: a) The phase-space Duffing system in continuous form (xt versus
xt_1); b) the mutual information function with its minimum indicated by the
dot.
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fill a set. However, measuring the fractal dimension is difficult for dimensions
higher than 2 [169]. There exists another measure for dynamic systems termed
correlation dimension. The correlation dimension can be computed from a
time series and is represented as the fraction of all possible pairs of points
that are closer than a distance r:
1 N
C(r) = lim [: H (r - ||ri - xy ll) (3. 30)
N--oo N2
i,j=1
where H is the Heaviside step function. The function described in (3.30)
behaves as a power function and can be written as:
C(r) = r' (3.3)
where m is termed the correlation dimension and is closely related to the
fractal dimension [169].
Other methods have also been suggested, such as the false nearest neighbors
(FNN) method [86]. With this method, if a point is a nearest neighbor in
the phase-space in Euclidean term, then this distance should not change by
increasing the embedding dimension if those points are effectively nearest
neighbors. In order words, the FNN method attempts at discovering a
topological space where the geodesic ordering is preserve. Note that the
neighbors in the phase-space can actually be distanced points in the time
series. Fig. 3.14 shows the relationship between local neighbors in the phase
space and the time domain.
Wayland et al. [200] used the FNN technique to develop a qualitative
measure of determinism of time series. Kennel et al. [86] described an
algorithm for determining the embedding dimension based on the FNN
method. The technique consists of starting at d = 1, and computing the
nearest neighbors r from a point y(n). Thereafter, the dimension is increased,
and the distances Rd(n, r) is computed. If the change is above a certain
threshold Rt,1 , then a false neighbor is discovered. The dimension is increased
until the percentage of false neighbors converges to zero. Mathematically, a
false neighbor is discovered if:
Rd 11(n, r) - R'(n, r)
R r d > Rto, (3.32)R3(n, r)
The authors also added a second condition to ensure that nearest neighbors
are also close to each other. This condition is written:
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time series
Figure 3.14: Time series and local neighbors (adapted from [154]).
Rd+1(n) > RAtoI
RA
with:
R =n)
n=1
where N is the number of points, z is the space location of the new point
added with the new dimension, 2 is the arithmetic average of z, and RA,tOl
is a threshold. The reader needs to be aware of the numerous crossings
that appear in the phase-space for nonautonomous systems. It causes some
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Figure 3.15: a) The Henon map; b) results from the FNN test.
neighbors that are tested as false neighbors to actually be true neighbors
where those crossings occur [150].
To illustrate the embedding dimension concept, the example of the He~non
map from Kennel et al. [86] is taken. This example has been taken because
of its possibility to be visually represented in all dimensions. The dynamic
system is given by:
x1(k + 1) = 1 - 1.4x(k)2 + X2(k)
(3.34
x2(k + 1) = 0.3x1(k)
The He'non map is the autonomous system represented in Fig. 3.15a,
along with the results from the FNN test in Fig. 3.15b. Fig. 3.15b suggests
an embedding dimension d = 2.
Fig. 3.16a shows the delayed vector (constructed with r = 1) embedded
in one dimension. Three closest neighbors are marked on the graph. Note
that because of the high density of points, the three dots overlap. Fig. 3.16b
shows the delayed vector embedded in two dimensions. The same neighbors
are dotted on the graph. It is clear that two of the closest neighbors were false
neighbors. Fig. 3.16c shows the delayed vector embedded in three dimensions.
All neighbors from Fig. 3.16b remain neighbors.
The RQA from section 3.2.3 can also be used to visually evaluate a proper
aniembedding dimension d 2.
until the sparsity of dots sufficiently decreases. Mathematically, one needs to
increase the embedding dimension until the level of percentage of determinism
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Figure 3.16: Delayed vector embedded in a) one
c) three dimensions.
dimension; b) two dimensions;
is above a threshold. Fig. 3.17 illustrates the recurrence plot of a section
of the ElCentro 1940 North-South (NS) component time series. It can be
observed that the embedding dimension d = 4 leads to significant noise, while
d = 6 shows a well-behaved recurrence plot. The embedding vector d = 8 is
over-embedding. Fig. 3.18 is a color map of the embedding d = 6. Note that
in the case where the time series is not known apriori, the RQA method is
certainly not suited for finding a value for the embedding dimension of the
delay vector. Nevertheless, it is a good tool to visually represent the level of
stationarity of time series, as aforementioned.
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Figure 3.17: Recurrence plot of a section of the ElCentro 1940 NS component
time series with an embedding dimension of: a) d = 4; b) d = 6; and c) d = 8.
3.4 Self-Organizing Algorithm
In search of proper selection of inputs, we developed a strategy to build
the delayed vector v automatically. This strategy is the proposed SOI
algorithm. The SOI algorithm is designed to investigate the phase-space of
the controlled system, and select the dynamic inputs that would capture its
essential dynamics. Those inputs can be directly used as black-box modeling
inputs, because they give an accurate representation of the system to be
modeled. It has the tremendous advantages to take the input selection out of
the design process, and also accelerate training using a better representation
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of the system dynamics. The SOI algorithm is novel by its capability to
sequentially organize, online, the input space of a neural network, analogous
to the self-organizing maps developed by Kohonen [91] for the hidden layers.
It sequentially computes an optimal time delay and embedding dimension
for the input space using a moving window on the last n observations. The
moving window allows the computation time to remain smaller than the
sampling rate, and lets the neural network adapt to local dynamics (or to
the global dynamics of the last n observations). The input space is adapted
accordingly, sequentially and online, at each time step. Applying a sequential
and online organization of the input space allows the neural network to adapt
to local dynamics, which results in a more efficient and optimal input space. A
direct consequence is an improved predictive and control capability. Fig. 3.19
schematically represents the SOI algorithm in the closed-loop system. A time
window memory keeps track of the last n observations, the SOI algorithm
selects values for r and d, the delay vector v is constructed and used as inputs
in the adaptive black-box model, which in turns outputs a required control
force.
350
300
250
200
E
50 100 150 200 250 300 350
time (s)
Figure 3.18: Color map of Fig. 3.17b.
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The next subsections discuss nonstationarity, explain the detailed sequen-
tial construction of the delayed vector, and show that the SOI algorithm can
be applied to multiple input - multiple output (MIMO) systems.
3.4.1 Nonstationarity
The embedding theorem discussed in section 3.3.2 is applicable to stationary
systems. Because online adaptive black-box models are by nature nonsta-
tionary, the question is whether or not the theorem still holds. The way the
SOI algorithm cope with nonstationarity is by utilizing local dynamics. The
embedding theorem presented previously assumes that a system is define by
a single map f, thus a map constructed from the entire, or global, dynamics.
Another strategy is to write a function representation f in terms of several
local maps fq for q 1, ... ,Q [151]:
q=1,...,Q
Adaptive representations can be seen as nonlinear feedback loops where
the feedback parameters are allowed to vary. For instance, taking a single-layer
wavelet neural network and specializing for a single output:
A signal
Figure 3.19: Schematic representation of the S01 algorithm.
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u(k + 1) = o (t) + ys j(t)4j(v(k),I t) 5
i=~1
= T (t) 0<(v( k),t )
where u is the output, y are weights, # are wavelet functions, v is the delayed
vector used as input, and n is the number of nodes, the output can be
represented by a shift map ( modified from (3.17) where E : x E E x :
((u(k), t) - u(k + 1) (337)
Let the manifold M be discretized locally such that M = Uq,...,Q M,
where the shift map ( is assumed to be stationary or quasi-stationary for
each local maps in Q. Note that ( is smooth and compact, because the
evolution of the adaptive parameters in (3.36) are restricted to be smooth and
compact to ensure stability of the neural net. The shift map can be written
(= Uq .Qq o-. Thus, similar to the idea that nonautonomous stationary
systems can be made autonomous by sufficiently expending the phase space,
the system is now allowed to evolve over the manifold W where W is globally
defined as the skew product W : M x E x - M x E x E, or locally defined
as:
W: U IM[xZEi (3.33>q
q=1,...,Q
The smoothness of the shift map ( allows the system to be written in the
form of (3.38). Essentially, the representation resembles (3.18), except that
time is shifted along E1 x E instead of E alone. Fig. 3.20 illustrates the local
representation. Note that as Q -+ 00, E x E - E. Hence, for a large number
of local maps Q, the same delay vector as (3.21) can be used to embed W.
To allow the SQL algorithm to use local representations, a sliding window
is used over the last n observations. At each time step, the time delay r
and embedding dimension d are computed and the input space adapted
accordingly. Not only the sliding window allows to cope with nonstationarity,
but it is also accounting for local dynamics in the predicted or controlled
system.
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Figure 3.20: Representation using local maps.
3.4.2 Sequential Construction of the Delayed Vector
For the sequential adaptation, it is assumed that:
* (x(k), u(k)) ~ (x(k + 1), u(k + 1))
" the embedding dimension d is small
* the evolution of the representation for the addition and suppression of
dimensions is smooth
These assumptions ensure that changing the time delay from one time
step does not affect significantly the nature of the inputs, thus guaranteeing
robustness of the adaptive representation. Using this assumption, a mutual
information test (9) is done on the range [r(k) - 1, r(k) + 1], and r is chosen
for which a local minima has been detected over the range, or -r(k + 1) if no
local minima has been detected.
From the discussion on the techniques available to compute the embed-
ding dimension, it appears that the most suitable technique for adaptive
representations is the FNN method due to its simplicity. To use the FNN
method sequentially, the FNN test is also conducted in the search space
[d(k) - 1, d(k) + 1]. The embedding dimension is only allowed to increase
by one unit at each time step to maintain robustness. Moreover, to avoid
unnecessary high variations in the input space, parameters are updated only
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if the update has been required for a certain number of steps, which improves
the smoothness of the adaptation.
3.4.3 Extension to MIMO systems
MIMO systems inherently have several measurable nodes and states, and
of different scales. For instance, accelerations in (g) and control forces in
(N) can differ by a magnitude of 106. Without appropriate scaling, the force
input would have a significantly higher importance in the representation. It is
necessary to scale multivariate observations to avoid such phenomena. Scaling
of multivariate data can lead to numerically more stable representations with
improved convergence [145]. Multiple states can also be included in the delay
vector. This is simply achieved by incorporating the additional variables
by utilizing the same values for the time delays and embedding dimensions.
Nevertheless, implementing several output observations will result in a high
dimensional space, and some black-box systems such as wavelet networks are
not suited for such problems [19]. It is numerically preferable to use a single
state observation along with the measured force inputs.
The question is which state measurement one should use if many measure-
ments are available. Consider a system where the state being identified or
controlled, here termed the objective state Xk, is different than the observed
state x. The available measurements must be topologically equivalent to the
objective state. Modal decomposition can be used to show that a map exits
between two different degree-of-freedoms of a system, provided that they are
not null point nodes. Null point nodes are herein defined as stationary (not
to be confused with the concept of stationarity in time series) modal nodes.
The response of a MIMO system can be decomposed into modes:
ii =Fs(t#3.39)i=
where n is the number of degree-of-freedom, q is the modal coordinate, and
#i is the ith modal shape vector. Thus, the response of a single observation
can written:
z = (t)g,i
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where <4'. is the vector of the jth components of the modal shape vector.
Assuming that the degree-of-freedoms being mapped are not stationary nodes,
a map g exists such that k,. = gi,.) where k is another component of the
modal shapes. The response of another state can be obtained using:
n
1 k Jqt)k,i.
n
1g (3.41)'
i=1
= g (.f(xy))
Therefore, if a map exists such that a state Xk can be mapped from the
state xz, then there exist a map from the delayed vector <D(xj) to the state Xk.
In other words, provided that the observed state xj and the objective state
Xk are not null point nodes, then the objective state Xk can be represented
using a delayed vector constructed from the observations on xj.
Consequently, one needs to ensure that the measurements are not taken
at the null point of a dominant mode. In practice, that measurement should
be taken at the maximum value of a node node if possible. For instance,
in the case of cantilever-like civil structures, where masses are installed in
series and separated by stiffness and dashpot elements, it is known that the
response is dominated by the first few modes. Typically, an observation taken
at the top floor would satisfy the requirements mentioned above. In the case
of decentralized control, technical considerations such as data transmission
range and wiring may constrain available measurements to local states that
are physically located around the control device.
The next section describes the full SOI-WNN algorithm. It is followed by
a demonstration of its performance using several examples of identification
and control.
3.5 SOI-WNN Algorithm
Now that we have presented the SOI algorithm, we can join it to the WNN
controller introduced Chapter 2. The SOI-WNN is our proposed novel
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intelligent controller. The algorithm is as follows:
1. Take the last n observation of the local states (zi+1 -zti), (zi+1 -zi), z, Ui,
where i and i - 1 correspond to the degrees of freedom of the two floors
sandwiching the ith semi-active device.
2. Process the acceleration ze in the S01 algorithm to find the proper time
delay r and embedding dimension d, and adapt the required input delay
parameters accordingly, as described in Section 3.4.2:
2.1 Finds the appropriate time delay r for constructing the local
delay vector vg. The parameter r is selected using the mutual
information method based on Shannon's information theory. [50].
2.2 Constructs a phase-space using r, and uses the false nearest neigh-
bor method based on the algorithm presented in [86] for computing
the embedding dimension d to build vq.
2.3 Adapts the current input space smoothly based on the input vector
v(k). We point out that a smooth adaptation of v(k) requires the
adaptation to be done in the neighborhoods [r(k) - 1, T(k) +1] and
[d(k) - 1, d(k) + 1], as x(r(k)) ~ x(r(k) ± 1), and that the change
of dimensionality of the representation be achieved smoothly. The
first restriction greatly reduces the search space, thus computation
time, and the second ensures robustness of the representation.
2.31 If d has changed, adapt the wavelet dimensions accordingly.
3. Construct the delay vector using observations zi and ui.
4. Compute the S0I-WNN outputs based on the new inputs.
5. Send the force to the internal controller of the semi-active device, which
in turn will compute an appropriate voltage1 :
5.1 Find the adaptation region, as discussed in Section 2.4.1, using
the last force input error ii.
5.2 Compensate the neural outputs with the sliding control component
accordingly.
'the internal controller for the proposed semi-active device will be discussed in the next
section.
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5.3 Send the required force to the semi-active device.
6. Compute the new force input error ii.
7. Construct the new error vector using the local displacement and velocity
measurements x, xi+1 , xi, zi+1. Note that the sliding surface weight
matrix P is built using equal and opposite weights at the degrees-of-
freedom representing the floors sandwiching the semi-active devices.
Thus, the error ej can be written ej = Ax(xi+1 - Xi) + A±(zi+ 1 - i),
where A represents weights.
8. Establish if the dynamic system is in an impulse zone. If yes, flag that
the SOI-WNN will need to forget the new rule.
9. Run the self-organizing mapping process. Add or prune nodes if needed,
as indicated in Section 2.4.3.
10. Compute the smoothing function me, which is the sliding mode compo-
nent based on ii
11. Adapt the network using the adaptation rules, as indicated in Section
2.4.4.
3.6 Simulations
It is now time that we analyze the performance of the SOI-WNN, or the
WNN using the SOI for an automated input selection. Despite that Chapter
5 is entirely devoted to simulations on a large-scale system, we need to first
use simple simulations to help analyze and understand the performance of
our novel controller. The simulations in this section are as follows:
1. Tracking of a function.
First, we take a nonlinear dynamic system, and track a sinusoidal
function. We use this simulation to explicitly switch from two different
dynamics. It will help us demonstrating the capability of the SOI
algorithm to adapt the black-box inputs to new dynamics. We will also
take the opportunity to verify basic assumptions underlying the design
of the SOI algorithm.
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2. Regularization of a 3 DOF system.
Second, we expand from a 1 DOF to a 3 DOF system. We use the same
structure as in Section 1.3.1. The structure is subjected to an harmonic
excitation, and we verify the SOI-WNN performance using 1) active
control; and 2) semi-active control. The objective of the active control is
to demonstrate stability of the controller, while the semi-active control
will show the performance of the controller for systems with limited
force reachability.
3. Analysis of a chaotic excitation.
Third, we subject our 3 DOF to an earthquake. We illustrate, using
RQA plots, that the SOI algorithm improves stationarity by focussing
on local dynamics.
4. Neuroprediction.
Fourth and lastly, we verify the performance of the SOI-WNN at step-
ahead predictions. In the simulations, we conduct step-ahead predictions
of three different earthquakes, a near-field, a mid-field, and a far-field
excitation. Neuroprediction can be a useful tool for predictive control.
3.6.1 Tracking of a Function
We first simulate the SOI-WNN controller with the following nonlinear equa-
tion:
(-0.1)2 ( - 0.05)2 - -12+ -f(x, x, u) = 0.12 + 0.052 je "T "0 " +
where the excitation input is x = 0.2 sin 0.05t, and the tracking objective is
x* = 0.02 sin 0.01t. We have selected this arbitrary example because of the
stationarity of the excitation and reference signal, which lets nonstationarity
arise from the black-box model only. In addition, the stationarity of both
signals allows us to pre-process their time series using Takens theorem in order
to determine fixed inputs that would appropriately represent their dynamics.
The WNN non-adaptive parameters are kept constant throughout the
simulations, and no training is conducted a priori. The objective is to have
the neurocontroller learn the control function as quickly as possible. The
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equation is sampled at 100 Hz, and a delay is induced in the controller using
the following dynamics: iact = -20(Uact - Ureq), where uZact is the actual force
from the actuator, and Ureq is the required force from the controller. A sliding
window size of n = 100 time steps is selected. The SOI algorithm is compared
against three cases of fixed inputs:
* An input vector built using r = 31 and d = 2, which are parameters
obtained from pre-processing the time series of the excitation signal,
without forcing (u = 0).
* An input vector built using T = 8 and d = 2, which are parameters
obtained from pre-processing the time series of the reference signal.
" An input vector built using T = 31 and d = 8, which are the optimal
fixed input parameters obtained within the search space T = [1, 40] and
d = [1, 10] while simulating the system with forcing.
Note that values obtained for T are coincidentally the same for the first and
third case, and that a dimension of 2 was expected for the first and second case
due to the low complexity of both signals. The large embedding dimension
for the third scenario can be explained by a more complex phase-space that
counts several crossings once the system (3.42) includes the forcing u.
Fig. 3.21 shows the time series response of the SOI algorithm versus the
optimal fixed parameters. The SOI algorithm gives a quicker convergence and
better control results. This is due to the dynamics of the control rule changing
with time, for which adapting the input space results in a better function
representation, as hypothesized. Table 3.1 shows the RMS error for the four
input cases over a control time of 20 seconds. Results from the overall time
series show that the SOI gives good performance relative to the fixed input
cases. The RMS error taken after 5 seconds indicates that its convergence is
significantly better. Note that the error threshold of the neurocontroller is set
to 10 x 10-5. Fig. 3.22 shows the evolution of the input vector parameters
with time.
Table 3.1: RMS error of the controller over various input strategies (x 10-5)
-r=31 r=8 r=31
S0I d=2 d=2 d=8
over all series 18.8 21.4 23.4 21.1
after 5 seconds 2.93 13.2 16.4 12.1
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Figure 3.21: Time series responses.
The SOI algorithm is built under the assumption of quasi-stationarity
of local maps q created by the sliding window. Thus, we first verify the
performance of the algorithm as a function of the sliding window size n.
Fig. 3.23 shows the RMS error after 5 seconds for various values of n. The
performance of the algorithm remains approximately constant for values
greater than 50 time steps, with a slight degradation for larger window sizes.
Note that a large window size negatively influences computation speed.
We now verify the main assumption of quasi-stationarity of local maps. A
time-series stationarity index is constructed by determining the change in the
control rule within a map. If the change is minimal, then we can write (3.6)
in a stationary way using u(k, t) ; u(k) + T, where T is a periodicity in the
input, so that u(k + 1) ~ g(y, u). We take observations at step k, and obtain
the control force using the control rule at step k - n. The stationarity index
is built comparing u(k - n) and u(k), and counts the number of local maps
that remained under a given percentage change threshold. Fig. 3.24 graphs
the stationarity index over various time ranges. The figure shows the number
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of stationary maps as a function of the percentage of change allowed between
u(k - n) and u(k). Results show that 43% of the maps have a change less
than 5% over the entire simulation (last 20 seconds), which increases to 88%
for the last 1 second. If a change of 10% is allowed, 64% of maps show to be
quasi-stationary over the entire simulation, and 91% over the last 5 seconds.
Results show that the level of quasi-stationarity increases significantly with
the convergence of the black-box model. We estimate that levels of stationary
maps above 85% under 10% allowable change satisfy quasi-stationarity, which
is met for the last 10 seconds of the simulation.
Lastly, we switch off the SOI algorithm once the error metric stays below
a threshold for a pre-defined number of step, in order to identify static inputs
for the representation once the system has converged. For the task, the
capacity of the network to prune nodes has been relaxed, as we expect to
need a denser network to construct an accurate representation of the global
dynamics. Fig. 3.25 shows the evolution of the input parameters over time.
The inputs become static after 20 seconds, identifying the parameters T =12
and d = 2. This compares well with the pre-processed values of the controlled
time-series aforementioned to be r= 8 and d = 2, as the phase-space of the
sinusoidal target only marginally unfolds. The value for d is significantly
lower than for the optimal fixed inputs strategy (d = 8), because the SOI
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Figure 3.23: RMS error of the S01 algorithm for various sliding window sizes.
algorithm computes the optimal d based on the last n observations only.
3.6.2 Regularization of a 3 DOF System
Secondly, we take the 3 DOF system utilized in Section 1.3.1 and subject it
to an harmonic excitation acting on the fundamental frequency: 10 sin 34.5t.
We start by demonstrating stability of the SOI-WNN in the context of active
controller. Afterwards, we will replace the actuator by a semi-active device,
and show that the S0I-WNN controller can effectively stabilize a system with
limited force reachability.
The S01 algorithm utilizes the first floor acceleration 21 to update values
of r and d. The embedding vector is constructed utilizing 21 along with the
control force u. The mitigation objective is the 3 rd floor displacement x 3 , and
the sampling rate is 250 Hz.
Active Control
We start by equipping the 3 DOF system with an actuator between the ground
and the first floor.
Fig. 3.26a shows the time series of the 3 rd floor displacement for the
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Figure 3.24: Stationarity index of local maps.
uncontrolled and controlled case. The neurocontroller achieves mitigation to
the required level of error. Fig. 3.26b shows the evolution of the embedding
vector parameters r and d. Fig. 3.26c demonstrates that the control weights
converge. Fig. 3.26d compares the mitigation results of the SOI algorithm
against a WNN with an optimized and constant delay vector. The convergence
to the error bound is similar. The slightly quicker performance of the constant
delay vector case is explained by the stationarity of the excitation.
Semi-Active Control
The next step is to simulate the structure with a semi-active control device.
The semi-active device is the MFD, which will be presented in the next
chapter. We have not yet explicitly discussed the dynamic of the MFD, but
its performance is not the main focus of this simulation. The device could be
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Figure 3.25: Identification of static 7- and d for a global representation.
any semi-active damper incapable of adding energy to the controlled system.
Fig. 3.27a shows the time series of the 3 rd floor displacement for the
uncontrolled and controlled case. The neurocontroller achieves mitigation
to the required level of error, but does not remain fully within the bounds
as in Fig. 3.27a. This is explained by the learning being almost negligible
around the error bound as a consequence of the sliding controller. Fig. 3.27b
shows the evolution of the embedding vector parameters T and d. Fig. 3.27c
demonstrates that the control weights converge. Fig. 3.27d compares the
mitigation results of the SOI algorithm against a WNN with a constant delay
vector. The convergence to the error bound is similar. The slightly quicker
performance of the constant delay vector case might be explained by the
stationarity of the excitation.
3.6.3 Analysis of a Chaotic Excitation
The El Centro 1940 North-South component earthquake is used as the chaotic
excitation. Note that it is scaled by a factor of 5 to match the dynamics of
the model. The control performance criterion is inter-story displacement for
damage attenuation. Fig. 3.28a shows the maximum inter-story displacement
for various control strategies and delayed vectors. The passive-on and passive-
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Figure 3.26: 3 DOF system controlled by an active system. a) Uncontrolled
versus controlled case; b) Evolution of the embedding vector properties;
c) Convergence of weights. Vertical lines indicate a node pruning; and d)
Comparison with a pre-selected delay vector.
off cases refer to the semi-active damper used with maximum voltage always on
and no voltage respectively. It is observed that the SOI-WNN gives excellent
mitigation performance, and is capable of achieving the same result as for the
pre-processed inputs case. Fig. 3.28b shows the network size evolution for
different delayed vectors. The SOI algorithm keeps a minimal network size.
The evolution of the delayed vector is depicted in Fig. 3.29. Note that the
pre-processed inputs resulted in a time delay of 9 and a embedding dimension
of 5.
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Figure 3.27: 3 DOF system controlled by an semi-active system. a) Uncon-
trolled versus controlled case; b) Evolution of the embedding vector properties;
c) Convergence of weights. Vertical lines indicate a node pruning; and d)
Comparison with a pre-selected delay vector.
In order to analyze the capability of the SOI algorithm of adapting to local
dynamics, it is useful to look at the input i, the first floor acceleration, which
is the input directly used in the SOI algorithm. Fig. 3.30 shows the time
series of i along with the recurrence map of the delay vector constructed
using the values of r and d obtained from pre-processing the data. In Fig.
3.30b, a black dot indicates a pattern recurrence within a radius of 5% of the
maximum delay vector norm vimax. The numerous white stripes seen in Fig.
3.30b show that the signal is nonstationary. Consequently, the delay vector
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Figure 3.28: Performance of the SOI-WNN controller. a) Maximum inter-
story displacements for various control strategies; and b) Comparison of
network size for different delayed vectors.
constructed with the global signal is not efficient at localizing patterns in the
phase space.
The next step is to investigate whether the dynamic delay vector can
properly find patterns in local dynamics. It would be rather useless and
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Figure 3.29: Evolution of the delayed vector: a) time delay;
dimension.
b) embedding
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Figure 3.30: a) Time series of z; and b) the recurrence map for the pre-
processed values of r and d (rT 9 and d =5).
certainly time-consuming to discretize the time series at each steps when T
or d is updated and plot a recurrence map to analyze patterns. Instead, the
time series is discretized in three general sections and the average of T and d
utilized to study the delay vector locally. If results look satisfying, then it
can be deduced that further discretization would lead to similar, if not better,
results. Fig. 3.31 shows a discretization of the time series in three subsets
and the evolution of both T and d. The dashed rectangles denote discrete
subsets.
Fig. 3.32 shows the local recurrence maps using the global values for ~r and
d to construct the delay vector. Fig. 3.33 shows the local recurrence maps
using the average local values for r and d from the SOI algorithm to construct
the delay vector. All maps are built with a recurrence of 5% radius relative
to the maximum norm of the local delay vector. It can be observed that
nonstationarity (sparsity of patterns in the recurrence map) is significantly
reduced using the SOI algorithm. Moreover, some patterns seems to be more
distinguishable in the recurrence maps from Fig. 3.33. Those patterns are
easily observed in Fig. 3.33c versus Fig. 3.32c. Thus, one can conclude that
the SOI algorithm is efficient at finding local patterns in local dynamics.
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S 81andd=5.
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3.6.4 Neuroprediction
Step-ahead prediction of an earthquake involves the very complex and non-
trivial problem of identifying a chaotic time series, sequentially and online.
For the simulations, the WNN is required to conduct step-ahead predictions
for three different earthquake time series. The earthquakes consists of the San
Fernando 1971 North-South component (near-field), El Centro 1940 North-
South component (mid-field), and Mexico City 1965 North-South component
(far-field). The level of stationarity of the earthquake time series decreases
with the distance of the earthquake center. Hence, the far-field earthquake
is very nonstationary with bigger impulses. Once again, we insist that the
adaptive model is not trained a priori, and predictions are achieved with
no prior knowledge using sequential online adaptation. All non-adaptive
parameters are set constant for all simulations for ease of comparison, which
is allowed by scaling all excitations to the same maximum value, except for
the size of the sliding window which changes with the nature of the excitations.
The window is set to a value of n - 50 for the near-field earthquake to account
for highly varying local dynamics, while it is expended to n = 100 for the
mid-field earthquake and n = 200 for the far-field earthquake.
Results using a dynamic input space (SOI algorithm) are compared against
three fixed input space strategies. First, we pre-process the full time series for
constructing v using the same parameters for establishing 7- and d taken for
the algorithm. Second, we take a small delay in a small embedding dimension.
Lastly, we take r and overembed it. We perform short-term step-ahead
predictions (1 to 15 steps) and compare the performance of strategies using
the error metric: 1- (f Z (y - $)2/gV y2 ), where y is the earthquake signal,
and y is the prediction. The error metric represents the % forecasted with
respect to the benchmark "no prediction". Fig. 3.34 shows the predictive
performance for the earthquakes. We first remark that the overall forecasting
capabilities increases with the decreasing level of nonstationarity of the
earthquakes, as one would expect. The performance of the predictive WNN
is poor for the San Fernando earthquake, but still gives a positive forecasting
value. The performance of the SOI is comparable to the performance with
the short delay fixed input case, except for the Mexico city earthquake, where
the SOI is clearly better, but performs similarly to the pre-processed case
on average. For all three cases, the dynamic inputs (SOI) succeeds at giving
the best results. Table 5.9 summarizes different values for r and d for the
earthquakes.
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Figure 3.34: Earthquake step-ahead predictions. a) San Fernando 1971; b) El
Centro 1940; and c) Mexico City 1965.
Table 3.2: Average delay vector parameters.
San Fernando El Centro Mexico City
dynamic inputs r = 6.2; d = 3.0 T - 8.9; d = 2.5 r = 16.4; d = 2.3
pre-processed r = 7; d = 4 r = 11; d = 7 r = 27; d = 6
short delay r = 5; d = 2 r = 5; d = 2 r= 5; d= 2
overembedding r = 7; d = 10 r =11; d = 10 r = 27; d = 10
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3.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have discussed the problem of organizing the input space.
We have provided the reader with some theory on nonlinear time series
analysis, and discussed various input selection strategies, with a special
emphasis on Taken's Embedding Theorem. Subsequently, we have introduced
the SOI algorithm, which is the main contribution of the chapter. The SOI
algorithm is a strategy designed to automate the input selection for adaptive
black-box representations. This selection is done sequentially and online.
Potential applications of the SOI algorithm include automation of the input
space design process, and control with local or limited state measurements.
Furthermore, we have incorporated the SOI algorithm with the WNN
controller presented in the previous chapter giving rise to the SOI-WNN.
After listing the SOI-WNN algorithm, we have demonstrated the performance
of the SOI-WNN algorithm for tracking and regulatory control problems, as
well as for step-ahead prediction. We have observed that the SOI-WNN is a
very efficient way of controlling systems with limited state measurements, and
that is could also effectively be used for system identification or step-ahead
predictions. In one of the simulations, we have used the MFD as a semi-active
control device. It is now time to introduce that novel damping device, which
is the central theme of the next chapter.
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Chapter Notation
At
0-0, U1, 0-2
0
a,b
bw
Cmfd
f
_9
kmfd
p
Pavg
Pmax
Ptot
r
s
x,
Vact
Vreq
Wm7
z
C
F
Fc
Fact
Fc, o
Fc,max
Ffriction
Freq
F,
N
Pf
Riink, Rx, R,
Uf
V
W
force amplification factor
force
Coulomb force
actual force
nominal Coulomb force
maximum Coulomb force
friction force
required force
Stribeck force
normal force
frictional power
reactions
break work
Lyapunov function
actuation force
4.1 Introduction
In the last two chapters, we have visited the realm of control algorithms and
proposed a new controller for unknown systems with limited state measure-
ments. We are now introducing in this chapter a novel semi-active control
device, to be used along the controller in an integrated closed-loop control
system. The device, the Modified Friction Device (MFD), is novel by its
high damping force reachability for a low power requirement, achieved with
reliable mechanical technologies. Before further discussing the MFD, we
would like to briefly introduced state-of-the-art control devices that have been
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time step
friction coefficient
angular velocity
angle
constants
frictional torque
shoe angle
distances
shoe width
MFD damping coefficient
force
Stribeck effect
MFD stiffness coefficient
pressure
average pressure
maximum pressure
total pressure
radius
sliding surface
constant
actual voltage
required voltage
material mass
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4.1. INTRODUCTION
used or proposed for civil structures. Most devices that we can find in the
literature have been developed to enhance performance of structural systems
[175]. Housner et al. [68] made an extensive review of different structural
control techniques; their paper should be considered as a good start for a
novice in the field.
Structural control devices can be divided into three categories: passive,
active and semi-active devices. Passive control refers to the use of mechanical
devices that do not require energy input; they are usually energy dissipation
devices. These systems are widely accepted in the engineering field. Symans
et al. [182] provides a state-of-the-art review of the commonly used passive
control systems for seismic protection; they are summarized in Table 4.1.
Despite their ease of implementation, passive strategies are generally only
applicable to limited bandwidths of excitation and do not perform well against
near-field earthquakes due to the nature of the impact that comes in the form
of a shock rather than an energy build-up [6, 212, 62]. Near-field earthquakes
are characterized by a high peak acceleration, a long velocity pulse period
and a large displacement.
Active systems, conversely to passive schemes, require energy to operate,
and they typically are capable of better mitigation performance. However,
they are not widely used in structural engineering. Factors impeding their
application are as follows [216, 189, 201]:
" The actuators require a significant amount of power to operate, which is
unlikely to be deliverable during an earthquake, affecting their reliability.
" Robustness is a significant concern as, by adding energy to the controlled
system which is typically anchored to the ground (cantilevered), active
schemes can destabilize structures.
" Actuator saturation may lead to serious consequences, such as structural
destabilization, significant acceleration input, and mechanical damages.
Semi-active systems are characterized by a low energy demand and a
control performance close to the active control schemes. Despite their early
introduction in the 1920s for vehicle shock absorbers, they seem to have been
proposed to structural engineering only in 1983, by Hrovat [70]. They have
since attracted a lot of attention in research [174]. Due to their controllability
and ability to operate at low voltage, semi-active devices rapidly became
accepted by the structural control community.
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Table 4.1: Passive energy dissipation systems [182).
Viscous Fluid Damper Viscoelastic Solid Metallic Damper Friction Damper
Damper
Construction
Idealized
Hysteretic
Behavior
D~qa..maat ome..g seamntOtuwsseement
Idealized Free orce Fo Idealized Model Force
Physical -. " Not Available -
Model DispL
DispL DlspL
Advantages - Activated at low - Activated at low - Stable hysteretic - Large energy
displacements displacements behavior dissipation per cycle
- Minimal restoring - Provides restoring - Long-term reliability - Insensitivity to
force force - Insensitivity to ambient temperature
- For linear damper, -Linear behavior, ambient temperature
modeling of damper is therefore simplified - Materials and
simplified. modeling of damper behavior familiar to
- Properties largely practicing engineers
frequency and
temperature-
independent
- Proven record of
performance in military
applications
Disadvantages - Possible fluid seal - Limited deformation - Device damaged - Sliding interface
leakage (reliability capacity after earthquake; may conditions may
concern) - Properties are require replacement change with time
frquency and - Nonlinear behavior; (reliability concern)
temperature- may require nonlinear - Strongly nonlinear
dependent analysis behavior; may excite
- Possible debonding higher modes and
and tearing of VE require nonlinear
material (reliability analysis
concern) - Permanent
displacements if no
restoring force
mechanism provided
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In what follows, Section 4.2 will review some of the main concepts of
semi-active control proposed in the literature. Section 4.3 discusses some
hybrid control mechanism. After reviewing those damping strategies, Section
4.4 will describe our proposed semi-active device, the novel MFD. Section 4.5
will conclude the chapter.
4.2 Semi-Active Systems
Semi-active mechanical devices are categorized in four main families:
* variable orifices
" controllable fluids
" variable stiffnesses
" variable frictions
Here, we shortly describe those four types of devices. The reader will
see later that the proposed MFD is a variable friction device, but actually
mimicking the dynamics of controllable fluids.
4.2.1 Variable Orifices
Variable orifice dampers are composed of a cylinder-piston system with a
by-pass pipe connected at both end. The semi-active system is illustrated in
Fig. 4.1. The by-pass pipe has a valve that can be opened or closed. In closed
position, the device behaves like a stiffness element. In open position, it will
behave like a damper, where the area of the orifice will control the fluid flow
and set damping properties. It is thus a binary damping device. The first
large-scale application of a variable orifice damper in the US was achieved
on the Walnut Creek Bridge on interstate highway 1-35. The application is
illustrated in Fig. 4.2.
Variable orifice dampers can be used acting as an on/off switch for braces,
termed active variable stiffness (AVS). An example of application is in the
Kajima Technical Research Institute. Fig. 4.3a shows the structure quipped
with the AVS system. Fig. 4.3b is a close-up on the actual AVS system. Figs.
4.3c and 4.3d illustrate the lock/unlock position of the mechanism.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: a) Variable orifice damper [183]; and b) its simplified schematic
[6].
Using the AVS idea, Agrawal and Yang [6] introduced a semi-active
stiffness damper (SASD). The idea of the control scheme is to store potential
energy and release it when this energy is maximum [197]. Agrawal and Yang
[6] studied the efficiency of this strategy for a base-isolated structure subjected
to a near-field earthquake. Yang et al. [214] verified the SASD theory on a
full-scale model. Wongprasert and Symans [204] used these variable orifice
dampers for a numerical evaluation of a structure base-isolated with a friction
pendulum system bearing, and with a low-damping rubber bearing.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: First large-scale application of a variable orifice damper in the
US [177]. a) Installation; and b) variable orifice damper.
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Figure 4.3: Kajima Technical Research Institute AVS system. a) Structure
with braces; b) close-up on the AVS system; c) illustration of the system in
its locked position; and d) illustration of the system in its unlocked position
(courtesy of Kajima Technical Research Institute).
4.2.2 Controllable Fluids
Controllable fluid dampers use rheological fluid, a fluid whose particle align
upon the application of an electric or magnetic field, which changes the
viscosity of the fluid. Two types of controllable fluid dampers exist: elec-
trorheological (ER) dampers and magnetorheological (MR) dampers. ER
dampers differ from MR dampers by applying an electric field rather than
a magnetic field to the fluid, and the magnetic-based rheological fluid is
much more robust to temperature effects and impurities. It results that MR
dampers are preferred over ER dampers for civil engineering applications
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Table 4.2: Technical characteristics of a 200 kN MR damper [21-2].
Stroke
Fmax/Fmin
Cylinder bore (internal diameter)
Maximum input power
Maximum force (nominal)
Effective axial pole length
Coils
Apparent fluid viscosity
Fluid maximum yield stress
Gap
Active fluid volume
Wire
Inductance
Coil resistance
± 8 cm
10.1 at 10 cm/s
20.32 cm
< 50 W
200 kN
8.4 cm
3 x 1050 turns
1.3 Pa-s
62 kPa
2 mm
~90 cm2
16 gauge
-6.6 henries
3 x 7.3 ohms
because magnetic fields require less power. Research in the application of
MR dampers to civil engineering has received significant attention.
The rheological fuild contained within MR dampers comprises polarizable
and magnetizable particles that line up upon magnetic excitation, causing
a change in the liquid's viscosity within a few milliseconds [2071]. For a
large-scale 200 kN MR damper, this response would be on the order of 60
milliseconds. Their low power requirement, which is 50 W for a 200 kN
damping force [211], also makes them very attractive as only a battery is
needed to drive their response, which could easily be provided as a secondary
power source in case of power failure. Table 4.2 shows the typical properties
of a 200 kN MR damper. Fig. 4.4 is a picture of a 200 kN MR damper. MR
dampers are also characterized by their fail safe property. In the event of an
electrical problem, the device behaves like a passive viscous damper. The 200
kN MR damper has been widely studied. Recently, a 500 kN capacity has
been designed and fabricated [120]. Also, it has been suggested that 1000 kN
capacities could be theoretically fabricated [82].
Some models have been proposed over the years for modeling the MR
damper behaviors. Mathematical models can be divided into static and
dynamic models. The Bouc-Wen model is the simplest one used to model
the liquid hysteresis. It consists of a stiffness, a dashpot, and a Bouc-Wen
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Figure 4.4: 200 kN MR damper.
element in parallel, as shown in Fig. 4.5. More complex mathematical models
have been proposed, such as the celebrated phenomenological model [176],
which successfully models the stiction phenomena and shear thinning effect.
Recent research has also been made on non-mathematical models due to the
complexity in mapping the required voltage for a desired force [103], such as
adaptive identification, in order to map the relationship between the necessary
voltages for desired forces [188]. Nevertheless, a saturation-type control rule
for the voltage selection, which consists of applying full current in the MR
damper if the magnitude of the required force is higher in absolute value than
and of the same sign of the magnitude of the damper force, and applying zero
current otherwise, has shown excellent performance and simplicity [76, 219].
In civil engineering applications, MR dampers have been applied to stay
cables vibration mitigation [207] and in building braces [177], and have also
been suggested for numerous hybrid schemes. MR dampers have also been
used in special applications such as ship lift tower [191], and offshore platform
[205]. Note that most of their applications are in vehicle suspension systems.
4.2.3 Variable Stiffnesses
Despite described previously in the context of an hybrid scheme with variable
orifice dampers, active variable stiffness (AVS) can be their own class of semi-
active damping. While the variable orifice dampers generally act as a switch
on/off, other methods have been proposed that suggest a higher controllability.
Narasimhan and Nagarajaiah [135] proposed a semi-active variable stiffness
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Figure 4.5: Bouc-Wen representation for the MR damper.
system (SAIVS) where the stiffness can be varied continuously. Such system
is represented in Fig. 4.6. This schematic is for a uniaxial control along
the x direction. Joint 1 is free to move along the y direction while joint 2
is free to move in any direction, but its rail is attached to a slab. Joints 3
and 4 are free to move along the x direction and their rails attached to the
ground. Thus, by moving joint 1, the equivalent force along the x direction is
fx - (ke cos 2 0)Ay. The performance of the proposed system has been shown
to be promising.
Walsh et al. [197] presented a variable amplification device (VAD). VAD
are comparable to standard automobile transmission. The system is rep-
resented in Fig. 4.7. In the figure, the floor is connected to the stiffness
element via a set of gears. Depending on which gears are engaged, a different
amplification of the floor displacement will be transmitted to the spring
element.
4.2.4 Variable Frictions
The last category is the variable friction devices. They consist of mechanisms
that dissipate energy via controllable friction forces.
Kannan et al. [84] introduced a variable friction damper that uses an
hydraulic actuator. The main disadvantage of hydraulic actuators is in their
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Figure 4.6: SAIVS [135].
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Figure 4.7: VAD; r is the gear radius [197].
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delay in reaching the actuation force [106]. For convenience, the field has
introduced two other types of variable friction dampers capable of large
frictional forces.
The first one is the electromagnetic friction damper, proposed by Agrawal
& Yang [6]. The authors utilized the friction device for control of base-isolated
buildings. The semi-active scheme consists of a friction pad installed between
two steel plates. The normal force N is varied by changing the electric current
in solenoids located at the outer surface. The device is capable of a force in
the order of 20 kN. The electromagnetic friction damper has also been used
for an engine mount in [115].
The second type is the piezoelectric friction device presented by Gaul et
al. [52]. It consists of two friction surfaces mounted on a piezoelectric stack
actuator. The piezoelectric stack is activated to control the normal force on
the friction surfaces. That type of variable friction device has been used as
a friction joint for space truss structures [53]. Durmaz et al. [44] developed
a high-capacity friction damper by extending the concept to larger contact
areas. The semi-active damper has a force range of 0.890 kN to 11 kN. It is
worth mentioning that [23] developed a variable friction device inspired by car
braking systems, but the device also uses piezoelectric actuators and is limited
to lightweight mechanical structures. Fig. 4.8a shows and electromagnetic
friction damper, Fig. 4.8b shows the variable friction damper proposed in [6],
and Fig. 4.8c shows a typical piezoelectric friction damper.
In large-scale applications, Gu & Oyadiji [156] investigated the perfor-
mance of variable friction dampers on a wind-excited truss tower. Also, Chen
& Chen [32] experimentally studied a variable friction damper made from
piezoelectric actuators. The damper had a capacity of 800 N and operated in
the range of 0 to 1000 V. Xu [210] also studied a similar friction damper, but
with a capacity in the range of 5 to 340 N for an input voltage from 0 to 150
V. To the best knowledge of the authors, the largest capacity of a variable
friction damper was reported in [227], and was of 3 kN for an input in the
range of 0 to 120 V.
4.3 Hybrid Systems
Like semi-active devices, hybrid systems are used for an enhanced control-
lability using minimum voltage. Several hydrid control scheme have been
proposed in the literature. They are typically composed of passive dissipation
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Figure 4.8: a) Electromagnetic friction damper [1.15];
piezoelectric friction damper [1142].
b) SAEMFD [6]; and c)
systems coupled with active or semi-active devices. Among those, active
tuned-mass dampers (ATMDs) and active mass-drivers (AMD) are the most
widely accepted control systems for civil structures [11]. ATMDs have been
proposed by Lund [118], and since widely studied [119, 28, 8]. They can be
found in a variety of applications [10]. They consist of a tuned-mass damper
(TMD) or a mass on rollers installed in series with an actuator. Their first
large-scale application was conducted on the Kyobashi Seiwa Building [71].
Fig. 4.9a shows the structure. Fig. 4.91) schematized the AMD system
components installed in the structure. Fig. 4.9c illustrates the AMD system.
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A weight is driven by an actuator controlled by a ground motion feedback
rule. Semi-active TMDs (STMDs) have also been proposed, but their physical
applications are very recent. The first type of STMD to have been studied is
the ER-TMD system [1, 64]. More recently, MR-TMD schemes have been
researched [93, 92, 25, 111], and the first application of an MR-TMD has
been documented in [223, 224]. It is installed in a tall building located in
Santiago, Chile. Fig. 4.10 shows the building along with its two TMDs (the
MR damper is not shown). In addition to ER- and MR-TMD, semi-active
tuned-liquid column dampers have been studied [87], as well as SAIVS-TMD
systems [134]. Lin et al. [109] proposed a STMD equipped with a variable
friction damper.
Furthermore, hybrid base-isolated systems have been investigated. They
mainly consist of a passive base isolation coupled with an active or semi-
active device. The main advantage of such system is to decrease displacement
between the ground and the structure. However, it comes to the expense
of larger inter-story displacements. Examples of hybrid systems include
variable-orifice base isolation systems [20 4], and MR base-isolated structures
[100, 165, 116]. The first large-scale application of an MR-base isolation was
achieved in Japan using a 400 kN MR damper [51]. Fig. 4.11a is a picture of
the controlled structure. Fig. 4.11b shows the 400 kN MR damper. Lu et
al. [117] proposed a base isolated system with a controllable stiffness device.
The hybrid system, termed the stiffness controllable isolation system (SCIS),
consists of a passive base-isolated system coupled with a variable friction
device. Fig. 4.12 illustrates the mechanism.
Other variants of hybrid systems have been suggested. Ribakov & Gluck
[157] proposed a control stiffness device (CSD) with MR dampers connected
to amplifying braces at each floor levels and a base isolation system only
equipped with CSD, illustrated in Fig. 4.13.
Shook et al. [167] proposed a hybrid system composed of MR dampers, elas-
tomeric bearings (EB), smart memory alloys (SMA), and Friction-Pendulum
Bearings. All of those components were installed in a semi-active base-
isolation system, with SMA wires and MR dampers being used as additional
restoring force mechanisms. Fig. 4.14 illustrates the hybrid system.
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Figure 4.9: Large-scale application of an AMD to the Kyobashi Seiwa Building.
a) Picture of the structure; b) schematic of the installation; and c) control
diagram (courtesy of Kajima Technical Research Institute).
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Figure 4.10: Structural equipped
[223].
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with the MR-TMD (MR damper not shown)
(a) (b)
Figure 4.11: Large-scale application of an MR-base isolation system.
Picture of the structure; and b) 400 kN MR damper [177].
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device %
Figure 4.12: SCIS system [117].
4.4 Modified Friction Device
Magnetorheological (MR) dampers have received considerable attention over
the last decades because of their significant low power requirement, large
resistance force, and fail-safe nature, but their applications to civil structures
CSD
Figure 4.13: CSD [157].
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Figure 4.14: Configuration of MR, SMA, and FPB devices. [167].
is still in its infancy [95]. Some chemical issues specific to rheological fluids
might impede the implementation of those devices in civil structures, such
as sedimentation, which happens if the damper is not used for a long period
of time [14]. Morevover, MR dampers may exhibit fluid leakage around the
seal. The integrity of their seal is currently guaranteed on vehicle suspension
systems for a life of 100,000 miles [30], but there is no indication in the
literature on how well the seal can behave over the design period of a civil
structure.
The implementation of semi-active devices in civil structures is partly
impeded by mechanical obstacles. Those include fluid and mechanical parts
reliability, dependability on an external power source and electronics, per-
formance degradation over long period of time, and damping capacity. This
thesis proposes a novel mechanically reliable damping device for large-scale
structures that overcomes most of those practical obstacles to implementation,
with the objective to enhance the applicability of semi-active damping systems
to large-scale structures. The device, here termed the modified friction device
(MFD), is inspired by the dynamic behavior of MR dampers and consists of a
friction mechanism installed in parallel with a viscous and a stiffness element.
The friction device is a rotating drum on which a variable friction can be
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smoothly applied. The MFD is novel by its capability of very large damping
forces, on the order of 200 kN, while operating on 12-volts batteries. This is a
major improvement compared to existing variable friction schemes proposed
in the literature. For instance, piezoelectric variable friction dampers have
recently been experimented [32, 210, 227], but to the best knowledge of our
knowledge, the largest damping capacity for battery-operated variable friction
was in the range of 10' N, reported in [21.2]. The significant difference in the
theoretical high operating range arises from the self-energizing capacity of the
braking mechanism, which greatly amplifies the frictional force. The MFD
is based on current reliable and robust mechanical technologies, and is thus
a mechanically reliable and robust semi-active device. Chapter 5 includes
an extensive simulation of the device without the proposed controller. The
reader will find the first published studied on the MFD in [112], where the
nonlinearity of the MFD for control of an STMD is investigated versus a
linear variable orifice device.
4.4.1 Device Dynamics
The proposed MFD consists of a stiffness, a viscous, and a controllable friction
element installed in parallel, as schematized in Fig. 4.15a), where x represents
the device displacement and F the reaction force. The variable spring in the
variable friction element depicts a variable braking force. The controllable
friction element differs from the other variable friction types by using a reliable
mechanical system analogous to the braking system of a vehicle. It is also novel
by the incorporation of both a stiffness and a viscous element, which provides
minimal damping when the current is switched off or in the unfortunate
failure of the friction element, also termed fail-safe mechanism. The objective
of the device is to develop a force capable of controlling large-scale systems.
The proposed MFD has a maximum force capacity of 200 kN (45 kips), with
a dynamic range of 10 (ratio of the maximum force over the minimum force).
The design can be extended to 1350 kN (300 kips), which will be used in
the simulations for comparison with an actual large-scale passive mitigation
system. Fig. 4.15b) shows the dynamics of the MR damper based under the
Bouc-Wen model representation. Since the MFD has a friction element in lieu
of a Bouc-Wen element, the main difference in the dynamics of those devices
is in their hysteresis. The MR damper hysteresis loop in the force-velocity
plot is typically larger.
As specified above, the MFD is at its conceptual phase. It is fundamental
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Figure 4.15: Schematic representation of the
b) the MR damper.
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to utilize a model that accurately captures its dynamics. Several static
and dynamic models have been developed to describe friction phenomena.
Dynamic models are preferred over static models because of their higher
precision and ease of simulation. Moreover, the hysteresis behavior of the
friction element must be modeled in order to avoid unnecessary discontinuities
in the force when velocity changes sign. The hysteresis phenomena will be
discussed later. Among the existing dynamic models, such as the Dahl Model,
the Bristle Model, the Reset Integrator Model, the models from Bliman and
Sorine, and the LuGre model [149], the LuGre model has been selected due
to its capacity to accurately simulate the Stribeck effect and rate dependance
of the friction phenomenon. It has also been widely studied and is simple to
simulate. The analytical representation of the LuGre model is written as:
Ffriction = Uoz + oz + f ()
where z is an evolutionary variable, Ffriction is the reaction force from the
friction element, f(z) is the viscous friction and is commonly taken as f(i) =
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o2x, UO, Ui, and U2 are constants, and g(z) represents the Stribeck effect and
can be taken as:
g(±) = Fe + (Fs - Fije-(!i2
where Fc is the Coulomb. friction force, F, is the magnitude of the Stribeck
effect, is and a are constants. Note that at the steady-state (i = 0), the
frictional force is uniquely described by F and the sign of the velocity:
Ffriction= Fcsgn(z). Typical choices for a are a = 1 [192] and a = 2 [119].
F, is taken as proportional to Fc, which allows the Stribeck effect to remain
proportional to the applied voltage. The hysteresis phenomena is indirectly
described in z by uo. The challenge in describing the hysteresis phenomenon
for the MFD is in the limited information on the hysteresis found in large-
scale friction devices. The hysteresis phenomena arises from slow processes,
such as wear, accumulation of debris, and temperature variation, that cause
a slow response to pressure changes [18]. Consequently, the hysteresis of
a system is dependent on the friction material, load amplitude, and load
frequency. Kim and Jeong [88] studied the hysteresis behavior of cast iron.
The authors demonstrated that the hysteresis increases with applied stress
and temperature, and decreases with heat. They also found that cast iron
showed an hysteresis between 12.20 N-mm and 193.8 N-mm for a temperature
ranging between 27.3'C and 34.7'C under high stresses applied at 25 Hz.
Nevertheless, the hysteresis behavior of the MFD is expected to reach higher
values because of the low frequency nature of the excitations. Thus, Oo is
selected such that the hysteresis of the MFD stays in the range of the values
described in [88] on low voltage (0-3 V).
To obtain values for ai, 92, F, and i,, a model fit has been conducted on
the experimental data of a 55 kN friction-type device. The fit is represented
in Fig. 4.16. The resisting force F of the MFD can be written:
F Ffriction + kmfdx + cmfdx 3
where kmfd and cmfd are the stiffness and viscous coefficients of the MDF
respectively, and # is a constant and taken as # = 1 for a linear viscous
damper. While kmfd can be designed based on the required stroke and dynamic
range, cmfd can be selected based on fail-safe requirements or for enhanced
performance of the MFD. Those two values have been selected based on
the performance requirements of the simulated structure. cmfd is taken as
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Figure 4.16: Model fitting of a 55 kN friction-type device.
Table 4.3: MFD 200 kN parameter values.
a 2
# 1
o-o 5 x 107 kN/m
os 1 x 105 kN.s/m
o-2 6.5 kN.s/m
5, 0.002 m/s
Fs 1.17 Fc
Fcm. 160 kN
kmfd 2 x 10' kN/m
Cmfd 1.2 x 104 kN.s/m
12 MN-s/m, which is a tenth of the large-scale viscous dampers. The force-
displacement plot and the force-velocity plot under an harmonic excitation
of 0.5 Hz with an amplitude of 0.30 m for different levels of F are shown in
Fig. 4.17a) and Fig. 4.17b) respectively. Table 4.3 gives the parameter values
used to model the MFD 200 kN dynamics. Note that in the case of the MFD
1350 kN, only Fc, changes, and takes the value F. = 1120 kN. Fig. 4.18
illustrates the free body diagram of the MFD system. In an application, the
drum would most likely be designed to roll on a flat surface.
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4.4.2 Friction Mechanism
Large capacity friction devices have been used for decades by the railroad
industry. Fig. 4.19 shows a 50 kN-m (36 kips-ft) draft gear capacity at 2200
kN (500 kips) reaction force, which is designed to absorbed potential impacts
of two adjacent cars. The challenge is to develop a device capable of large
variable friction forces, while being mechanically reliable. The force variation
must also be continuous in order to minimize accelerations in the controlled
plant. The authors propose a variable friction mechanism based on existing
mechanically reliable vehicle braking technologies: a duo-servo drum brake.
The next subsection will derive the governing equations for duo-servo drum
brakes, and will be followed by a description of the design of the braking
mechanism.
Governing Equations for Duo-Servo Drum Brakes
The duo-servo drum brake is composed of two internal shoes anchored at
a single pin, and attached with a rigid or floating link. A single hydraulic
actuator exerts force on both shoes. Fig. 4.20a) illustrates the concept, and
Fig. 4.20b) shows the force diagram for a negligible angle a. For clarity of Fig.
4.20, the connection of the shoes to the pin is not shown. In Fig. 4.20b), N
is the normal force to the friction force F, r is the radius, W is the actuation
force, R1lik is the force reaction from the link, R, and R, are the reactions
250 250
200 00
100 -10
100 1
............... .
.
50 ... ... -
so-. so.-....- .....
-0 -00 .. ... ......
-100....... . .. ............
-100 - . .
-200..... . . . .. -2S0.0.. - ..
-200 -200
-2 -- -4 -2 0 2 4 6 0 -4 -3 -- -1 2 3 4
dispbcoment (mmn) vWbOCly (mml.)
(a) (b)
Figure 4.17: Dynamics of the MFD under a 7.62 mm amplitude sinusoidal
excitation of 0.5 Hz: a) force-displacement; and b) force-velocity.
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Figure 4.18: Schematic of the braking mechanism in the MFD.
from the pin in the x and y directions respectively, and subscripts 1 and 2
indicate the shoes. For this design, the floating link scheme is selected. That
type of braking system has been shown to have a higher force amplification
factor than most of other types of drum brakes, because of the self-energizing
nature of the mechanism in both spinning directions [121].
The amplification factor of the actuation force W to the tangential forces
Figure 4.19: Mark 50 draft gear [39].
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drum
R,
(b)
Figure 4.20: Duo-servo drum brake: a) schematic; and b) force diagram.
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F,-(i = 1, 2) is termed the force amplification factor C. The total frictional
force is written F1 + F2 = Fc = C W, where F is the coulomb force in (4.2).
Specifically, using the notation for Fig. 4.20b and summing forces for the left
shoe [121]:
Wb+ Fir = Rinka
and noting that for a negligible:
R11nk~ F +N -W = F1 W
where p is the friction coefficient between the drum and the shoes, equation
(4.4) becomes:
W(a+b) = F1 a 1t+p2 - pr
where the amplification factor for the left shoe is given by:
0le ft F 1
p(a + b)
a,\l +Ap2 - pr
Similarly, for the right shoe, the summation of forces gives:
Rlina + F2r - Wb = Rr
F4IZJ
where:
Rx = N2 - W - Riink
such that (4.8) becomes:
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Rlnka + F2r -Wb= (N 2 -W - Riink)r
(a+r) -W(b-r) =
(a + r) - W(a + b) =
F,1 +p 2 a+r W(a+b) p
r 1-p
F2 r(1 - p)
F2 r(1 
)
=F 2
F1 1+f 2 a+r (a+b) p F2
W I-p r r i-p W
An expression for the amplification factor of the right shoe can be written:
Cright Cleft
a+r1+p2 (a+b) p
r 1-p r 1-p ( i-
which gives an expression for the total amplification factor C= Cleft + Cright:
ft(a+b)
a 1+pt2 -Pr
a+r fJ+p2
r 1 -p P
a+b p
r 1-p
Fig. 4.21 shows the pressure distribution for the duo-servo brake drum.
It is assumed that the distribution follows a triangular shape:
p#- max ) for # < 01
(01 +02) (.3
p() ( -0 3)Pmax for 01+03 4 #0< 01+02+03(01 + 02)
where Pmax is the maximum pressure and can be written as a function of the
total pressure ptot:
pmax 
-2Ptot
P 201 + 02
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Figure 4.21: Pressure distribution for duo-servo drum brake.
Recognizing that, in the case of civil structures, the braking pressure will
be required for both rotating directions, it is useful to write (4.13) in term of
a uniformly distributed average pressure pavg:
Pavg =
P max
The frictional torque rf can be computed using the moment of the tan-
gential frictional force Ffricuton about the center of the drum [49]:
d-f = rdF
with:
dF = pbpr d$
where b, is the shoe width. Integrating over the shoes leads to:
01 pber 2  1 ax2+03Jo (01 + 02) J0i+03
/ 01+020
pbr 2mPnax d$2
(01 + 0 2) 2
2 pbwr pax
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The work done by the brake Uf is defined by:
dUf = ry dw
= Tfdx (
r
and integrating (4.18) leads to:
Uf - Tf
r (4.19
Uf = FfrictionX
where x is the damper displacement, and w is the angular velocity. For an
average velocity, the frictional power Pf (in kcal/sec) is given by:
Pf = 2 38.8 ( 4.20)
r
where 238.8 is a conversion constant for Tf in N-m and z/r in s-1. The energy
absorption of the adjacent material to the braking shoes over a short period
of time is related to the friction work and leads to the following relationship
for temperature increase [49]:
1 Uf Q P
4187 Wmc
where 1/4187 is a conversion constant for T in 'C, Uf in N-m, wm the mass
of the material absorbing the energy in kg, and c the average specific heat of
the material in kcal/kg- C. The allowable energy absorption by the braking
mechanism is dependant on the lining material, the coefficient of friction y,
and the rate of energy absorption. A greater shoe pad area would allow a
greater energy dissipation, thus decreasing brake wear and fading. In the case
of civil structure, the brake application is assumed to be of high intensity
over infrequent short periods of time. For such, literature [19] suggests high
allowable design values for energy dissipation.
Design of the Braking Mechanism
Asbestos was one of the most commonly used brake lining material due to
its good mechanical properties and low cost availability, but health concerns
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have led to its replacement by asbestos-free materials, such as semi-metallic,
organic, and ceramic fibers friction materials. Han and Yin [61] studied the
performance of added ceramic fibers to 15% weight steel fiber lining. Their
study showed that the coefficient of friction remained above y = 0.46 for
temperatures ranging from 100*C to 350*C for a 10% weight added ceramic
fiber, thus offering a good resistance to fade. The wear rate of that material
is approximately 1.6x10-7cm3 .(N-m)- 1.
Thus, cast iron using a steel fiber lining with added ceramic fibers is
used for the drum and shoes. The design values are: p = 0.46, c = 0.13
kcal/kg.C, and wm = 7500 kg/m 3. The allowable maximum pressure is taken
as pmax,all =130 MPa.
The maximum required frictional force is Ffriction =180 kN for a 200 kN
MFD, and Ffriction = 1200 kN for a 1350 kN MFD. Selecting a shoe width
b, = 0.1 m and thickness t, = 0.025 m for both shoes covering 0.657r each,
and a drum radius of r = 0.2 m, the maximum pressure at any time is
Pmax = 15.1 MPa for the 200 kN MFD, and Pmax = 118 MPa for the 1350 kN
MFD. Two 2 kN linear hydraulic actuator operating on 12 volts are installed
at 0.086 m up from the center of the drum, and shoes terminate at 0.15 m
down from the center of the drum, giving a force amplification factor (4.12) of
58.5, which translates into a theoretical frictional capacity of 234 kN. For the
1350 kN MFD, the actuation force demand would be of 20 kN, which would
be equivalent to 10 times the number of linear actuator needed in the 200 kN
MFD case. A design trade-off would be to use bigger power sources for larger
capacity actuators, at the expense of the independence on an external power
source.
4.4.3 Brake Actuator Control
Several controllers have been proposed for control of variable friction devices,
such as the bang-bang controller presented by Wu & Soong [208], along with
its modifications with a SMC [26], an adaptive rule [108], a fuzzy rule [105],
and a genetic algorithm [104]. Those controllers are designed to include
the variable friction mechanism in the feedback rule. In contrast, the brake
controller presented in this subsection is an internal controller to facilitate
the incorporation of the device in any closed-loop system. It is decoupled
from the controller that computes the required force. The device is designed
to receive a required force and the internal controller computes a voltage
based on that force. In the simulations, an LQR controller is used to feed the
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required force to the brake controller.
A response delay of the linear actuator used in the braking mechanism is
simulated by inducing a delay in the voltage response. The coulomb friction
Fc in (4.2) is written as:
Fe = Feo - Vact
Vact = -r/(Vact - Vreq)
where Fc,o is the nominal Coulomb friction and has a linear dependance on
the actual voltage input Vact, rl is a positive constant representing the voltage
delay, and Vreq is the required voltage for a desired force Frq. Here, the delay
coefficient is taken as r/ = 200 to have a comparable dynamics with the 1000
N MR damper described in [46].
Two control rules are designed depending on the damper velocity state. In
the region neighboring the hysteresis, the required voltage is applied following
a saturation rule, where the voltage is maximum if the required force Freq is
higher than the actual force Fact outputted by the damper, in absolute values,
and of the same velocity sign. It is set to zero otherwise:
Vreq vmax if |Freq > |Factl and sign(Freq) -sign(s)
- 0 otherwise
where Vmax is the maximum applicable voltage. This control rule is selected
because of its simplicity in the region where the friction dynamics is complex
to invert. The second control rule, outside the hysteresis region, is designed
using a sliding controller. To select the required voltage v, consider the
following Lyapunov function specialized for a scalar control force [170]:
12
2
where s is the sliding surface s = Fact - Freq. Taking the time derivative of
(4.24), using (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) and (4.22), and recognizing that the system is
at steady state (g(i,) = Fc and i # 0):
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V = s [Pact -- req
= S [friction + kmfdi + $cmfdX' 3 X - Freq
= S [# - sgn( ) + U2X + kmfdX5 + /crCfdX - 1X - Freq
= sFc,oioact - sgn(z,) + Fc,ovact6(i) + U2 X + kmfdi + /cmfdX1 1 X - FreqI
= [ Fc,on(Vact - Vreq) - sgn(i) + -2z + kmfdi + #cmfdXP X - Freq]
= (2
where ( is a positive constant, the control voltage is selected to be:
Vreq = Vact + - kmfd. - 3mfdX J + Freq sgn(s) (
TjFc, o
Note that Freq cannot be directly measured, but can be approximated
as Freq ~ (Freq(t) - Freq(t - 1)) /At. The term ( can incorporate system
uncertainties or unmeasurable states.
Fig. 4.22 shows a 200 kN frictional brake controlled using (4.26) and
(4.23) for a required damping force of 100 kN. The saturation control rule
within the hysteresis region is clearly shown.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have reviewed different semi-active, active, and hybrid
systems for application to control of large-scale structures. It has been
shown in the literature that MR dampers are promising devices for vibration
mitigation. However, their application is still in its infancy. We have suggested
reasons impeding this acceptability, which are issues mainly related to their
mechanical robustness.
As a consequence, we have introduced a new semi-active device for control
of large-scale structures based on the MR damper dynamics: the MFD. The
device has the advantage of using existing reliable technologies, which makes
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it an excellent candidate for implementation. It is capable of a damping force
in the order of 10' N on a 12-volts battery, which is at least an order of
magnitude greater that what we have surveyed in the literature. The device
will be simulated in the next chapter.
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Chapter Notation
r1 nodal distance
weight
A network resolution
y1 Euclidean location
o- bandwidth
T time delay
A change or weight
F learning rate matrix
C, C regions
d embedding dimension
me transition function
n window size
t time
u force
ii force error
Uact actual force
Ub force error bound
v voltage
x,y states
J performance index
P sliding surface matrix
Q LQR control weights
RA averaging function
RAo,,toI tolerance thresholds
5.1 Introduction
We have, so far, introduced a novel controller, the SOI-WNN, as well as a
unique semi-active damping device, the MFD, in order to create a feasible,
fully integrated closed-loop control system, for large-scale uncertain systems.
In this section, we integrate the SOI-WNN and the MFD, and simulate the
new control strategy as an hypothetical replacement to the existing passive
viscous damping system of an existing structure located in Boston, MA.
Beforehand, we will discuss the potential of the MFD alone, and assess the
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sensitivity of the SOI-WNN controller to its non-adaptive parameters.
In what follows, Section 5.2 describes in detail the existing structure used
for the simulation. Section 5.3 introduces the simulations by studying the
performance of the proposed MFD itself as a potential mitigation device.
Section 5.4 conversely focuses on the SOI-WNN itself, and assesses the
sensitivity of the controller with respect to its non-adaptive parameters. This
section is essential to demonstrate robustness of the controller. Section 5.5
begins the simulations of the integrated control system by subjecting the
structure to a wind excitation. Section 5.6 continues the simulations by
subjecting the structure to 30 different earthquake excitations. Section 5.7
quickly investigates the performance of the controller joined to an LQR
scheme. Section 5.8 concludes the chapter.
5.2 Simulated Structure
A 39-story office tower located in downtown Boston, Massachusetts, is simu-
lated for comparing and assessing the performance of the proposed semi-active
device. The building was built in the 1990's with fluid dampers in order to
mitigate excessive acceleration levels produced by the proximity of an existing
52-story tower. The cost of the passive system was less than a million dollars
[126]. Dampers are installed every other story from the 5 th floor up to the
3 4 th floor. The structural system along with the dampers location is shown in
Fig. 5.1.
The viscous dampers in the X-direction have a capacity of 1350 kN (300
kips) with a damping coefficient of 52550 kN.s/m (300 kips.s/in) below the
2 6 th floor, and a capacity of 900 kN (200 kips) with a damping coefficient
of 35000 kN.s/m (200 kips.s/in) from the 2 6 th floor and above. The viscous
dampers in the Y-direction have a capacity of 90 kN (20 kips) with a damping
coefficient of 3500 kN.s/m (20 kips-s/in) below the 2 6th floor, and a capacity of
45 kN (10 kips) with a damping coefficient of 1750 kN.s/m (10 kips.s/in) from
the 2 6 th floor and above. Moreover, the viscous dampers in the Y-direction
are installed using toggle braces [186] that amplify inter-story motion, and is
illustrated in Fig. 5.2. A description of the actual damping strategy contained
in the building can be found in [126], and details about the computer model
are given in [151]. For completeness, structural properties are given in Table
5.1, along with its fundamental periods in Table 5.2. Table 5.2 also compares
the periods with values reported in [126] from a wind tunnel testing. The first
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Figure 5.1: Elevation view of the simulated structure: a) X-direction; and b)
Y-direction.
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Figure 5.2: Toggle brace damper system [40].
period in both directions and twist match the experimental data, while the
second period in both directions and twist has a discrepancy of approximately
10%. Table 5.3 summarizes the configuration of the viscous dampers.
Table 5.2: Fundamental periods and comparison with values reported in [126]
from a wind tunnel testing.
period
mode model reported in [126] difference
shape direction (s) (s) (%)
1 X 5.28 5.26 +0.38
2 Y 5.00 5.00 0.00
3 0 3.63 3.65 -0.55
4 X 2.16 1.92 -12.5
5 Y 2.07 1.82 -13.7
6 0 2.01 1.71 -17.5
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Table 5.1: Dynamic properties. K is the stiffness, C is the damping, M is
the mass, subscripts X and Y represent the X and Y directions, and subscript
0 represents rotational.
Kx Cx Ky Cy M Ko Co
floor (kN/m) (kN.s/m) (kN/m) (kN.s/m) (t) (kN-m/rad) (kN.m-s/rad)
31776
39892
56900
56731
46708
38552
37855
37336
36717
33057
29315
28781
28302
26758
25145
24680
24204
22332
20481
20064
19849
17620
15422
15209
14937
13909
12899
12769
12554
11433
10468
10267
9990
9692
6246
2928
2112
915
194
1671 799352942
3150 658901400
2295 1315145346
1394 1848721007
1394 1750468891
1482 1711792409
948 1774176724
948 1772923676
948 2770888973
948 1676228490
948 1581327973
948 1579171181
948 1576948326
948 1483770449
948 1390477722
948 1387921322
948 1385375108
948 1278272863
948 1171095906
948 1168968039
948 1166888612
948 1054584571
948 942203178
948 940368734
948 938594029
948 881514404
948 824415005
948 822486957
948 820582427
948 754998730
948 689375175
948 688006358
948 686683441
948 657964874
948 377108923
804 127495774
984 90540972
903 36349515
125 11812546
11599849
9728490
19119217
26769731
25348526
24791314
25673253
25655128
25615696
24256443
22883719
22852521
22820368
21472561
20123092
20086114
20049284
18500062
16949761
16926836
16896758
15272293
13646710
13620174
13594504
12768854
11942918
11915029
11887480
10938819
9989582
9969783
9950647
9535236
5472688
1871679
1324319
916424
176196
(t.m 2 /rad)
1374429
7278970
3529531
1039067
1039067
1121533
368347
368347
368347
368347
368347
368347
368347
368347
368347
368347
368347
368347
368347
657762
657762
657762
657762
657762
657762
657762
657762
657762
657762
657762
657762
657762
657762
657762
657762
479086
539954
318278
196347
1 2067074
2 1505673
3 2549942
4 3611396
5 3101010
6 2474746
7 2350774
8 2320532
9 2291418
10 2058960
11 1825557
12 1803505
13 1778835
14 1668297
15 1569127
16 1545882
17 1521633
18 1419114
19 1307801
20 1286285
21 1269242
22 1137804
23 1004400
24 989713
25 976682
26 902145
27 833167
28 826925
29 810376
30 743926
31 690218
32 672214
33 655784
34 647633
35 411402
36 208452
37 188644
38 127547
39 53342
29945
21865
36947
52276
44894
35837
34029
33592
33171
29808
26432
26113
25756
24157
22723
22387
22036
20553
18943
18632
18385
16484
14554
14342
14153
13075
12077
11987
11749
10797
10010
9749
9512
9394
5977
3037
2755
1869
775
2193660
2751949
39293445
3919347
3226434
2662444
2615282
2579392
2536604
2283559
2024855
1987942
1954807
1848105
1736539
1704402
1671516
1542103
1414101
1385321
1370469
1216929
1064386
1049684
1030839
959764
889946
880965
866126
788614
721919
707994
688855
668236
429995
200943
144156
61570
13206
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Table 5.3: Configuration of viscous dampers
capacity (kN)
X-direction Y-direction
number of dampers
X-direction Y-direction
below 2 6th floor 1350 90 22 22
above 2 6th floor 900 45 8 8
5.2.1 Dynamic Loads
The performance of the proposed integrated control scheme will be assessed
throughout the chapter using different dynamic loads to simulate the exposi-
tion to moderate winds and to earthquakes.
Wind Load
For the wind simulation, a wind load has been generated and scaled to match
the acceleration of the 37 th floor provided in [126]. As aforementioned, some
problematic vibration responses have been detected during a wind tunnel test.
Despite that we were capable of obtaining some key data to reproduce a model
of the structure, we were not able to obtain enough information to be capable
of reconstructing the wind load itself. From this point, we had to generate
a wind excitation that would be realistic for Boston, MA, and also try to
reproduce the roof acceleration response. To do so, we were able to find wind
tunnel testing data of another existing structure located in Boston. Despite
that the building was smaller, it had a similar surrounding. Thus, we took
the data from the wind tunnel test, extrapolated for our structure of interest,
and scaled the excitation to match the data from the roof acceleration time
history. Fig. 5.3 shows our generated wind load on the roof and the first floor
for both directions. Note that the section of the acceleration time series used
(200 sec) is such that the maximum acceleration response occurs around the
end of the excitation.
Earthquake Loads
A set of 30 earthquakes has been used for the simulation. The earthquakes are
summarized in Table 5.4. Data have been obtained via the USGS database
[193]. They consist of excitations of different magnitude and epicentral
distances. Their unscaled time series are shown in Appendix A in Figs. A.1-
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Figure 5.3: Wind load used for the simulation. a) X-direction; and b) Y-
direction.
A.30. For the simulations, each earthquake was scaled at 0.12 g to match the
Massachusetts Code.
Among the 30 earthquake, we note the Imperial Valley (Imperial Valley)
1940 earthquake. It will be used for a single earthquake simulation for the first
part of the simulations (MFD only), and later revisited with our algorithm.
We have taken this earthquake because of its numerous usages for simulations
in the field. It has an impulsive start, as well as a surge after 25 seconds. Its
dynamics is somewhat ideal to test the capability of the controller to learn,
adapt, and forget.
5.2.2 Performance Indices
Later in this chapter, we will simulate the integrated control scheme: the
SOI-WNN for the structure equipped with MFDs. To assess the performance
of the control system, we defined seven performance indices. They are
summarized in Table 5.5. Indices J1 and J2 concern displacement mitigation,
where Ji measures mitigation of maximum inter-story displacement, and J2
is similar but specialized at the device locations. Indices J3 to J5 are for
acceleration mitigation, where J3 is for the entire structure, J4 is at the device
locations, and J5 is measuring the performance of acceleration mitigation at
the 3 7th floor. This specialized index is useful to measure the performance of
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Table 5.4: List of simulated earthquakes.
Location
Big Bear City, CA
Chi-Chi, Taiwan
Coalinga, CA
Coyote Lake, CA
Denali, Alaska
Dinar, Turkey
Duzce, Turkey
Erzican, Turkey
Friuli, Italy
Gilroy, CA
Imperial Valley, CA
Irpinia, Italy
Kern County, CA
Kobe, Japan
Kocaeli, Turkey
Loma Prieta, CA
Mammoth Lakes, CA
Manjil, Iran
Michoacan, Mexico
Nahanni, Canada
New Zealand
Norcia, Italy
Northridge, CA
Parkfield, CA
San Fernando, CA
San Francisco, CA
San Salvador, El Salv.
Spitak, Armenia
Tabas, Iran
Victoria, Mexico
Year Station
2003 Morongo Valley
1999 CHY012
1983 Parkfield - Fault Zone 10
1979 Gilroy Array #1
2002 Anchorage - K2-03
1995 Dinar
1999 Lamont 531
1992 Erzincan
1976 Barcis
2002 San Fran. - Fire Stn. #17
1940 El Centro Array #9
1980 Brienza
1952 Taft Lincoln School
1995 Nishi-Akashi
1999 Ambarli
1989 Oakland Title & Trust
1980 Long Valley Dam
1990 Qazvin
1985 Station 1
1985 Site 2
1987 Maraenui Primary School
1979 Bevagna
1994 Santa Monica City Hall
1966 Cholame #5
1971 Pacoima Dam
1957 Golden Gate Park
1986 National Geografical Inst
1988 Gukasian
1978 Tabas
1980 Cerro Prieto
Angle
(deg)
090
000
000
230
090
090
090
090
000
050
180
000
111
090
000
170
000
066
180
240
040
090
090
085
164
010
180
000
000
045
Dist.
(km)
49.3
59.0
30.3
10.2
263.6
0.0
8.0
0.0
49.1
108.1
13.0
22.5
56.0
7.1
68.1
72.1
14.3
050
250t
0.0
68.7
31.4
17.3
9.6
0.0
9.6
3.7
24.0
1.8
13.8
Mechanism
strike-slip
reverse-oblique
reverse
strike-slip
strike-slip
normal
strike-slip
strike-slip
reverse
strike-slip
strike-slip
normal
reverse
strike-slip
strike-slip
reverse-oblique
strike-slip
strike-slip
reverse
reverse
normal
normal
reverse
strike-slip
reverse
reverse
strike-slip
reverse-oblique
reverse
strike-slip
t: estimated and classified as far-field
the control system for mitigation of wind vibrations, because the 3 7th floor is
the highest occupied floor. Index J6 concerns the base shear. Indices J7 to
J10 are specific to the control devices. They measure the peak and average
control forces, as well as the maximum average voltage and global average
voltage of devices, respectively. Note that in Table 5.5, omax denotes the
maximum interstorey displacement for the uncontrolled case, zunc,max and
zunc,max are the maximum uncontrolled accelerations of all floors and the
3 7th floor respectively, Vbase,max is the maximum base shear of the uncontrolled
case, a is the number of devices, Vb is the voltage bound (Vb = 2 -12 v = 24 v),
and Ax , is the change in displacement.
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Mag.
(RS)
4.92
7.62
6.36
5.74
7.90
6.4
7.14
6.69
6.5
4.90
7.0
6.90
7.36
6.9
7.51
6.93
5.69
7.37
8.1
6.76
6.6
5.90
6.69
6.19
6.61
5.28
5.80
6.77
7.35
6.33
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Table 5.5: Summary of the performance indices.
index performance measure
J1 maximum inter-story displacement maxi,, I(t-Xi-1(t)I
6~max
J2  maximum inter-story displacement max,,t x 3 (t)-xj (t)I
at device locations Jimax
J3  maximum floor acceleration maxit L.j(t)IXunc,max
J4  maximum floor acceleration maxjt Ii~j (t)I
at device locations XJuncmax
J5  peak 3 7th floor acceleration max1X37,unc,max
J6  maximum base shear maxt I Zj mj_ (t)jVbase,max
J7  peak control force maxit IUacti(t)Ub
Js average peak control force I maxt IUacti(t)I
over all devices a Ub
J9  maximum average voltage maxi ftvi dt
J average voltage over all devices a t
maxb t|f37( vi)|
5.3 MFD performance
In this section, we analyze the performance of the MFD device itself, as we
should have done in Chapter 4, but have preferred to wait after introducing
the simulated large-scale structure.
The MFD has been simulated as a replacement to the actual damping
strategy for mitigation of accelerations caused by wind excitation. A first
simulation is ran using the MFD 200 kN at the actual viscous dampers location.
A second simulation studies the performance of MFDs of equal capacity to
the viscous dampers. A third simulation studies the possibility of a reduced
number of dampers using the MFD 1350 kN in the X-direction to achieve a
performance similar to the current viscous damping strategy. Lastly, despite
that the current damping strategy is not designed for earthquake mitigation,
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Table 5.6: Configuration of MFDs for each simulations.
capacity (kN) number of dampers
excitation location X-dir. Y-dir. X-dir. Y-dir.
simulation 1 wind below 2 6th floor 200 200 22 22
above 2 6th floor 200 200 8 8
simulation 2 wind below 2 6th floor 1350 90 22 22
above 2 6th floor 900 45 8 8
simulation 3 wind below 2 6th floor 1350 N/A 8 N/A
above 26th floor 1350 N/A 2 N/A
simulation 4 earthquake below 26th floor 1350 90 22 22
above 2 6 th floor 900 45 8 8
the performance of the MFD at inter-story displacement mitigation, as well
as its impact on the floor accelerations, are studied under the ElCentro 1940
North-South component earthquake scaled to a maximum of 0.12 g. Table
5.6 summarizes the configuration of the MFDs for each simulation.
5.3.1 Simulation 1
A first simulation is conducted on the structure using the MFD 200 kN. The
control objective is acceleration mitigation for serviceability. The maximum
acceleration profile is illustrated in Fig. 5.4 for both directions. The active
control strategy refers to an ideal actuator saturating at the MFD capacity.
The semi-active control case refers to an LQR controller computing the
required force Freq for the MFD. The passive-on case refers to a passive
control using full voltage, and the passive-off case refers to passive control
using no voltage. The passive-off case is essentially the fail-safe mechanism
on its own (the spring and dashpot in parallel). The MFD without the
fail-safe mechanism is also studies. Results show that the MFD 200 kN
underperforms the 1350 kN viscous dampers in the X-direction, but is still
capable of mitigating acceleration levels to the ranges of 50 mg. The good
performance in the Y-direction is due to the larger device capacities, which
is 15 times the 90 kN viscous capacity. For the control strategy, semi-active
control gives similar performance compared to the passive-on case, in both
directions. The fail-safe mechanism provides only a small mitigation. Its
contribution is also found to be minimal when comparing results to the MFD
without the fail-safe mechanisms. Certainly, the fail-safe mechanism could be
designed with elements of higher capacity, depending on the design objectives.
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Figure 5.4: Maximum
b) Y-direction.
0
velocity (mIs)
acceleration profile, simulation 1: a) X-direction; and
velocity (mis)
Figure 5.5: Dynamics of the 1 0 th MFD: a) linear actuation force-velocity; and
b) voltage-velocity.
Finally, the internal force actuation of the 1 0 th MFD, as well as its voltage
inputs in function of its velocity, are shown in Fig. 5.5 for the semi-active
control case. The linear actuation force stays within the range of 4 kN, which
is equivalent to two 2-kN linear actuators working on 12 V batteries.
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5.3.2 Simulation 2
The second simulation compares MFDs of identical capacities to the viscous
dampers currently installed in the building. Fig. 5.6 shows the maximum
acceleration profile in both direction. The MFD strategy is clearly capable of
outperforming the passive viscous strategy. In the X-direction, semi-active
control reduces the maximum acceleration of the 3 7th floor by 59.2% compared
to 46.7% for the viscous dampers. In the Y-direction, it is 27.4% versus 14.9%
respectively.
5.3.3 Simulation 3
Inspired by the results from the second simulation, it is interesting to evaluate
the number of MFDs that would be required to mitigate acceleration with
similar performance to the viscous damping strategy. The X-direction is of
interest because of the significant mitigation capacity of the MFDs demon-
strated in the second simulation. Fig. 5.7 shows the maximum acceleration
profile using an MFD every 6 floors starting at the 5 th floor. Results show
that semi-active control and the passive-on strategies are capable of similar
performance, using 10 dampers (2 dampers per floor, each 5 floors) instead
of 30 for the viscous case. The semi-active control scheme could result in
0.03 0.04 0.05 0.08 0.07 0.08 0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05
acceleration (g) acceleraton (g)
(a) (b)
0.08
Figure 5.6: Maximum acceleration profile,
b) Y-direction.
simulation 2: a) X-direction; and
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Figure 5.7: Maximum acceleration profile in X-direction, simulation 3.
Table 5.7: Maximum acceleration at the 3 7th floor.
X-direction Y-direction
control strategy ; 37 (mg) reduction (%) 37 (mg) reduction (%)
uncontrolled 70.8 46.3
viscous dampers 46.7 34.0 39.4 14.9
simulation 1 active control 53.8 24.0 35.4 23.5
semi-active control 53.3 24.7 32.8 29.2
passive-on 50.7 28.4 34.0 26.6
passive-off 68.8 2.82 41.6 10.2
no fail-safe 53.9 23.9 33.7 27.2
simulation 2 semi-active control 28.9 59.2 32.7 27.4
passive-on 35.1 50.4 35.4 23.5
simulation 3 semi-active control 45.9 35.2 N/A
passive-on 40.8 42.4 N/A
significant savings. Table 5.7 summarizes the maximum acceleration of the
3 7 th floor under various control strategies. Remark: it was found that some
devices under semi-active control do substantially more work than others,
which signifies that a more optimal configuration could be established. This
is out of the scope of this paper.
Interestingly, both semi-active and passive-on control schemes give similar
performance. The passive-on case is in essence a passive damper where
the brake actuator is replaced by a spring. Thus, no semi-active control
is necessary for the passive-on case, which could decrease the cost of the
MFD. However, as it will be shown in the next simulation, it does not hold
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Table 5.8: Maximum increase in temperature (0C/50 sec).
control strategy X-direction Y-direction
simulation 1 semi-active control 12.8 1.35
passive-on 14.9 2.55
simulation 2 semi-active control 41.5 4.37
passive-on 73.2 8.23
simulation 3 semi-active control 60.6 N/A
passive-on 74.8 N/A
for earthquake mitigation. In addition, a passive MFD could not be used
to mitigate small magnitude excitations, as a substantial motion would be
required to set the drum in motion. Also, using full voltage increases the
work done on the damper, thus its heat. Table 5.8 shows the increase in
temperature of the MFDs for several control strategies. The MFD increases
temperature over the 50 seconds excitation by several degrees. Consequently,
a release of the braking mechanism could be necessary if the device is to be
utilized over a longer period of time. Results are also consistent with the
simulations. For instance, larger MFDs (simulations 2 and 3) produce more
heat, and the utilization of a third of the devices (simulation 3) results in
a large demand on the dampers, thus higher heat. The passive-on strategy
does more work than the control cases, as one would expect.
Fig. 5.8 shows a comparison of hysteresis loops between the viscous damper
and the MFD located between the 2 5th and the 2 6th floor. Fig. 5.8a compares
results from the first simulation. The hysteresis loops are in similar ranges for
both systems. A slight increase in the MFD capacity would hypothetically
result in similar mitigation performance than the viscous strategy. Fig. 5.8b
compares results from the third simulation. Clearly, using MFDs of larger
capacities allows the hysteresis loops to immediately reach the full damping
capacity, resulting in a more effective energy dissipation.
5.3.4 Simulation 4
A last simulation is conducted on the structure subjected to the ElCentro
1940 earthquake. The control objective is inter-story displacement mitigation
to minimize structural damage. For this simulation, the configuration of
the MFDs from the second simulation is studied. Table 5.9 summarizes the
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of hysteresis loops between the viscous damper
and the MFD located between the 2 5 th and the 2 6 th floor: a) results from
simulation 1; and b) results from simulation 3
Table 5.9: Maximum inter-story displacement.
X-direction Y-direction
control strategy |xi (mm) reduction (%) |y| (mm) reduction (%)
uncontrolled 27.9 36.0
viscous dampers 20.1 28.0 28.0 22.2
semi-active control 16.2 41.9 24.2 32.8
passive-on 19.6 29.8 23.1 35.8
maximum inter-story displacement. In the X-direction, semi-active control
performs significantly better than the viscous damping case as well as the
passive-on case. In the Y-direction, the passive-on case performs better. This
is explained by the low controllability range of the MFD 90 kN (20 kips).
Table 5.10 shows the maximum absolute acceleration of the structure under
various control strategies, which includes the maximum acceleration of both
the entire building z1-39, Y1-39 and the maximum acceleration at the damper
locations 25- 34 , y5-34. The control strategy does reduce the acceleration for
the entire structure, but performs the same as the passive viscous strategy
at the damper locations due to the added stiffness. The passive-on control
strategy gives the best performance for acceleration mitigation.
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Table 5.10: Maximum absolute acceleration.
X-direction Y-direction
control strategy z1-39 (mg) 25-34 (mg) Y1-39 (mg) f5-34 (mg)
uncontrolled 196 195 344 203
viscous dampers 186 171 235 191
semi-active control 180 172 201 195
passive-on 184 165 187 178
5.4 SOI-WNN - Parameters Sensitivity
We begin the parameter sensitivity analysis section by verifying the perfor-
mance of the SOI-WNN controller to mitigate an harmonic excitation acting
on the fundamental frequency. The harmonic excitation is an easy way to
study the influence of the non-adaptive parameters, as we know that the upper
bound on the mitigation is theoretically obtained by adding a maximum of
stiffness and damping, thus a full voltage strategy. To stay consistent with
the previous and upcoming simulations with the wind excitation, we will
use the acceleration of the 3 7 th floor as a measure of performance. Note
that for simplicity, and because in this section we are mainly interested by
studying the influence of some parameters, we will limit the simulations to a
single direction (the X-direction) and to a single control strategy, which is the
substitution of the viscous dampers by MFDs of same capacity (1350 kN).
Table 5.11 shows the principal non-adaptive parameters in the SOI-WNN
that have to be user-defined. They are divided in network object categories,
and this is how we intent to divide this section for the sensitivity analysis
of parameters. The list is not exhaustive, but the non-adaptive parameters
not shown have little consequences on the performance of the SOI-WNN, or
can be easily determined. Those include initial parameters for new nodes,
sigmoid functions, smoothing functions, among others. The next subsections
will discuss our choices of parameters, and we will perform sensitivity analyzes
when appropriate. Note that all analyzes were performed over 120 seconds
at a sampling rate of 50 Hz. Also, unless specified otherwise, performance
and network size plots were done with the 1 0 th semi-active device, which is
representative from the average performance.
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Table 5.11: List of non-adaptive parameters for 1350 kN MFDs.
NN object parameter class parameter value assigned
lag (r) # bins (MI test) 20
inputs dimension (d)R 15
RA,toI 2
window size n 100
min. nodal distance1 T/ 0.025
min. error1  ||Px||min 0.025
hidden layer network resolution A 100||PXlmin
% weight 2%
pruning # flags 50
outputs SMC C 225 kN
Ct 1350 kN
BP error P parabolic
T 0.001
training 2 F/ .0training weights JoT 0.1
J7, 1000
ifor inputs normalized to a magnitude of 101
2when non-adaptive
5.4.1 Inputs
Selection of non-adaptive parameters for the inputs is directly associated with
the S01 algorithm.
As we have seen in Chapter 3, the observation lag r is selected using the
mutual information (MI) test. The test is conducted using a classification
of data in bins to determine probabilistically the information gained from
changing the value of r. Thus, the number of subdivisions (bins) will have
a positive impact on the accuracy of the test, but will negatively affect the
computation time. We have used 20 bins as a good trade-off between accuracy
and computation time, and left it fixed. No sensitivity analysis is performed
for this parameter.
Regarding the false nearest neighbors (FNN) test, the non-adaptive pa-
rameters are limited to the thresholds on the number % number of false
neighbors Rtot, and the maximum distance of neighbors RA,toI. Because our
dynamic system has forcing, thus numerous crossings in the phase-space as
we have previously discussed, we expect to have many true neighbors that
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will be detected as false neighbors. Thus, we kept Rot~ high, and fixed it at
15. The maximum distance has been kept to twice the average Euclidean
distance between neighbors. Those values are arbitrary and have been shown
to give good results for several simulations of different nature (functional
tracking, control of 3 DOF systems, control of 39 DOF systems, etc.). No
sensitivity analyzes are performed for those parameters.
The sensitivity of the window size n was analyzed in Section 3.6.1, and
as we have previously showed, a window size n = 100 gives good results and
computing performance. we did not discussed parameter selection for the lag
and embedding dimension tests.
5.4.2 Hidden Layer
The hidden layer non-adaptive parameters mostly define the SOI-WNN self-
organizing mapping (SOM), which consists of adding and pruning nodes.
The minimum nodal distance i defines the minimum Euclidean distance for
which a node most me added. The minimum error ||Pxllmin is the minimum
error allowed for adding a new node. Their values provided in Table 5.11 are
taken for inputs normalized to a magnitude of 10-1. The network resolution
A defines the bandwidth of a newly added node. Here, it has been set as a
linear function of ||PXlmin, with a constant of 100.
We first investigate the sensitivity of the SOI-WNN with respect to that
constant. Fig. 5.9 shows the network size and mitigation performance under
different constant values. We can observe two different plateaux of mitigation
performance. It appears that a larger constant (smaller resolution) provides
a better performance. Counter-intuitively, the network size increases with
the increasing linear constant, which corresponds to a decreasing resolution.
We thus fix the linear constant to 100, which corresponds to the value before
the network size seems to significantly increase, and run another sensitivity
analysis by modifying the minimum error. Fig. 5.10 shows the results. Once
again, we see two performance plateaux, and notice a change in performance
when the network size decreases. The result is now intuitive, as the network
size decreases with the decreased resolution, as A is a linear function of
the minimum error. A minimum error smaller than 10-1 gives a stable
performance. We chose ||Pxllmin = 0.025.
In addition, we analyze the sensitivity of the SOI-WNN with respect
to both the minimum distance and minimum error. Fig. 5.11 shows the
network size and mitigation results. Results confirm that the performance
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Figure 5.9: Network size and mitigation sensitivity in function of the linear
constant for A.
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Figure 5.11: Sensitivity of minimum error and distance parameters. a)
Network size; and b) mitigation performance.
and network size remain insensitive to the minimum error for values beneath
101. Furthermore, there is a strong negative correlation between the network
size and the minimum distance, as we would expect, and with the maximum
acceleration. However, the decrease in performance with the decreasing
minimum distance could easily be caused by the increased network size, where
the SOI-WNN becomes too dense to appropriately converge to a good control
rule. This hypothesis will be tested in the sensitivity analysis of the pruning
parameters. For the simulations, we have selected a minimum distance of
rq= 0.025. The values for the minimum distances and errors correspond to
the middle point in Fig. 5.11.
We now investigate the sensitivity of the pruning parameters. Pruning of
the hidden layer is conducted if the nodal weight is below a % threshold of
the largest weight for a set number of consecutive events, which we call flags.
Fig. 5.12 shows the sensitivity analysis of the pruning parameters. We see
that the average network size considerably increases with the allowed number
of flags, as one would expect, and only slightly decrease with the pruning
weight threshold. Remarkably, the mitigation performance does not seem to
be significantly influenced by the pruning parameters. Thus, the number of
flags, just like the pruning threshold, allows the network to keep useful nodes
for a longer period of time. Nevertheless, the pruning threshold does not
seem to influence much the SOI-WNN. For the simulations, we have selected
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a pruning threshold of 2%, and a number of flag of 50 in order to keep the
network lean for an enhanced computation time.
5.4.3 Outputs
The outputs of the SOI-WNN are the required forces sent to the control devices.
A required force consists of the neural output, plus a compensation from
the sliding controller. That compensation is done in function of adaptation
regions defined in Chapter 2, C and Ct. The size of the adaptation region C
allows the controller to undergo full adaptation (m = 0) even in the presence
of some force output error i, while the transition region C is a buffer region
with a smoothly varying adaptation weight.
For the simulation, we have allowed for C an error of 8.33%1 Ub in order
to speed up the adaptation process. The transition region has been fixed to
50% Ub. We would like to remind the reader that this value must remind high
to try satisfying (2.76) negative-definite.
Fig. 5.13 shows the mitigation performances for various values of C and C,.
We see that a low value for the adaptation region C gives a better performance.
Actually, a value of 0 is the best option. Nevertheless, a minimum value is
'The reader might wonder why we have arbitrarily selected this ratio. It arose from the
use of imperial units where we let the region be 50/(300 x2) kips.
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Figure 5.12: Sensitivity of pruning parameters. a)
mitigation performance.
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Figure 5.13: Maximum 3 7 th floor acceleration for various region bounds. a)
Region C, with region Ct = 1350 kN; and b) region C, with region C = 225
kN.
prescribed to account for higher variations in external excitations, where our
C = 225kN. The mitigation performance also increases with the increasing
transition region.
Another interesting investigation is the mitigation performance in function
of both non-adaptive parameters. Fig. 5.14 shows the 3 7th floor maximum
acceleration in function of both C and C,. The influence of region C increases
with the decreased region C, which shows the importance of conserving a
certain transition region. The performance seems to remain stable for a high
C,, regardless of the size of the adaptation region C. The value obtained
at C = 0 in Fig. 5.13 seems to have been misrepresentative of the global
behavior with respect to regions.
5.4.4 Training
Non-adaptive training parameters have potentially the largest sensitivity on
the network performance. We start by studying the choice of the sliding
surface P. Typically, P is built with parabolically decreasing weights for
increasing height, as one would expect increasing inter-story displacements
and velocities with increasing height. That way, we would keep the error
approximately of the same magnitude for all damping devices. In addition, as
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specified in Chapter 2, P needs to be constructed with opposite values at the
damper locations in order to represent local interstorey measurements. Given
that designing P with such requirements is a trivial task, where we can easily
construct an empty matrix and add opposite and parabolically decreasing
values at the damper locations, the question is how much weight shall we put
on those, and would those weights be different for inter-story displacement
and velocity measurements. For the sensitivity analysis, we assumed that
P is built with values Pj E [-1, 1] and is divided between a displacement
surface Pdis, and velocity surface Pvei:
P = [PdisplPvel]
and we assign weights to each types of measurements such that (5.2) becomes:
AP - [AdispPisp AveiPvei]
where A is a scalar weight on each sub-matrix. Fig. 5.15 shows the average
network size and the mitigation performance in function of the weights on
the sliding surface. The network size does not change significantly with A,
conversely to the controller performance. It appears that a large Adis, gives
great mitigation performance. Nevertheless, we need to remember that the P
matrix is equivalent to the control weight matrix Q for LQR controllers. Thus,
large weights will result in large control force required, very often unrealistic.
If we look at the evolution of nodal weights, we can see the potential negative
impact of high sliding surface weights. Fig. 5.16 shows the evolution of nodal
30s
25,-
20, -
E15,
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900 337.5
1125 225
112.5
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Figure 5.14: Mitigation sensitivity in function of various region bounds.
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Figure 5.15: Sensitivity of the sliding surface. a) Network size; and b)
mitigation performance.
weights of both the 1st MFD and 10 MFD (left and right figures) for the large
and normal weights A (top and bottom figures). Clearly, the large weights
(top figures) result in unrealistic nodal weights (the MFD capacity is 1350
kN). In addition, we can observe that the nodal weights of the 10 MFD are
large and all negative for large sliding surface weights. That corresponds to a
bang-bang type controller, where the device voltage is switched on and off
depending on the sign of the device's velocity. The smaller weights (bottom
figures) has a symmetric evolution, and within or close to the device's force
capacity. Note that the weights do not converge because the excitation is not
persistent1 .
For our simulations, we have selected the smaller sliding surface weighting
values in order to kept nodal weights within the MFD ranges.
Lastly, we need to study the adaptation parameters ',, ,, and ly. Note
that the adaptation weight on the node weights y has a significant impact on
the sensitivity of the sliding surface P. Thus, we let ry fixed with diagonal
elements 1y> = 1000. Nevertheless, we are interested in the sensitivity of
the SOI-WNN with respect to the adaptation weights of the nodal centers
y and bandwidths o-. Fig. 5.17 shows the results from the simulations for
different values of r, and F,. From Fig. 5.17b, we notice that the mitigation
'An excitation is said to be persistent if it is rich enough to allow convergence of
parameters due to the uniqueness of the system identification solution. See Narendra and
Annaswamy [138] for a formal definition.
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performance increases with P, decreasing and F, increasing. However, from
Fig. 5.17, we observe the converse behavior for the network size, and the
network size does increase significantly for F, reaching 100 . This mean that
a large adaptation rate on the bandwidth will result in a finer resolution. For
the simulations, we have kept F,. at 10-3, and P, at 0.1.
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Figure 5.16: Evolution of the nodal weights for error weights on displacements
and velocities being respectively: a) 102 and 101, MFD #1; b) 102 and 101,
MFD #1; c) 101 and 101, MFD #1; and d) 101 and 101, MFD #10.
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5.4.5 Global Performance
Using the non-adaptive parameters described above, we now show the per-
formance of the SOI-WNN controller with respect to the best fixed input
strategy, which was found by searching the space T = [1, 20], d = [1, 4]. The
optimal result was obtained by using T = 9 and d = 1. Fig. 5.18 shows
the time series response of the structure for various control strategies. The
SOI-WNN performs remarkably better than the optimal fixed inputs strategy,
and converges to a mitigation similar to the LQR strategy. The passive-on
case is the optimal mitigation strategy. Fig. 5.19 illustrates the evolution of
the input vector parameters over time for the 1 0 th controller (typical).
As a last sensitivity analysis, we would like to study the performance
of the SOI-WNN with respect to measurement errors and induced delays.
Fig. 5.20 shows the maximum acceleration after t = 120 sec for two random
simulations (random on the error). The results are in function of different
control delays and measurement errors on both the acceleration and force
output measurements. The delay consists of delaying the response of the
control device, while the measurement errors consist of adding a noise. The
noise has a Gaussian distribution. Both simulations give similar results. It
appears that the controller performance gives better performance for a delay
of 200 ms, with a degradation for large delays (2000 ms). That increased
performance for an induced delay can be explained by the control delay
actually matching the induced voltage delay in the MFD dynamics. In
addition, the controller seems to be only slightly negatively sensitive to
increased measurement errors. Note that for all simulations, we have assumed
no measurement error for ease of comparison, and used a delay in the devices'
voltage.
5.5 SOI-WNN - Wind Excitation
We here revisit the first three simulations performed on the MFD subjected
to wind-induced displacements. We will take the LQR controller optimized
in the previous simulations as an upper bound target on performance, and
will repeat results from the passive viscous and uncontrolled performances
for convenience. The measured local states are as aforementioned: for the
SOI-WNN, local controller assumes knowledge of the device displacement and
velocity, which linearly corresponds to interstorey displacement and velocity,
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Table 5.12: Control strategies used for performance comparison.
strategy feedback
LQR full states
SOI-WNN local states
WNN - full states full states at device location
WNN - fixed inputs local states
passive-on passive
as well as the storey acceleration and the device force output. Those two last
states are exclusively used as inputs for the S01 algorithm and the WNN, while
the interstorey states are utilized as the error metric for the sliding controller.
The acceleration mitigation capacity of the SOI-WNN will also be compared
against a fixed input strategy similar to the one reported in [97] (which is
essentially the WNN only), and against the WNN using full knowledge of
local states, herein termed full states strategy. The main control objective
is, once again, acceleration mitigation of the 3 7 th floor, which coincides with
the largest acceleration among the occupied floors. All parameters are kept
constant throughout the three simulations. Table 5.12 summarizes the control
strategies used for performance comparison.
5.5.1 Revisiting Simulation 1
The first simulation consists of analyzing the performance of 200 kN capacity
MFDs replacing the existing viscous dampers. Fig. 5.21 shows the maximum
acceleration profile of the top 10 floors in both directions. The performance
of the SOI-WNN is undistinguishable with the fixed-input strategy. Moreover,
both of those neurocontrol strategies slightly outperform the optimized fixed
input case. The acceleration mitigation of the SOI-WNN is close to the LQR
performance, as summarized in Table 5.18. Results agree in both directions.
5.5.2 Revisiting Simulation 2
Simulation 2 investigates the performance of the control strategy using the
SOI-WNN along with MFDs of similar capacities than the existing viscous
dampers. Fig. 5.22 shows the maximum acceleration profile in both directions.
Results are very similar to simulation 1, where the performance of the SOI-
WNN is close to the LQR one, and similar to the fixed input strategies
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Figure 5.17: Sensitivity of the adaptation weights.
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Table 5.13: Performance indices for wind mitigation, simulation 1, X-direction.
X-direction
index visc. LQR SOI FS FI ON OFF
J1 0.747 0.794 0.794 0.799 0.820 0.759 0.979
J2 0.768 0.826 0.849 0.849 0.857 0.803 0.985
J3 0.646 0.731 0.782 0.782 0.806 0.690 0.975
J4 0.674 0.795 0.817 0.819 0.850 0.771 0.976
J5 0.644 0.754 0.792 0.791 0.807 0.710 0.976
J6 0.662 0.790 0.819 0.817 0.839 0.752 0.987
J7 0.997 0.997 0.936 0.942 0.936 1.066 0.217
J8 0.947 0.947 0.891 0.899 0.889 1.046 0.171
J9 0.000 0.717 0.585 0.644 0.570 1.000 0.000
J10 0.000 0.664 0.534 0.584 0.520 1.000 0.000
FS: full states
FI: fixed inputs
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Figure 5.18: 3 7 1h floor acceleration under various control strategies.
beginning of the excitation; and b) after convergence.
with a slight improvement. Table 5.18 summarized the 37 h floor acceleration
mitigation.
5.5.3 Revisiting Simulation 3
For this simulation, we cut the number of MFDs in the X-direction to a
third of the original dampers. This significantly reduces the reachability
of the control system. Fig. 5.23 shows the mitigation performance of the
SOI-WNN. We once again come to the same observations as for the previous
two simulations. Table 5.18 summarizes the 3 71h floor acceleration mitigation.
A general conclusion that we can draw from the wind simulation is that
the performance of the SOI-WNN is constantly close to the LQR control
strategy (which assumes full state and parametric knowledge), and similar to
the fixed input strategies with a small improvement of acceleration mitigation.
5.6 SOI-WNN - Earthquake Excitations
5.6.1 Revisiting Simulation 4
We start the SOI-WNN earthquake mitigation performance study by revisiting
simulation 4 that we have conducted in Section 5.3.4. Table 5.19 shows the
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Figure 5.19: Evolution of the input vector for the 1 0 th controller.
Table 5.14: Performance indices for wind mitigation, simulation 1, Y-direction.
Y-direction
index visc. LQR SOI FS FI ON OFF
Ji 0.625 0.526 0.518 0.522 0.520 0.569 0.689
J2 0.695 0.793 0.781 0.788 0.782 0.861 0.758
J3 0.661 0.690 0.648 0.660 0.660 0.710 0.664
J4 0.517 0.508 0.508 0.506 0.510 0.435 0.591
J5 0.543 0.508 0.499 0.500 0.501 0.484 0.602
J6 0.582 0.541 0.537 0.538 0.539 0.482 0.676
J7 0.997 0.991 0.894 0.900 0.923 1.279 0.471
J8 0.947 0.857 0.806 0.833 0.815 1.196 0.415
J9 0.000 0.570 0.503 0.531 0.515 1.000 0.000
J10 0.000 0.494 0.458 0.502 0.480 1.000 0.000
FS: full states
FL: fixed inputs
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Table 5.15: Performance indices for wind mitigation, simulation 2, X-direction.
X-direction
index visc. LQR SOI FS FI ON OFF
J1 0.747 0.567 0.566 0.607 0.613 0.629 0.882
J2 0.768 0.803 0.764 0.758 0.752 0.941 0.898
J3 0.646 0.493 0.451 0.501 0.516 0.598 0.863
J4 0.674 0.449 0.504 0.502 0.473 0.546 0.857
J5 0.644 0.457 0.438 0.469 0.470 0.516 0.855
J6 0.662 0.479 0.502 0.484 0.478 0.556 0.885
J7 0.829 0.829 0.887 0.968 0.962 1.060 0.178
J8 0.733 0.733 0.841 0.884 0.891 1.036 0.150
J9 0.000 0.501 0.537 0.539 0.558 1.000 0.000
J10 0.000 0.420 0.445 0.515 0.496 1.000 0.000
FS: full states
FI: fixed inputs
Table 5.16: Performance indices for wind mitigation, simulation 2, Y-direction.
Y-direction
index visc. LQR SOI FS FI ON OFF
J1 0.625 0.726 0.651 0.636 0.650 0.570 0.750
J2 0.695 0.726 0.760 0.762 0.760 0.754 0.750
J3 0.661 0.783 0.753 0.738 0.753 0.661 0.777
J4 0.517 0.572 0.561 0.555 0.560 0.533 0.583
J5 0.543 0.642 0.568 0.561 0.568 0.527 0.674
J6 0.582 0.717 0.628 0.613 0.627 0.551 0.744
J7 0.829 1.210 0.926 0.978 0.939 1.321 0.502
J8 0.733 1.143 0.877 0.917 0.878 1.259 0.440
J9 0.000 0.819 0.505 0.560 0.540 1.000 0.000
J10 0.000 0.772 0.485 0.538 0.486 1.000 0.000
FS: full states
FI: fixed inputs
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Table 5.17: Performance indices for wind mitigation, simulation 3.
X-direction
index visc.
J1 0.747
J2 0.721
J3 0.646
J4 0.587
J5 0.644
J6 0.662
J7 0.883
J8 0.859
J9 0.000
J10 0.000
FS: full states
FI: fixed inputs
LQR
0.784
0.688
0.732
0.577
0.698
0.639
0.883
0.859
0.636
0.603
SOI
0.787
0.703
0.750
0.612
0.713
0.702
0.886
0.856
0.547
0.529
FS
0.806
0.726
0.765
0.634
0.757
0.721
0.903
0.870
0.529
0.509
Fl
0.794
0.719
0.757
0.665
0.717
0.722
0.925
0.888
0.565
0.531
ON
0.720
0.700
0.626
0.660
0.629
0.596
1.041
1.020
1.000
1.000
OFF
0.947
0.902
0.943
0.808
0.941
0.961
0.185
0.161
0.000
0.000
Table 5.18: Maximum acceleration at the 3 7th floor.
X-direction Y-direction
control strategy x37 (mg) reduction (%) 37 (mg) reduction (%)
uncontrolled 70.8 46.3
viscous dampers 46.7 34.0 39.4 14.9
simulation 1 LQR 53.3 24.7 32.8 29.2
SOI-WNN 55.5 21.6 35.0 24.4
full states 55.5 21.6 35.0 24.4
fixed inputs 56.6 20.1 35.1 24.2
simulation 2 LQR 28.9 59.2 32.7 27.4
SOI-WNN 30.7 56.6 39.8 14.0
full states 32.9 53.5 39.3 15.1
fixed inputs 32.9 53.5 39.9 13.8
simulation 3 LQR 45.9 35.2 N/A
SOI-WNN 50.0 29.4 N/A
full states 53.1 25.0 N/A
fixed inputs 50.3 29.0 N/A
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performance indices under various controllers. Fig. 5.25 illustrates the
maximum inter-story displacements for the top 10 floors.
The main performance indices of interest are J1 and J2, which represent
maximum inter-story displacement. We are also concerned by not increasing
the acceleration in the structure (indices J3 to J5), as well as the base shear
(index J6).
We first observe that the SOI-WNN does not mitigate as well as the LQR,
and its performance mitigation at the damper locations is actually worst than
the full-voltage case (ON). However, this is achieved with less than half the
voltage required by the full-voltage strategy.
We are also comparing the SOI-WNN against the same algorithm without
the forgetting capability inside impulse regions (NF). We observe that the
performance is quite worst when the forgetting factor is left out of the
algorithm. Fig. 5.25 shows the evolution of the network sizes under the
forgetting and no forgetting features. Results show that in both cases, the
network sizes evolves with the excitation. The no forgetting case keeps a
larger network size over simulation time, as expected.
Furthermore, similarly to switching the forgetting feature off, switching
the sliding controller off (NSC) results in worst mitigation. The fixed inputs
(FI) strategy did not perform well. Lastly, all control strategies involving the
MFD reduced the base shear by roughly 3-4%, while the viscous dampers did
12,- 12,- -
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Figure 5.20: Maximum 3 7th floor acceleration under time delay and random
error. a) Random simulation 1; and b) random simulation 2.
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Figure 5.21: Maximum acceleration profile, simulation 1: a) X-direction; and
b) Y-direction.
50
acceleration (mog)
Figure 5.22: Maximum acceleration profile, simulation 2: a) X-direction; and
b) Y-direction.
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Figure 5.23: Maximum acceleration profile in X-direction, simulation 3.
Table 5.19: Performance indices for earthquake mitigation (Imperial Valley),
simulation 4.
X-direction
index
Ji
J2
J3
J4
J5
J6
J7
J8
J9
J10
visc.
0.722
0.676
0.964
0.913
0.895
1.002
0.613
0.493
0.000
0.000
LQR
0.617
0.606
0.930
0.883
0.940
0.968
0.854
0.792
0.651
0.597
SO'
0.697
0.717
0.940
0.917
0.971
0.964
0.891
0.815
0.526
0.468
NF
0.744
0.733
0.943
0.937
1.008
0.962
0.898
0.787
0.503
0.441
FI
0.735
0.748
0.943
0.939
1.014
0.962
0.881
0.813
0.504
0.439
NSC
0.735
0.741
0.939
0.933
0.976
0.966
0.877
0.813
0.493
0.449
ON
0.718
0.654
0.933
0.864
0.955
0.966
0.975
0.964
0.999
0.999
OFF
0.935
0.923
0.955
0.952
0.983
0.958
0.156
0.107
0.000
0.000
NF: no forgetting allowed
FI: fixed inputs
NSC: no sliding controller
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Figure 5.24: Maximum inter-story displacements of the top ten floors under
various control strategies, Imperial Valley earthquake.
not help.
From the results that we have obtained by revisiting simulation 4, the
reader must surely wonder if the performance is earthquake-dependant. In
the next subsection, we subject the structure to 29 additional earthquakes of
different types. We keep all the parameters constant and scale the earthquake
excitations to the same maximum acceleration (0.12 g).
5.6.2 All Earthquakes
Figs. A.1-A.30 and Tables A.2-A.31 in Appendix A show the maximum
inter-story displacement profiles of the last 10 floors and the performance
indices results for the 30 earthquakes respectively.
We start our analysis by looking at the mitigation performance results
relative to the viscous damping strategy. We focus here on the J1 and J2
performance indices, which correspond to our main mitigation goals. Tables
5.20-5.21 list the relative performances for both J1 and J2 respectively, with
the earthquake sorted by epicentral distance in ascendant order. Results
smaller than 1 indicate an improved mitigation. We want examine the perfor-
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Figure 5.25: Evolution of the network sizes. Forgetting versus no forgetting
feature.
mance of the SOI-WNN controller in function of such distance. For simplicity,
we define near-field, mid-field, and far-field earthquakes purely on the epi-
central distance. Remark that to be precise, such distinction should also be
based on the maximum acceleration, frequency content, wave forms, etc. [31],
and some of our earthquake would thus be qualified inappropriately. Instead,
we allow those definitions to overlap, and define near-field as earthquake with
epicentral distances from 0 to 20 km, mid-field from 15 to 55 km, and far-field
from 50 km and up. Fig. 5.26 plots the relative performances.
Results from Fig. 5.26 show that the SOI-WNN controller does not
perform well for structures that a very close to the epicenter (less than 5
km), here termed at-fault. However, for the near-field earthquakes further
than 5 km and the mid-field earthquakes, the performance of the WNN-SOI
are typically similar or better than both the LQR and passive-on strategies.
Note that in some cases, the LQR and passive-on control cases dramatically
under-perform the viscous strategy, in which cases the SOI-WNN always
performs better. For the far-field earthquakes, the SOI-WNN performed the
least, but its performance is yet close to the LQR and passive-on strategy
when comparing results from the near-field and mid-field earthquakes.
We also examine the performance of the SOI-WNN controller against the
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Table 5.20: Relative mitigation performance over viscous strategy for all
earthquakes, J1.
dist.
earthquake (km) LQR SOI NF FI NSC ON OFF
Dinar 0.0 0.965 1.099 1.091 1.101 1.126 1.012 1.220
Erzican 0.0 0.965 1.049 1.041 1.028 1.110 0.971 1.188
Nahanni 0.0 1.335 0.910 0.959 1.007 0.946 1.531 1.425
San Fernando 0.0 1.065 1.082 1.058 1.092 1.028 1.155 1.263
Tabas 1.8 1.032 1.079 1.083 1.062 1.084 0.930 1.322
San Salvador 3.7 0.978 1.080 1.047 1.102 1.084 0.964 1.345
Kobe 7.1 1.040 0.945 0.987 0.942 0.908 1.136 1.287
Duzce 8.0 0.954 0.960 0.980 1.003 0.992 0.941 1.250
Parkfield 9.6 1.105 0.881 0.938 0.889 0.930 1.345 1.357
San Francisco 9.6 1.564 1.176 1.195 1.215 1.144 1.699 1.031
Coyote Lake 10.2 1.409 0.929 0.958 1.005 1.005 1.496 1.376
Imperial Valley 13.0 0.855 0.966 1.031 1.018 1.018 0.994 1.295
Victoria 13.8 1.007 0.992 0.903 1.043 0.906 1.089 1.339
Mammoth 14.3 1.956 1.310 1.394 1.286 1.253 2.210 1.282
Northridge 17.3 0.770 0.830 0.827 0.808 0.812 0.944 1.218
Irpinia 22.5 1.091 1.171 0.926 1.126 1.317 2.153 1.430
Spitak 24.0 1.045 1.012 1.028 1.054 1.043 1.016 1.208
Coalinga 30.3 1.064 1.083 1.092 1.093 1.090 1.059 1.245
Norcia 31.4 2.061 1.724 1.655 1.884 1.532 2.536 1.656
Friuli 49.1 1.075 0.782 0.814 0.951 0.753 1.116 1.223
Big Bear City 49.3 1.068 0.963 0.940 0.914 0.965 1.739 1.547
Manjil 50.0 0.805 0.955 0.960 0.984 0.971 0.855 1.406
Kern Country 56.0 0.847 0.755 0.752 0.772 0.730 0.754 1.144
Chi-Chi 59.0 0.952 1.078 1.079 1.090 1.104 0.966 1.182
Kocaeli 68.1 0.862 0.993 0.956 0.958 1.050 0.825 1.282
New Zealand 68.7 1.249 1.213 1.200 1.270 1.331 1.746 1.419
Loma Prieta 72.1 1.027 1.133 1.095 1.177 1.144 1.228 1.326
Gilroy 108.1 1.052 1.075 1.078 1.088 1.096 1.019 1.203
Michoagan 250.0 1.009 1.045 1.045 1.046 1.046 0.990 1.043
Denali 263.6 1.064 1.082 1.081 1.086 1.108 0.984 1.123
NF: no forgetting allowed
FI: fixed inputs
NSC: no sliding controller
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Table 5.21: Relative mitigation performance over viscous strategy for all
earthquakes, J2.
dist.
earthquake (km) LQR SOI NF FI NSC ON OFF
Dinar 0 0.965 1.099 1.091 1.101 1.126 1.012 1.220
Erzican 0 0.965 1.049 1.041 1.028 1.110 0.971 1.188
Nahanni 0 1.335 0.910 0.959 1.007 0.946 1.531 1.425
San Fernando 0 1.065 1.082 1.058 1.092 1.028 1.155 1.263
Tabas 1.8 1.032 1.079 1.083 1.062 1.084 0.930 1.322
San Salvador 3.7 0.978 1.080 1.047 1.102 1.084 0.964 1.345
Kobe 7.1 1.040 0.945 0.987 0.942 0.908 1.136 1.287
Duzce 8 0.954 0.960 0.980 1.003 0.992 0.941 1.250
Parkfield 9.6 1.105 0.881 0.938 0.889 0.930 1.345 1.357
San Francisco 9.6 1.564 1.176 1.195 1.215 1.144 1.699 1.031
Coyote Lake 10.2 1.409 0.929 0.958 1.005 1.005 1.496 1.376
Imperial Valley 13.0 0.896 1.061 1.084 1.106 1.096 0.967 1.365
Victoria 13.8 1.007 0.992 0.903 1.043 0.906 1.089 1.339
Mammoth 14.3 1.956 1.310 1.394 1.286 1.253 2.210 1.282
Northridge 17.3 0.770 0.830 0.827 0.808 0.812 0.944 1.218
Irpinia 22.5 1.091 1.171 0.926 1.126 1.317 2.153 1.430
Spitak 24 1.045 1.012 1.028 1.054 1.043 1.016 1.208
Coalinga 30.3 1.064 1.083 1.092 1.093 1.09 1.059 1.245
Norcia 31.4 2.061 1.724 1.655 1.884 1.532 2.536 1.656
Friuli 49.1 1.075 0.782 0.814 0.951 0.753 1.116 1.223
Big Bear City 49.3 1.068 0.963 0.940 0.914 0.965 1.739 1.547
Manjil 50 0.805 0.955 0.960 0.984 0.971 0.855 1.406
Kern Country 56 0.847 0.755 0.752 0.772 0.730 0.754 1.144
Chi-Chi 59 0.952 1.078 1.079 1.090 1.104 0.966 1.182
Kocaeli 68.1 0.862 0.993 0.956 0.958 1.050 0.825 1.282
New Zealand 68.7 1.249 1.213 1.200 1.270 1.331 1.746 1.419
Loma Prieta 72.1 1.027 1.133 1.095 1.177 1.144 1.228 1.326
Gilroy 108.1 1.052 1.075 1.078 1.088 1.096 1.019 1.203
Michoagan 250 1.009 1.045 1.045 1.046 1.046 0.990 1.043
Denali 263.6 1.064 1.082 1.081 1.086 1.108 0.984 1.123
NF: no forgetting allowed
Fl: fixed inputs
NSC: no sliding controller
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Figure 5.26: Plots of the relative performance indices J/Jviscous: a) near-field,
Ji; b) near-field, J2; c) mid-field, Ji; d) mid-field, J2; e) far-field, Ji; and c)
far-field, J2.
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LQR controller in function of the average voltage effort. Fig. 5.27 shows
the performance measures J1x J10 and J2x J10, for which a higher average
use of voltage penalizes the performance measures J1 and J2. Results show
that, except for a few cases, the SOI-WNN is more effective at inter-storey
displacement mitigation.
Next, we study the performance of the SOI-WNN controller with respect
to other configurations: no forgetting feature, a fixed input strategy, and no
sliding controller. Table 5.22 displays the relative performance for the indices
J1 and J2 with respect to the mitigation performance of the SOI algorithm.
Once again, numbers below unity indicate an improved mitigation. Fig. 5.28
shows the distribution of the performance for all three cases.
We first take results from Figs. 5.28a-5.28b showing the mitigation perfor-
mance without the forgetting feature. The distributions show no evidence that
the forgetting feature improves the performance, despite that it is technically
improving the stability of the controller. Even if the number of counts is in
favor of using the feature, it appears that a few cases significantly improve
the performance of the controller. However, if we go back to Table 5.28, we
notice that using the forgetting feature improves the performance of both J1
and J2 indices 11 times on 30, versus 6 times on 30 without the feature. We
further investigate the performance by looking at the average network size in
Fig. 5.29. On average, network sizes are similar, except for four notable cases
where ignoring the forgetting feature led to a significantly higher network size.
It is the case for the Manjil, New Zealand, Norcia, and Victoria earthquakes.
The Norcia and New Zealand earthquakes were cases for which excluding the
forgetting feature led to a noticeably better mitigation performance for both
J1 and J2 performance indices, and a significantly better performance for
the J2 index under the Victoria earthquake. For the other cases, including
the forgetting feature led to similar performance. Thus, using the forgetting
feature does improve stability and mitigation performance efficiency.
Next, Figs. 5.28c-5.28d illustrates the mitigation performance distribution
against the fixed input strategy. Here, it is clear that the SOI-WNN improves
the mitigation performance, sometimes dramatically compared to the fixed
input case. Lastly, Figs. 5.28e-5.28f compares results for the sliding controller
component. Here again, there is strong evidences that the sliding controller
component does improve mitigation performances, as expected.
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Table 5.22: Relative mitigation performance over viscous strategy for all
earthquakes, J2.
dist. J1/J1sor J2/J2soj
earthquake (km) NF FI NSC NF FI NSC
Dinar 0.0 0.981 0.979 1.047 0.993 1.002 1.024
Erzican 0.0 1.004 0.983 1.027 0.992 0.980 1.058
Nahanni 0.0 1.016 1.063 1.002 1.053 1.106 1.039
San Fernando 0.0 1.016 1.054 1.003 0.978 1.009 0.950
Tabas 1.8 0.979 0.966 0.971 1.003 0.985 1.004
San Salvador 3.7 0.980 1.033 1.000 0.969 1.020 1.004
Kobe 7.1 1.008 1.003 1.021 1.044 0.997 0.961
Duzce 8.0 0.985 1.037 0.997 1.022 1.045 1.033
Parkfield 9.6 0.924 0.983 0.957 1.065 1.009 1.056
San Francisco 9.6 1.000 0.999 1.006 1.017 1.034 0.973
Coyote Lake 10.2 1.052 0.995 1.016 1.031 1.081 1.082
Imperial Valley 13.0 1.067 1.054 1.053 1.022 1.043 1.033
Victoria 13.8 1.005 0.955 0.931 0.910 1.051 0.913
Mammoth 14.3 0.998 0.992 0.931 1.064 0.982 0.957
Northridge 17.3 1.056 0.979 1.042 0.997 0.973 0.979
Irpinia 22.5 1.056 0.997 1.616 0.791 0.962 1.125
Spitak 24.0 1.030 1.015 1.018 1.015 1.041 1.030
Coalinga 30.3 1.009 1.022 1.016 1.008 1.009 1.006
Norcia 31.4 0.940 0.970 1.025 0.960 1.093 0.889
Friuli 49.1 0.932 1.118 1.049 1.040 1.215 0.963
Big Bear City 49.3 0.969 0.948 0.960 0.976 0.949 1.002
Manjil 50.0 1.024 1.015 1.060 1.006 1.031 1.018
Kern Country 56.0 1.006 0.988 0.938 0.996 1.023 0.966
Chi-Chi 59.0 1.001 0.994 1.023 1.001 1.010 1.024
Kocaeli 68.1 1.016 0.977 1.053 0.963 0.965 1.057
New Zealand 68.7 0.976 1.053 1.106 0.989 1.047 1.097
Loma Prieta 72.1 1.004 1.033 1.022 0.966 1.040 1.010
Gilroy 108.1 1.024 1.022 1.040 1.003 1.012 1.020
Michoagan 250.0 1.000 1.004 1.003 1.000 1.001 1.001
Denali 263.6 0.993 1.006 1.035 0.999 1.004 1.025
NF: no forgetting allowed
FI: fixed inputs
NSC: no sliding controller
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5.7 SOI-WNN-Augmented LQR Controller
For our last section of the simulations, we would like to peek at the performance
of an LQR controller augmented by the SOI-WNN. Essentially, we want to
show capacity of our novel controller to improve a pre-designed controller. For
the simulation, we will take an LQR controller which gain are computed based
on some parametric properties estimation errors, similar to the numerical
example given in Section 1.3.1. We study the performance for two cases.
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Performance of various controllers in function of estimation
fundamental frequency, wind excitation. a) J3; b) J4; and c) J5.
First, we look at the performance for wind mitigation. We will repeat
simulation 2 in the X-direction, which consists of replacing the existing
damping strategy with MFDs of similar capacity. We use that simulation
because of the wider dynamic range of the device, which will help us to get
more distinct results as we alter the parametric properties estimation error.
Second, we note the under-performance of the controller for the Michoagan
(Mexico City) earthquake, and study if the hybrid controller would be capable
of better performance. We anticipate that adding the SOI-WNN to the LQR
would improve the performance.
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5.7.1 Wind Excitation
Fig. 5.30 shows the results for performance indices J3 to J5, which are the
primary control goals.
Results from performance indices J3 and J5 show that the LQR controller
performance degrades with an overestimation of the fundamental frequency.
The addition of the SOI-WNN to the LQR controller for those indices improves
the performance for underestimation of the natural frequency, but has worst
performance when the fundamental frequency is overestimated. Interestingly,
the hybrid controller does not over-perform the SOI-WNN by itself.
Results from the J4 index show the LQR controller to be generally better
than the hybrid controller, or than the SOI-WNN alone. However, the J4
index is the maximum acceleration at the location of the damping devices.
Thus, a worst performance of the J4 index may signify a more aggressive
control rule where the voltage follows more of a bang-bang rule type. Thus,
we look at the performance indices J1 and J2, to verify if a more aggressive
control rule also results in a better inter-story displacement mitigation. Fig.
5.30 shows the mitigation performance for indices J1 and J2. We note a
better performance of the hybrid controller and the SOI-WNN controller
alone for the J2 index, which corresponds to the inter-story displacements
at the location of the damping devices. Indeed, the more aggressive control
rule resulted in a better inter-story displacement mitigation at the expense of
worst acceleration mitigation.
5.7.2 Earthquake Mitigation
Fig. 5.32 shows the results for the J1 and J2 indices, which are the primary
control goals for mitigating the Michoacan (Mexico City) earthquake.
We remark a degradation of mitigation performance of the LQR controller
with an underestimation of the fundamental frequency. The addition of the
SOI-WNN to the LQR controller improves the performance over all ranges
of estimation errors. The hybrid controller is also shown to be significantly
better than the SOI-WNN controller alone.
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5.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have simulated the proposed MFD on an existing structure
located in Boston, MA, as an hypothetical replacement to the conventional
viscous damping strategy. We have also integrated the SOI-WNN controller
to verify its performance at mitigating wind loads and earthquake excitations.
That was achieved after studying the non-adaptive parameter sensitivity using
an harmonic excitation. Finally, we have given the reader a quick peek at
the possibility of an hybrid controller comprising an LQR controller added to
the proposed SOI-WNN controller. Results obtained in this chapter will be
discussed thoroughly in the upcoming chapter.
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CHAPTER 6. DISCUSSION ON RESULTS AND IMPACTS
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we will discuss the various impacts of our proposed closed-
loop control system. As we have mentioned in Section 1.4, we claim that
the thesis makes several contributions to the field of structural control by
proposing a closed-loop control system for large-scale systems with large
uncertainties. Specifically, the MFD contributes to the subfield of mechanical
damping devices. Its impacts will be discussed in Section 6.2. In addition,
the SOI-WNN controller contributes to the subfield of intelligent control. Its
impact will be discussed in Section 6.3. Lastly, the full closed-loop system,
which consists of the MFD controlled with the SOI-WNN, contributes to
the subfield of effective structural systems. Its impacts will be discussed in
Section 6.4. The chapter will be concluded in Section 6.5.
6.2 Mechanical Damping Devices
We have proposed a new mechanical damping device designed using existing
reliable and mechanically robust technologies. The device is, theoretically,
a variable friction device capable of high damping force with low power
requirement. Table 6.1 lists a comparison of variable friction devices proposed
in the literature. To the best of our knowledge, the damping capacity of our
device outperforms any other variable friction device with at least a factor of
10. The main impact of such mechanical device is its direct applicability to
control of large-scale structures, because it is reliable, robust, and capable
of large damping forces. In addition, we anticipate that the production cost
of such device would be significantly lower than current MR dampers, and
could even be as cheap as viscous strategies.
The first set of simulations from Chapter 5 demonstrated the capability
of the MFD. Here, we wanted to verify that the MFD is theoretically capable
of replacing an MR damper, and also could outperform an existing passive
damping strategy.
Results from the wind simulations (simulations 1-3) show that a 200
kN MFD, designed to appropriately work on two 12-volts batteries, did not
outperform the viscous strategy. We investigated further, looked at the
hypothetical replacement of viscous dampers with MFDs of similar capacity,
and we were able to show that our novel mechanical device was capable of
outperforming the existing viscous strategy, with only a third of the dampers.
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Table 6.1: Comparison of large-scale variable friction devices.
force capacity voltage range
authors friction mechanism (kN) (v)
Agrawal & Yang (2000) [6] electro-magnetic 20 N/A
Yang & Agrawal (2002) [212] electro-inagnetic 10 N/A
Durmaz et al. (2002) [44] piezo-electric 0.9-11 N/A
Chen & Chen (2004) [32] piezo-electric 0.8 0-1000
Xu & Ng (2008) [210] piezo-electric 0.340 0-150
Zhao & Li (2010) [227] piezo-electric 3 0-120
Laflamme et al. (2011) [98] drum brake 0-100 0-12
Interestingly, the full voltage (passive-on) strategy showed to outperform all
control strategies in the wind simulations, but the simulations did not take
into consideration static friction, and a passive-on type application would
certainly cause high increases of temperature in the shoes. Perhaps, in this
case, a simple bang-bang controller could be considered based on temperature
and local velocity feedback, which would attempt to mimic the passive-on
strategy.
The earthquake simulation (simulation 4) showed that the MfD out-
performed the viscous strategy using semi-active devices of similar capacity.
Moreover, we have shown excellent mitigation in one direction using an LQR
controller, in which the devices controllability was of higher range.
The MED is therefore a promising semi-active device for control of large-
scale systems.
6.3 Intelligent Control
In the thesis, we have presented an online sequential intelligent controller.
It consists of a wavelet neurocontroller, with the SOI algorithm for input
selection. Table 6.2 lists the latest advances in online sequential controllers
applied to large-scale systems. As shown in the evolution, the controller by
Suresh et al. [181] is listed as the first to use an online mechanism for the
hidden layer selection process. It is perhaps the earliest applicable online
control scheme that necessitates limited prior training. Looking at the input
selection side, Jung et al. [81] discussed the idea to use a Kalman filter for
selecting modal inputs in order to ease the input selection process. The issue
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Table 6.2: Comparison of online sequential intelligent controllers.
hidden layer adaptation activation semi-active input
authors selection mechanism function application selection
Zhou & Wang (2003) [229] offline BP Fuzzy-GRF MR fixed
Lee et al. (2006) [100] offline cost NN-N/A MR fixed
Jung et al. (2007) [81] offline cost NN-N/A MR fixed-modal
Suresh et al. (2008) [181] SOM BP NN-GRF none fixed
Laflamme & Connor (2009) [9-5] SOM BP NN-GRF MR fixed
Laflamme et al. (2009) [99] SOM BP NN-WNN MR fixed
Laflamme et al. (2011) [97] SOM BP NN-WNN MR fixed-limited
Laflamme & Connor (2010) [96) SOM BP NN-WNN MFD SoI
of input selection was later discussed in Laflamme et al. [97], where the
algorithm used local measurements only. The inputs, however, were fixed.
We have later proposed a fully variable local input selection process, the SOI
algorithm.
In Chapter 3, we have presented that new strategy for online and sequential
system identification and control of nonstationary systems. This is a non-
trivial task, because the adaptation needs to be achieved quickly, without
prior knowledge or training. Simulations have demonstrated the promising
capabilities of the SOI algorithm. Specifically, we have shown that using the
SOI algorithm led of a much better convergence than any fixed input strategy
for tracking a function. That was mainly because the self-organizing input
space was capable of accounting for changes in the system's dynamic. The
example showed that, not only the SOI algorithm was particularly helpful
for selecting inputs when a time series cannot be analyzed a priori, the SOI
algorithm might after all be the best option.
We have also looked in Chapter 3 at the cases of active control (regular-
ization of a 3 DOF system), and at step-ahead neuro-prediction of chaotic
excitations. The case of active control demonstrated that the SOI algorithm
is stable, and that its performance is very close to a pre-optimized fixed
inputs strategy. The step-ahead neuro-prediction showed the limitations of
the algorithm for impulsive excitations. Such limitations could have been
hypothesized, as the promise of the algorithm is for sequential online iden-
tification, which is a very complex task in the case of near-field earthquake
excitations. That has been verified later in the main simulations with the
earthquake excitations: the algorithm was not capable to perform well for
at-fault earthquakes (San Fernando, for instance).
We were therefore capable of developing an algorithm that analyzes parts
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of a time series online, and sequentially determines how to modify the input
space for a better representation of the system's dynamics. The proposed
method has two fundamental engineering impacts. First, it has the capacity
to use only a few observations to define a dynamic system. It can therefore
be directly utilized for control of systems with limited measurements, or
decentralized control schemes, just like we did when we have implemented
the SOI algorithm with our WNN controller in the closed-loop control system.
As we will discuss later in this section, such controller performed quite
well using local measurements only. Second, it allows the engineer to take
the input selection process out of the design process. Input selection, in
the field of structural control, is often done heuristically. Now, we can
use an algorithm that will build the input space sequentially, which has
the tremendous advantage to have black-box models that utilizes efficient
dynamic representation via the input space. We have demonstrated that this
efficient representation led to more efficient networks, thus leaner and quicker
controllers.
6.3.1 Controller Parameters
The intelligent controller that we have proposed is a form of neural network,
and does not necessitate prior knowledge of the controlled structure. One of
the major disadvantages of neurocontrollers is their numerous parameters that
have to be tuned in order to function efficiently. In the thesis, we have tried
to leave those parameters untouched for all simulations, and gave arguments
or appropriate methods for their selections, as demonstrated in Section 5.4.
For the novel controller, Chapter 2 proposed an adaptive WNN in lieu of
a conventional, non-adaptive, WNN. Chapter 3 took it further by introducing
the SOI algorithm to create the SOI-WNN. We can see that evolution as
the automation of some of the neural network processes in order to obtain a
wider range of applicability, which in turn should enhance the applicability of
structural control. The problem with such automation is that, at each stage,
we have created additional parameters to be tuned. For instance, making the
WNN adaptive included a self-organizing mapping (SOM) method. Then,
adding the SOI layer added the necessity to tune the embedding technique.
Nevertheless, we here argue that those added parameters are in fact making
implementation easier, that the new parameters are easier to tune or select.
Table 6.3 compares parameter selections between a classic non-adaptive WNN,
the WNN, and the SOI-WNN. The adaptive WNN automates the selection
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parameter class parameter non-adaptive WNN adaptive WNN SOI-WNN
state manual manual SoI
inputs lag ('-) manual manual SOI
dimension (d) manual manual SoI
number of nodes (h) manual SOM SOM
activation function wavelets wavelets wavelets
hidden layer nodal weights () BP BP BP
nodal bandwidths (a) manual BP BP
nodal centers (p) manual BP BP
outputs control force (u) MFD force MFD force MFD force
BP error sliding surface sliding surface sliding surface
training training error manual manual manual
sliding surface weights (P) manual manual local states
training weights manual manual manual
network resolution (A) N/A manual manual
SOM pruning threshold N/A manual manual
minimum nodal distance N/A manual manual
SoI window size N/A N/A manual
false neighbors threshold N/A N/A manual
Table 6.3: Neurocontroller parameters for a feedforward single-layer wavelet
neural network.
of the number of nodes (and their locations, incidently), but creates a new
full set of parameters under the SOM method. The SOI-WNN does simplify
the design of the sliding surface and automates input selection, but adds a
new set of parameters under the SOI method.
Specifically, if we take the SOM method, its main benefit is that the
network will only be defined in the region of the function. Thus, a pre-defined
network lattice does not have to be designed, which results in a significantly
leaner network, but the trade-off is that the network resolution, the pruning
thresholds, and the minimum nodal distances need to be pre-defined. As we
have discussed in Section 5.4, those values can be easily assigned, provided
that we can normalize the inputs to a magnitude of 10-1. Thus, knowledge
of the maximum magnitude of inputs is necessarily. Nevertheless, it can
be assumed that such information can easily be determined by an engineer.
It is sensibly the same concept for the SOI algorithm. Instead of have to
pre-determine the type, lag, and embedding dimension of inputs, which has
been shown to be a non-trivial task that may lead to network inefficiencies, we
have automated the process with an algorithm that needs internal parameters
for the MI and FNN tests. However, we have argued that those parameters
can be loosely pre-selected with little consequences.
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Finally, we have concluded the parameter sensitivity analysis by verifying
the sensitivity of the controller itself to noise in the measurements and delay
in the control device. The SOI-WNN was remarkably capable to perform
well with respect to noise, and it took a great delay (1000 ms) to induce a
significant change in the performance.
Thus, we have developed an intelligent, or automatic/adaptive, controller
for uncertain systems. The direct impact of such automation is a wider range
of applicability of the controller. Effectively, the algorithm can easily adapt
to different dynamics. In addition, the engineering parametrization of the
algorithm has been simplified, and we have given in Table 5.11 a method
for selecting non-adaptive parameters. The controller, by its automation,
offers an improved efficiency of vibration mitigation as we will see in the next
subsection.
6.3.2 Closed-Loop System Performance
Wind Excitation
In Chapter 5, we have conducted several simulations to assess the performance
of the SOI-WNN controller. The first set of simulations was conducted with
a wind excitation. We have basically revisited the first three simulations
(simulations 1-3) conducted to verify the performance of the MFD, and looked
at the relative performance of the controller with respect to a full feedback
controller (LQR).
Overall, the SOI-WNN compared very well against a full feedback con-
troller. We have seen that the controller performance was constantly close
to the LQR performance (within ±4.1% of the total mitigation). Thus, we
have designed a controller which, without knowledge of parametric properties
and using local measurements only, was capable of comparing with a full
state feedback LQR controller. Also, remarkably, the SOI-WNN did a better
utilization of the control devices than the LQR case: less voltage for a similar
or better mitigation.
We have also verified the relative performance of the SOI-WNN with
respect to a fixed inputs strategy and a full state strategy. Results showed
that the SOI-WNN typically performed similarly (and sometimes better) than
the two other strategies. Thus, the SOI algorithm is an effective way to
control with limited measurements.
In addition, we were interested in the full closed-loop performance. We
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have often compared with the passive-on control case, which assumes that
the MFD works at full capacity, which ignored static friction. Interestingly,
the passive-on case performed better at acceleration mitigation, except for
the specific case of the hypothetical 1350 kN MFD replacing the current
viscous strategy (simulation 2, X-direction), which had a wider range of
controllability. For that specific case, the SOI-WNN performed significantly
better. Furthermore, the SOI-WNN allowed good acceleration mitigation
with only approximately 50% of the voltage required for the passive-on case.
The closed-loop system has shown to be a very effective way to mitigate wind
vibrations.
Thus, the controller is well suited for wind mitigation applications.
6.3.3 Earthquake Excitation
We have begun our earthquake simulations with the Imperial Valley earth-
quake in order to revisit the previous simulation done with the MFD. Results
showed that the SOI-WNN was not capable of performing as well as the
LQR controller at displacement mitigation, and did approximately as well
as the passive-on case with less than half of the voltage. What is interesting
from the simulation results is that the exclusion of the forgetting capacity of
the WNN has significant negative consequences, so does the exclusion of the
sliding control mechanism. In addition, the SOI-WNN did much better than
the fixed input strategy. It was also demonstrated that the forgetting feature
does lead to a more efficient size of the representation.
We then furthered verifications by running simulations on 29 additional
earthquakes of different intensities and epicentral locations. Results showed
that the SOI-WNN performed very well for near-field earthquakes located
outside an approximate 5 km zone, and also for mid-field earthquakes. There
was no improvements for the far-field earthquakes, but the mitigation per-
formances compared well with the other controllers (LQR and passive-on).
Furthermore, the investigation of the performance in function of voltage
demonstrated that the SOI-WNN mitigates vibration in a more effective way
than the LQR controller does. We also confirmed that the forgetting and
sliding controller features improved mitigation efficiency, and that the SOI
algorithm for input selection was a better option than a fixed-input strategy.
Therefore, we can conclude that the SOI-WNN performs very well at inter-
storey displacement mitigation. In addition, if we look at data from Appendix
A, rarely the mitigation strategy worsens floor acceleration compared to the
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uncontrolled case. When it does, it does not exceed 10% enhancement. From
our results, we can deduce that earthquake applications include structures
that are not located at-fault. It is a good strategy for far-field locations, but
in the case where only earthquake mitigation is of concern, perhaps a viscous
strategy might be more economical and efficient.
6.3.4 SOI-WNN-Augmented LQR Controller
We have concluded our main simulation results by a quick demonstration
of the SOI-WNN capacity to improve an LQR controller designed based on
wrong estimations of dynamic parameters. The purpose of the subsection
was simply to give an idea of the possibility of the controller. We have shown,
without surprise, that the algorithm is generally capable of improving the
performances of an LQR controller. However, what was interesting is that the
SOI-WNN-augmented LQR controller was not capable of outperforming the
SOI-WNN by itself for wind mitigation. It was also capable of improving the
performance of an LQR controller in the case of the Michoagan earthquake. A
main advantage of using the SOI-WNN for an hybrid controller can be in the
enhanced mathematical tractability. For instance, one can be nervous using
an SOI-WNN as a sole controller, because the inherent black-box model fails
at giving intuitive results. Instead, an LQR controller, for example, could be
used to place the eigenvalues of the estimated system, and the SOI-WNN
taken as a strategy to enhance mitigation performances.
6.4 Effective Structural Systems
We have demonstrated in the simulations that the integrated MFD-SOI-WNN
closed-loop control system is an effective way to mitigate structural vibrations,
whether they are induced by moderate-to-high winds or earthquakes. The
control system is capable of mitigation over a wide bandwidth of excitations,
with limited power input, which results in a more effective structural system.
As structural engineers, we primarily foresee semi-active and active control
strategies as an effective way to enhance safety and serviceability of civil
structures. Nevertheless, we can realistically think that one of the main
arguments that would dramatically enhance acceptability of semi-active and
active structural control in the construction and civil engineering fields is
the economic potential of such systems. The problem is that we only have a
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few applications in the world. For instance, there is approximately 70 active
and semi-active applications in Japan as of 2007 [73], which counts most of
the world-wide applications. Therefore, it is very hard to estimate the total
savings related to semi-active or active control.
The economies related to passive control have already been discussed in
several research papers, and it is easy to show that a more flexible structure is
cheaper to construct that a stiff structures because of the savings on material.
For instance, take the Citigroup Tower in New York City, NY. It was equipped
with a TMD in 1977. Structural engineers have evaluated savings to be in the
order of 3.5 to 4 millions of dollars (in 1977 money) arising from the economy
of 2000 tons of structural steel needed to satisfy deflection constraints [40]. In
addition, Hongnan & Linsheng [67] have taken statistics from 30 base-isolated
buildings located in China, and concluded that the utilization of base isolation
systems led to savings on the order of 3% to 15%. Furthermore, Chen [31]
established that the use of viscous dampers in the Pangu Plaza located in
Beijing, China, has resulted in savings on the order of 2 to 7 millions RMB
(approximately 0.3 to 1.05 millions USD).
Nevertheless, when it comes to semi-active systems, the only information
that we can easily harvest in the literature is principally the economy on the
TMD weight when using an hybrid semi-active or active TMD system. For
instance, Lindh et al. [112] have numerically demonstrated that the use of a
semi-active system with a TMD can save up to 50% of the total weight of
the TMD system. Fig. 6.1 shows the effective damping e versus different
mass ratio y = m/M where m is the mass of the TMD and M is the mass of
the structure. The semi-active strategies, where VO-STMD and MFD-STMD
respectively refer to a continuously variable orifice damper and an MFD
controlling a TMD, give a significantly better damping performance than
a passive TMD. Thus, take the passive TMD system installed in the John
Hancock tower in Boston, MA. It consists of two lead and steel masses of
270 000 kg installed at the top of the tower. We can conservatively take a
price for lead of 2 USD/kg, and compute savings of 540 000 USD arising from
the utilization of a semi-active device! This certainly outweighs the cost of a
semi-active device (200 kN MR dampers are on the order of 25 000 USD),
plus the cost of the controller, maintenance, and electricity over a 50 years
life-time.
Furthermore, if we look at the results from our simulations, we show that
it was theoretically feasible to cut the number of damping devices from 60
to 40 by using MFDs. As an exercise, we compute the potential theoretical
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Figure 6.1: Mass ratio versus effective damping for two STMDs and a TMD
[112].
savings from using our semi-active damper. We assume that each viscous
damper costs 5 000 USD, and we replace the viscous dampers by MFDs in the
X-direction. We take two different approaches: in the first one, we assume
that the braces in both directions are approximately the same cost (despite
that the toggle braces are more complex, they are smaller that the normal
braces). In the second approach, we stay more conservative: we assume that
the toggle braces are 50% more expensive than the normal braces, and that
the large MFDs, including controllers, are 15 000 USD each. Table 6.4 shows
the results. We find that, in the X-direction, theoretical economical benefits of
our strategy ranges between 200 000 USD and 300 000 USD, which represents
20%-30% savings on the cost of the existing viscous damping strategy.
6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have discussed results obtained from our simulations. We
have listed the main contributions, impacts, and applications of the MFD,
the SOI-WNN, and the MFD-SOI-WNN integrated control system. We have
discussed major mechanical, technical, and economical considerations that
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Table 6.4: Cost analysis of passive viscous versus MFD control strategies
Number Device Cost Brace Cost Total
Damping Stategy Direction of Devices (1000 USD) (1000 USD) (1000 USD)
viscous X 30 5 11.5
Y 30 5 11.5 990
viscous (conservative) X 30 5 9
Y 30 5 13.5 975
MFD X 10 10 11.5
Y 30 5 11.5 710
MFD (conservative) X 10 15 9
Y 30 5 13.5 795
makes our contributions promising for future applications. The proposed
mechanical device, controller, and control system has been shown to be
theoretically remarkably great at mitigating wind- and most earthquake-
induced vibration. The next chapter concludes the thesis.
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In this thesis, we have presented a fully integrated closed-loop control
system for large-scale systems with large uncertainties. The main objective is
to enhance the acceptability of semi-active control systems into civil structures,
in order to create more effective structural systems.
We have started the thesis by describing a robust control algorithm,
which could efficiently mitigate vibrations of large-scale systems with full
uncertainties on the parametric properties. In Chapter 2, we have presented
a modified version of neurocontrollers for systems equipped with semi-active
control devices. In Chapter 3, we have improved the algorithm with the SOI
algorithm for systems equipped with limited sensors, thus a controller using
local measurements only. In Chapter 4, we have proposed a novel semi-active
damping device with enhanced mechanical reliability for large-scale damping.
In Chapter 5, we have simulated the integrated closed-loop system on an
existing structure located in Boston, MA. In Chapter 6, we have discussed
the simulation results and demonstrated that the proposed system was a
very effective way of mitigating vibrations in large-scale systems with large
uncertainties.
It is now time to conclude, and we do so by summarizing the main
contributions and impacts of the research in Section 7.1, and discuss limitations
and future work in Section 7.2.
7.1 Summary of Contributions & Impacts
We here list our main contributions and impacts of the research, divided
in three categories: the MFD, the intelligent controller, and the integrated
MFD-SOI-WNN control system.
7.1.1 Modified Friction Device
The major contributions and impacts of the MFD are listed as follows.
* Very high damping capacity with low power input
The MFD is capable of very large variable friction capacity, in the order of
10' N, on a 12-volts battery, This is 10 times the current capacities reported
in the literature. This significantly improved capacity arises from the use of
the self-energizing capacity of drum brakes.
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* Enhanced applicability of semi-active dampers
The MFD has an enhanced applicability compared to other semi-active
devices, such as MR dampers, because it is designed based on robust and
reliable mechanical technology.
7.1.2 Intelligent Controller
The major contributions and impacts of the SOI-WNN are listed as follows.
* Dynamic hyperspace for constructing representations
The idea of a dynamic hyperspace, the SOI algorithm, is to the best of
our knowledge the first automated sequential input selection process.
* More effective control with limited local measurements
The SQI algorithm is based on the utilization of local state observations
for representing the system dynamics. It allows control with limited, or local,
state measurements.
e Automated input selection
The SOI algorithm is a method that allows automated input selection.
Thus, the selection of inputs for black-box systems is taken out of the design
process.
* Improved convergence and efficiencies of black-box models
We have demonstrated that the use of the SOI algorithm may led to
significantly improved convergence, and also to more efficient representations.
e Wider range of applicability of the controller
We have shown that the controller was capable of adapting to different
dynamics, which was made possible by automating most features of the intel-
ligent controller. Therefore, the controller has a wider range of applicability.
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7.1.3 Integrated Control System
The major contributions and impacts of the integrated control system MFD-
SOI-WNN are listed as follows.
e Enhanced applicability and acceptability of semi-active control systems
We have presented a robust closed-loop control system that does not
need prior training. By addressing the problems of parametric uncertainties,
limited measurements, and large actuation on low power, the proposed control
strategy is applicable, which should enhance the acceptance of semi-active
control systems for large-scale structures.
* Enhanced mitigation of wind-induced vibrations
Results from the simulations have shown that the proposed system is
capable of mitigating wind vibrations effectively.
e Enhanced mitigation of earthquake-induced vibrations, for near-field
and mid-field earthquake zone, except at-fault
Results from the simulations have shown that the proposed system is
capable of mitigating earthquake vibrations effectively for structures located
in near-field and mid-field zone, except for a small region around the epicenter.
They also do well for far-field zones, but they do not offer particular advantages
compared to passive strategies.
* Economically viable structural systems
The short economic study that we have provided in the last chapter has
demonstrated that the proposed control strategy may lead to significant
savings by creating a more effective structural system.
7.2 Limitations and Future Work
7.2.1 Modified friction device
The main limitation of the friction device is in its dynamic model. We have
attempted to model the hysteresis behavior as accurately as possible, but to the
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best of our knowledge, no research has been done on the large scale hysteresis
behavior of cast-iron on cast-iron at low frequency and high magnitude. We
have based our model on an existing large-scale damper behaving in a friction
mode for small magnitude, but the test was not frequency-dependant. We
have also scaled the model parameters based on a research of cast-iron friction
at a higher frequency, which was the closest data to our device that we were
able to find in the literature.
It is therefore fundamental to experimentally verify the large-scale fric-
tional behavior of the MFD. As this thesis is being written, a 50 kN friction
prototype is being constructed at MIT in order to examine its frictional
behavior. Later, its capacity will be increased to 200 kN, and the stiffness
and viscous elements added in order to create the MFD. This experimental
study will be essential for demonstrating the theoretical capacity of the novel
friction device.
7.2.2 Intelligent Controller
The first limitation of the proposed intelligent controller is the numerous
non-adaptive parameters to be selected. As we have previously discussed,
by adding the SOM and SOI algorithms to create the adaptive controller
that needs no prior training, we have actually added layers of non-adaptive
parameters. Thus, this is not a magic solution that could apply to any system;
some design will be necessary. Nevertheless, we have argued that the selection
of those parameters is significantly easier to achieved than for traditional
neurocontrollers. For instance, the number of functions in the hidden layer
and the inputs are quite difficult to design for.
In addition, we have ignored the controller delay. Instead, we assumed
some larger delay in the actuator, and demonstrated that the controller was
robust under 1 second of delay. Some prior tests with the code has shown
that the algorithm was capable of running under 20 ms per time step, but
that including the model simulation time, and excluding the sensor dynamics
and the possibility of witting a more efficient code with a platform faster
than MATLAB. As a future step, it would be interesting to include the sensor
dynamics and fully assess the impact of the controller delay.
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7.2.3 Integrated Control System
An interesting result from the simulations was that the passive-on control
case, which consists of the device set to its maximum voltage at any time,
performed quite well at wind mitigation. There was some issues in simulating
such control scheme. We have not modeled the static friction, and excluded
the temperature effect on the hysteresis behavior, which should be quite
important in the case where the braking shoes are locked on the drum. The
reason we have not done so is that we assumed the possibility of designing
a controller, such as a bang-bang controller, that would make the brake
behave in a passive-on mode. It would be interesting to design such controller
that would theoretically be based on local measurements, and analyze its
performance with respect to the SOI-WNN, while including the voltage delay
and the mitigation performance with respect to voltage usage. A passive-on
strategy based on a bang-bang controller might be more acceptable by the
engineering field because of the enhanced mathematical tractability compared
to neural networks.
Furthermore, the economic argument presented in the last chapter could
be extended using more accurate data regarding the cost of maintenance,
materials, controller, and energy. Rigorous economic studies of the benefits
of semi-active control systems are vital steps towards enhanced acceptability
and implementations.
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Table A.1: List of simulated earthquakes.
Location
Big Bear City, CA
Chi-Chi, Taiwan
Coalinga, CA
Coyote Lake, CA
Denali, Alaska
Dinar, Turkey
Duzce, Turkey
Erzican, Turkey
Friuli, Italy
Gilroy, CA
Imperial Valley, CA'
Irpinia, Italy
Kern County, CA
Kobe, Japan
Kocaeli, Turkey
Loma Prieta, CA
Mammoth Lakes, CA
Manjil, Iran
Michoacan, Mexico
Nahanni, Canada
New Zealand
Norcia, Italy
Northridge, CA
Parkfield, CA
San Fernando, CA
San Francisco, CA
San Salvador, El Salv.
Spitak, Armenia
Tabas, Iran
Victoria, Mexico
Year
2003
1999
1983
1979
2002
1995
1999
1992
1976
2002
1940
1980
1952
1995
1999
1989
1980
1990
1985
1985
1987
1979
1994
1966
1971
1957
1986
1988
1978
1980
Station
Morongo Valley
CHY012
Parkfield - Fault Zone 10
Gilroy Array #1
Anchorage - K2-03
Dinar
Lamont 531
Erzincan
Barcis
San Fran. - Fire Stn. #17
El Centro Array #9
Brienza
Taft Lincoln School
Nishi-Akashi
Ambarli
Oakland Title & Trust
Long Valley Dam
Qazvin
Station 1
Site 2
Maraenui Primary School
Bevagna
Santa Monica City Hall
Cholame #5
Pacoima Dam
Golden Gate Park
National Geografical Inst
Gukasian
Tabas
Cerro Prieto
1: repeated in the appendix for completeness
t: estimated and cassified as far-field
Angle
(deg)
090
000
000
230
090
090
090
090
000
050
180
000
111
090
000
170
000
066
180
240
040
090
090
085
164
010
180
000
000
045
Dist.
(km)
49.3
59.0
30.3
10.2
263.6
0.0
8.0
0.0
49.1
108.1
13.0
22.5
56.0
7.1
68.1
72.1
14.3
050
250f
0.0
68.7
31.4
17.3
9.6
0.0
9.6
3.7
24.0
1.8
13.8
Mechanism
strike-slip
reverse-oblique
reverse
strike-slip
strike-slip
normal
strike-slip
strike-slip
reverse
strike-slip
strike-slip
normal
reverse
strike-slip
strike-slip
reverse-oblique
strike-slip
strike-slip
reverse
reverse
normal
normal
reverse
strike-slip
reverse
reverse
strike-slip
reverse-oblique
reverse
strike-slip
Mag.
(RS)
4.92
7.62
6.36
5.74
7.90
6.4
7.14
6.69
6.5
4.90
7.0
6.90
7.36
6.9
7.51
6.93
5.69
7.37
8.1
6.76
6.6
5.90
6.69
6.19
6.61
5.28
5.80
6.77
7.35
6.33
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A.1 Big Bear City 2003
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
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(a)
Figure A.1: Big Bear City earthquake: a) time series (unscaled); and b)
maximum inter-story displacements of the top 10 floors under various control
strategies.
Table A.2: Performance indices, Big Bear City Earthquake, simulation 4.
X-direction
index visc. LQR SOI NF FI NSC ON OFF
J1 0.612 0.558 0.587 0.568 0.556 0.563 0.908 0.915
J2 0.580 0.619 0.558 0.545 0.530 0.560 1.008 0.897
J3 0.985 0.965 0.986 0.974 0.992 0.982 0.967 0.992
J4 0.991 1.023 1.037 0.998 1.035 1.023 0.957 1.001
J5 1.013 1.056 1.050 1.053 1.035 1.053 1.119 0.999
J6 0.997 0.996 0.996 0.995 0.994 0.997 0.995 0.996
J7 0.434 0.866 0.848 0.864 0.755 0.840 0.968 0.091
J8 0.337 0.799 0.658 0.658 0.628 0.685 0.891 0.070
J9 0.000 0.613 0.882 0.880 0.888 0.777 1.000 0.000
J10 0.000 0.545 0.743 0.754 0.818 0.646 1.000 0.000
NF: no forgetting allowed
FI: fixed inputs
NSC: no sliding controller
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A.2 Chi-Chi 1999
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Figure A.2: Chi-Chi earthquake: a)
inter-story displacements of the top
30 40 50 60 70 80 90
inter-story displacement (mm)
time series (unscaled); and b) maximum
10 floors under various control strategies.
Table A.3: Performance indices, Chi-Chi Earthquake, simulation 4.
X-direction
index visc. LQR SOI NF FI NSC ON OFF
J1 0.690 0.750 0.841 0.842 0.836 0.860 0.668 0.948
J2 0.800 0.761 0.862 0.863 0.871 0.883 0.772 0.946
J3 0.755 0.824 0.952 0.932 0.908 0.977 0.772 0.968
J4 0.838 0.856 0.917 0.899 0.886 0.889 0.890 0.973
J5 0.686 0.732 0.817 0.828 0.827 0.839 0.627 0.939
J6 0.918 0.907 0.924 0.919 0.933 0.943 0.892 0.986
J7 1.000 1.132 1.021 1.068 1.051 0.947 1.168 0.415
J8 0.872 1.049 0.967 0.983 0.974 0.924 1.057 0.241
J9 0.000 0.776 0.532 0.566 0.519 0.394 1.000 0.000
J10 0.000 0.696 0.464 0.471 0.474 0.341 1.000 0.000
NF: no forgetting allowed
FI: fixed inputs
NSC: no sliding controller
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A.3 Coalinga 1983
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Figure A.3: Coalinga earthquake: a) time series (unscaled); and b) maximum
inter-story displacements of the top 10 floors under various control strategies.
Table A.4: Performance indices, Coalinga Earthquake, simulation 4.
X-direction
index visc. LQR SOI NF FI NSC ON OFF
J1 0.633 0.624 0.759 0.766 0.775 0.771 0.565 0.899
J2 0.729 0.776 0.790 0.797 0.797 0.795 0.772 0.908
J3 0.676 0.729 0.752 0.747 0.755 0.756 0.702 0.876
J4 0.882 0.874 0.890 0.904 0.907 0.915 0.857 0.963
J5 0.791 0.802 0.858 0.869 0.851 0.857 0.762 0.924
J6 1.009 1.010 1.007 1.007 1.008 1.010 1.015 0.991
J7 1.000 1.030 0.924 0.922 0.904 0.916 1.171 0.462
J8 0.911 0.915 0.840 0.848 0.844 0.817 1.061 0.288
J9 0.000 0.688 0.466 0.481 0.474 0.391 0.999 0.000
J10 0.000 0.581 0.401 0.440 0.401 0.363 0.999 0.000
NF: no forgetting allowed
FI: fixed inputs
NSC: no sliding controller
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A.4 Coyote Lake 1979
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tifm (8)
Figure A.4: Coyote earthquake: a)
inter-story displacements of the top
time series (unscaled); and b)
10 floors under various control
Table A.5: Performance indices, Coyote Earthquake, simulation 4.
X-direction
index
Ji
J2
J3
J4
J5
J6
J7
J8
J9
J10
visc.
0.735
0.686
0.938
0.993
1.022
0.999
0.163
0.118
0.000
0.000
LQR
0.827
0.967
0.940
0.958
1.107
0.984
0.741
0.491
0.609
0.511
SO'
0.631
0.638
0.942
0.972
1.068
0.986
0.630
0.461
0.907
0.768
NF
0.664
0.658
0.943
0.977
1.066
0.987
0.660
0.476
0.898
0.785
Fl
0.627
0.690
0.940
0.979
1.070
0.985
0.588
0.471
0.898
0.825
NSC
0.640
0.690
0.945
0.970
1.069
0.987
0.657
0.500
0.889
0.816
ON
0.949
1.027
0.941
0.959
1.108
0.985
0.761
0.490
0.999
0.999
OFF
0.960
0.945
0.941
0.986
0.990
0.987
0.038
0.025
0.000
0.000
NF: no forgetting allowed
Fl: fixed inputs
NSC: no sliding controller
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A.5. DENALI 2002
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Figure A.5: Denali earthquake: a) time series (unscaled); and b) maximum
inter-story displacements of the top 10 floors under various control strategies.
Table A.6: Performance indices, Denali Earthquake, simulation 4.
X-direction
index visc. LQR SOI NF FI NSC ON OFF
J1 0.712 0.738 0.799 0.793 0.803 0.826 0.683 0.919
J2 0.870 0.926 0.941 0.941 0.945 0.965 0.856 0.978
J3 0.721 0.740 0.783 0.778 0.795 0.833 0.659 0.942
J4 0.878 0.936 0.938 0.959 0.938 0.951 0.884 0.966
J5 0.799 0.803 0.876 0.870 0.870 0.906 0.760 0.922
J6 0.908 0.964 0.933 0.932 0.940 0.945 0.982 0.988
J7 1.000 1.129 0.988 0.990 0.975 0.908 1.164 0.446
J8 0.911 1.052 0.941 0.943 0.916 0.873 1.108 0.354
J9 0.000 0.755 0.472 0.461 0.463 0.376 1.000 0.000
J10 0.000 0.680 0.434 0.432 0.421 0.349 1.000 0.000
NF: no forgetting allowed
FI: fixed inputs
NSC: no sliding controller
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A.6 Dinar 1985
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Figure A.6: Dinar earthquake: a) time series (unscaled); and b) maximum
inter-story displacements of the top 10 floors under various control strategies.
Table A.7: Performance indices, Dinar Earthquake, simulation 4.
X-direction
index visc. LQR SOI NF FI NSC ON OFF
J1 0.570 0.564 0.625 0.613 0.612 0.654 0.524 0.742
J2 0.528 0.510 0.580 0.577 0.581 0.595 0.534 0.645
J3 0.622 0.580 0.630 0.608 0.604 0.674 0.568 0.769
J4 0.839 0.852 0.785 0.821 0.820 0.816 0.834 0.823
J5 0.537 0.487 0.555 0.547 0.544 0.581 0.540 0.656
J6 0.996 0.905 0.900 0.900 0.899 0.901 0.907 0.890
J7 0.896 0.962 0.940 0.952 0.960 0.906 1.030 0.282
J8 0.780 0.944 0.891 0.909 0.904 0.863 0.988 0.171
J9 0.000 0.748 0.476 0.503 0.476 0.425 0.999 0.000
J10 0.000 0.631 0.422 0.425 0.425 0.388 0.999 0.000
NF: no forgetting allowed
FI: fixed inputs
NSC: no sliding controller
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Figure A.7: Duzce earthquake:
inter-story displacements of the
a) time series (unscaled); and b) maximum
top 10 floors under various control strategies.
Table A.8: Performance indices, Duzce Earthquake, simulation 4.
X-direction
index visc. LQR SOI NF FI NSC ON OFF
J1 0.668 0.632 0.661 0.652 0.686 0.659 0.563 0.922
J2 0.755 0.721 0.725 0.741 0.758 0.749 0.711 0.945
J3 0.938 0.809 0.843 0.882 0.834 0.860 0.805 1.014
J4 0.918 0.967 0.969 0.959 0.951 0.952 0.962 0.970
J5 0.803 0.753 0.818 0.808 0.839 0.807 0.717 0.950
J6 0.996 1.012 1.000 0.999 0.997 0.999 1.017 0.994
J7 0.659 0.894 0.934 0.941 0.952 0.923 0.969 0.153
J8 0.537 0.813 0.883 0.879 0.872 0.887 0.960 0.120
J9 0.000 0.703 0.633 0.590 0.550 0.556 0.999 0.000
J10 0.000 0.582 0.502 0.486 0.484 0.437 0.999 0.000
NF: no forgetting allowed
FI: fixed inputs
NSC: no sliding controller
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A.8 Erzican 1992
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Figure A.8: Erzican earthquake: a)
inter-story displacements of the top
time series (unscaled); and b) maximum
10 floors under various control strategies.
Table A.9: Performance indices, Erzican Earthquake, simulation 4.
X-direction
index visc. LQR SOI
J1 0.687 0.632 0.692
J2 0.818 0.789 0.858
J3 0.749 0.750 0.817
J4 0.950 0.953 1.038
J5 0.831 0.818 0.871
J6 1.003 1.008 1.002
J7 0.754 0.959 0.950
J8 0.621 0.943 0.923
J9 0.000 0.742 0.628
J10 0.000 0.624 0.541
NF
0.695
0.851
0.813
1.032
0.884
1.002
0.955
0.916
0.642
FI
0.680
0.841
0.796
1.011
0.845
1.002
0.955
0.927
0.631
0.544 0.541
NF: no forgetting allowed
FI: fixed inputs
NSC: no sliding controller
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NSC
0.710
0.908
0.805
1.022
0.879
1.003
0.936
0.903
0.485
0.416
ON
0.726
0.794
0.736
0.935
0.882
1.004
0.979
0.967
0.999
0.999
OFF
0.935
0.972
0.950
0.991
0.960
0.996
0.202
0.124
0.000
0.000
A.9. FRIULI 1976
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Figure A.9: Friuli earthquake: a) time series (unscaled); and b) maximum
inter-story displacements of the top 10 floors under various control strategies.
Table A.10: Performance indices, Friuli Earthquake, simulation 4.
X-direction
index visc. LQR SOI NF FI NSC ON OFF
J1 0.675 0.614 0.487 0.454 0.544 0.511 0.865 0.927
J2 0.754 0.810 0.590 0.613 0.716 0.568 0.841 0.922
J3 0.964 0.968 0.965 0.959 1.004 0.965 0.967 0.984
J4 0.964 0.968 0.965 0.959 1.004 0.965 0.967 0.984
J5 1.000 0.992 0.991 0.991 0.991 0.991 0.992 0.991
J6 0.999 0.991 0.992 0.992 0.992 0.992 0.991 0.989
J7 0.260 0.945 0.914 0.913 0.946 0.930 0.976 0.075
J8 0.229 0.920 0.846 0.811 0.873 0.840 0.964 0.050
J9 0.000 0.739 0.788 0.628 0.663 0.764 0.999 0.000
J10 0.000 0.629 0.553 0.516 0.568 0.576 0.999 0.000
NF: no forgetting allowed
FI: fixed inputs
NSC: no sliding controller
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A.10 Gilroy 2002
time a) 150 0 - 30 40 50 60 70intemstory displacement (mm)
Figure A. 10: Gilroy earthquake: a)
inter-story displacements of the top
time series (unscaled);
10 floors under various
and b) maximum
control strategies.
Table A.11: Performance indices, Gilroy Earthquake, simulation 4.
X-direction
index visc. LQR SOI NF FI NSC ON OFF
J1 0.776 0.820 0.849 0.870 0.868 0.883 0.807 0.963
J2 0.799 0.840 0.859 0.862 0.869 0.876 0.815 0.961
J3 0.765 0.879 0.851 0.876 0.886 0.900 0.878 0.964
J4 0.820 0.893 0.881 0.879 0.880 0.877 0.884 0.949
J5 0.813 0.804 0.863 0.869 0.858 0.871 0.804 0.950
J6 1.028 1.032 1.017 1.018 1.018 1.024 1.025 1.010
J7 1.000 1.049 0.962 0.979 0.969 0.936 1.095 0.326
J8 0.902 0.981 0.937 0.941 0.940 0.918 1.045 0.244
J9 0.000 0.728 0.595 0.581 0.635 0.441 1.000 0.000
J10 0.000 0.560 0.425 0.429 0.447 0.344 1.000 0.000
NF: no forgetting allowed
FI: fixed inputs
NSC: no sliding controller
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A.11. IMPERIAL VALLEY 1940
A.11 Imperial Valley 1940
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Figure A. 11: Imperial Valley earthquake: a) time series (unscaled); and b)
maximum inter-story displacements of the top 10 floors under various control
strategies.
Table A.12: Performance indices, Imperial Valley Earthquake, simulation 4
visc.
0.722
0.676
0.964
0.913
0.895
1.002
0.613
0.493
0.000
0.000
LQR
0.617
0.606
0.930
0.883
0.940
0.968
0.854
0.792
0.651
0.597
SOI
0.697
0.717
0.940
0.917
0.971
0.964
0.891
0.815
0.526
0.468
X-direction
NF
0.744
0.733
0.943
0.937
1.008
0.962
0.898
0.787
0.503
0.441
NF: no forgetting allowed
FI: fixed inputs
NSC: no sliding controller
index
31
J2
J3
J4
J5
J6
37
J8
J9
J10
FI
0.735
0.748
0.943
0.939
1.014
0.962
0.881
0.813
0.504
0.439
NSC
0.735
0.741
0.939
0.933
0.976
0.966
0.877
0.813
0.493
0.449
ON
0.718
0.654
0.933
0.864
0.955
0.966
0.975
0.964
0.999
0.999
OFF
0.935
0.923
0.955
0.952
0.983
0.958
0.156
0.107
0.000
0.000
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Figure A. 12: Irpinia earthquake: a)
inter-story displacements of the top
time series (unscaled); and b) maximum
10 floors under various control strategies.
Table A.13: Performance indices, Irpinia Earthquake, simulation 4.
X-direction
index visc. LQR SOI NF FI NSC ON OFF
J1 0.370 0.308 0.335 0.354 0.334 0.542 0.800 0.562
J2 0.572 0.624 0.669 0.529 0.644 0.752 1.231 0.817
J3 0.840 0.604 0.635 0.593 0.595 0.857 1.023 0.581
J4 0.958 0.721 0.759 0.708 0.710 1.000 0.962 0.663
J5 0.766 0.587 0.574 0.562 0.560 0.890 0.951 0.545
J6 1.002 0.685 0.688 0.690 0.691 0.980 0.985 0.692
J7 0.197 0.802 0.780 0.762 0.862 0.775 0.966 0.054
J8 0.161 0.609 0.642 0.588 0.623 0.665 0.937 0.035
J9 0.000 0.557 0.578 0.545 0.562 0.480 1.000 0.000
J10 0.000 0.505 0.524 0.514 0.538 0.447 1.000 0.000
NF: no forgetting allowed
FI: fixed inputs
NSC: no sliding controller
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A.13. KERN COUNTY 1952
A.13 Kern County 1952
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Figure A. 13: Kern earthquake: a) time series (unscaled); and b) maximum
inter-story displacements of the top 10 floors under various control strategies.
Table A.14: Performance indices, Kern Earthquake, simulation 4.
X-direction
index visc. LQR SOI NF Fl NSC ON OFF
J1 0.662 0.647 0.743 0.748 0.734 0.697 0.639 0.932
J2 0.865 0.733 0.653 0.651 0.668 0.631 0.652 0.990
J3 0.912 0.895 0.882 0.885 0.932 0.963 0.963 0.890
J4 1.010 1.012 0.990 0.995 1.055 1.090 1.090 0.996
J5 0.880 0.810 0.773 0.765 0.743 0.795 0.923 0.967
J6 0.979 0.959 0.961 0.962 0.968 0.965 0.933 0.984
J7 0.714 0.937 0.963 0.962 0.963 0.923 0.984 0.133
J8 0.553 0.888 0.922 0.916 0.919 0.899 0.974 0.102
J9 0.000 0.635 0.557 0.664 0.625 0.564 0.999 0.000
J1O 0.000 0.563 0.504 0.531 0.484 0.432 0.999 0.000
NF: no forgetting allowed
FI: fixed inputs
NSC: no sliding controller
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A.14 Kobe 1995
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Figure A.14: Kobe earthquake: a) time series (unscaled);
inter-story displacements of the top 10 floors under various
and b) maximum
control strategies.
Table A.15: Performance indices, Kobe Earthquake, simulation 4.
X-direction
index visc. LQR SOI NF FI NSC ON OFF
J1 0.665 0.708 0.537 0.542 0.539 0.549 0.844 0.921
J2 0.725 0.754 0.685 0.715 0.683 0.658 0.823 0.933
J3 0.992 1.040 1.002 0.998 1.022 1.028 1.029 0.995
J4 0.992 1.040 1.002 0.998 1.022 1.028 1.029 0.995
J5 0.938 0.974 0.992 0.992 1.020 0.989 1.063 0.963
J6 0.995 0.988 0.991 0.991 0.991 0.992 0.988 0.992
J7 0.512 0.874 0.879 0.923 0.912 0.942 0.974 0.098
J8 0.340 0.818 0.840 0.848 0.851 0.838 0.962 0.071
J9 0.000 0.671 0.549 0.500 0.494 0.480 0.999 0.000
J10 0.000 0.612 0.476 0.439 0.446 0.409 0.999 0.000
NF: no forgetting allowed
FI: fixed inputs
NSC: no sliding controller
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A.15. KOCAELI 1999
A.15 Kocaeli 1999
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Figure A.15: Kocaeli earthquake: a) time series (unscaled); and b) maximum
inter-story displacements of the top 10 floors under various control strategies.
Table A.16: Performance indices, Kocaeli Earthquake, simulation 4.
X-direction
index
Ji
J2
J3
J4
J5
J6
J7
J8
J9
J10
visc.
0.676
0.729
0.968
1.000
0.779
0.999
0.814
0.615
0.000
0.000
LQR
0.706
0.629
1.029
1.069
0.874
1.013
1.007
0.977
0.754
0.649
SO'
0.776
0.724
1.058
1.100
0.816
0.999
0.993
0.942
0.749
0.673
NF: no forgetting allowed
FI: fixed inputs
NSC: no sliding controller
NF
0.789
0.697
1.064
1.106
0.806
1.001
1.017
0.944
0.773
0.670
Fl
0.758
0.698
1.066
1.108
0.846
1.004
0.999
0.938
0.811
0.725
NSC
0.817
0.765
1.050
1.091
0.831
1.000
0.956
0.915
0.667
0.590
ON
0.705
0.601
0.920
0.940
0.820
1.009
1.011
0.996
1.000
1.000
OFF
0.948
0.935
0.983
1.006
0.946
0.998
0.190
0.145
0.000
0.000
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A.16 Loma Prieta 1989
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Figure A.16: Loma Prieta earthquake: a) time series (unscaled); and b)
maximum inter-story displacements of the top 10 floors under various control
strategies.
Table A.17: Performance indices, Loma Prieta Earthquake, simulation 4.
X-direction
index
Ji
J2
J3
J4
J5
J6
J7
J8
J9
J10
visc.
0.621
0.660
0.781
0.932
0.903
1.012
0.817
0.715
0.000
0.000
LQR
0.598
0.678
0.880
1.050
0.947
1.045
0.940
0.888
0.684
0.583
SO'
0.689
0.747
0.872
1.041
0.947
1.023
0.907
0.842
0.766
0.664
NF Fl NSC ON OFF
0.692 0.712 0.704 0.608 0.895
0.722 0.777 0.755 0.810 0.875
0.896 0.909 0.832 0.865 0.881
1.069 1.085 0.993 1.033 0.982
0.943 0.931 0.946 1.003 0.930
1.022 1.021 1.024 1.049 0.998
0.890 0.893 0.880 0.967 0.189
0.849 0.824 0.813 0.958 0.139
0.776 0.776 0.692 1.000 0.000
0.656 0.668 0.518 1.000 0.000
NF: no forgetting allowed
FI: fixed inputs
NSC: no sliding controller
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Figure A.17: Mammoth Lakes earthquake: a) time series (unscaled); and b)
maximum inter-story displacements of the top 10 floors under various control
strategies.
Table A.18: Performance indices, Mammoth Lakes Earthquake, simulation 4.
X-direction
index visc. LQR SOI NF FI NSC ON OFF
J1 0.568 0.965 0.689 0.688 0.683 0.642 1.074 0.898
J2 0.666 1.303 0.873 0.928 0.857 0.835 1.472 0.854
J3 0.985 0.973 0.963 0.961 0.960 0.969 0.965 0.988
J4 0.985 0.973 0.963 0.961 0.960 0.969 0.965 0.988
J5 1.040 1.105 1.081 1.081 1.080 1.071 1.120 0.998
J6 0.998 0.983 0.986 0.985 0.986 0.985 0.983 0.987
J7 0.196 0.612 0.505 0.570 0.521 0.653 0.615 0.033
J8 0.118 0.410 0.443 0.460 0.437 0.471 0.425 0.027
J9 0.000 0.651 0.899 0.894 0.950 0.856 0.999 0.000
J10 0.000 0.568 0.785 0.769 0.892 0.726 0.999 0.000
NF: no forgetting allowed
FI: fixed inputs
NSC: no sliding controller
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A.18 Manjil 1990
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Figure A.18: Manjil earthquake: a)
inter-story displacements of the top
time series (unscaled);
10 floors under various
and b) maximum
control strategies.
Table A.19: Performance indices, Manjil Earthquake, simulation 4.
X-direction
index visc. LQR SOI NF FL NSC ON OFF
J1 0.671 0.482 0.583 0.598 0.592 0.618 0.476 0.938
J2 0.666 0.536 0.635 0.639 0.655 0.647 0.569 0.936
J3 0.993 1.023 0.993 1.007 0.998 1.000 1.024 0.976
J4 0.944 0.958 0.968 1.007 0.946 1.004 0.976 0.976
J5 0.856 0.827 0.852 0.872 0.861 0.848 0.836 0.998
J6 0.998 0.994 0.993 0.996 0.990 0.990 0.992 0.994
J7 0.626 0.884 0.958 0.927 0.961 0.943 0.973 0.191
J8 0.490 0.801 0.886 0.864 0.905 0.877 0.966 0.108
J9 0.000 0.629 0.625 0.634 0.672 0.525 1.000 0.000
J10 0.000 0.545 0.476 0.476 0.503 0.409 1.000 0.000
NF: no forgetting allowed
FI: fixed inputs
NSC: no sliding controller
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A.19. MICHOACAN 1985
A.19 Michoacan 1985
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Figure A.19: Michoacan earthquake: a) time series (unscaled); and b) max-
imum inter-story displacements of the top 10 floors under various control
strategies.
Table A.20: Performance indices, Michoacan Earthquake, simulation 4.
X-direction
index visc. LQR SOI NF FI NSC ON OFF
J1 0.906 0.919 0.964 0.964 0.968 0.967 0.888 0.977
J2 0.940 0.949 0.983 0.983 0.984 0.984 0.931 0.981
J3 0.891 0.906 0.959 0.959 0.961 0.964 0.886 0.975
J4 0.945 0.951 0.975 0.975 0.976 0.975 0.961 0.982
J5 0.911 0.930 0.957 0.957 0.957 0.957 0.909 0.964
J6 0.963 0.964 0.989 0.989 0.990 0.990 0.943 0.992
J7 1.000 1.438 1.146 1.146 1.029 1.064 1.643 0.882
J8 0.911 1.045 0.777 0.777 0.771 0.766 1.233 0.431
J9 0.000 0.718 0.453 0.453 0.442 0.445 1.000 0.000
J10 0.000 0.655 0.434 0.434 0.421 0.402 1.000 0.000
NF: no forgetting allowed
FI: fixed inputs
NSC: no sliding controller
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A.20 Nahanni 1985
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Figure A.20: Nahanni earthquake: a) time series (unscaled); and b) maximum
inter-story displacements of the top 10 floors under various control strategies.
Table A.21: Performance indices, Nahanni Earthquake, simulation 4.
X-direction
index visc. LQR SOI NF FI NSC ON OFF
J1 0.759 0.693 0.674 0.684 0.716 0.675 1.044 0.961
J2 0.662 0.884 0.603 0.635 0.667 0.626 1.014 0.944
J3 0.990 0.936 0.947 0.943 0.943 0.943 0.941 0.962
J4 0.996 0.940 0.940 0.939 0.956 0.933 0.941 0.967
J5 1.011 0.992 0.980 0.980 0.980 0.971 0.992 0.957
J6 0.998 0.957 0.956 0.955 0.956 0.956 0.958 0.955
J7 0.280 0.838 0.795 0.719 0.870 0.758 0.965 0.055
J8 0.195 0.724 0.601 0.596 0.599 0.571 0.832 0.040
J9 0.000 0.610 0.809 0.815 0.863 0.771 0.999 0.000
J10 0.000 0.539 0.660 0.652 0.777 0.664 0.999 0.000
NF: no forgetting allowed
FI: fixed inputs
NSC: no sliding controller
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A.21. NEW ZEALAND 1987
A.21 New Zealand 1987
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Figure A.21: New Zealand earthquake: a) time series (unscaled); and b)
maximum inter-story displacements of the top 10 floors under various control
strategies.
Table A.22: Performance indices, New Zealand Earthquake, simulation 4.
X-direction
index visc. LQR SOI NF FI NSC ON OFF
J1 0.571 0.658 0.619 0.604 0.652 0.684 0.764 0.911
J2 0.658 0.822 0.798 0.789 0.835 0.876 1.148 0.933
J3 0.984 0.945 0.952 0.949 0.945 0.948 0.944 0.968
J4 1.019 0.962 0.973 0.969 0.974 0.984 0.958 0.999
J5 0.987 0.990 0.984 0.986 0.987 0.968 0.979 0.964
J6 0.992 0.968 0.970 0.970 0.969 0.970 0.967 0.972
J7 0.331 0.505 0.472 0.513 0.513 0.463 0.963 0.059
J8 0.208 0.451 0.373 0.388 0.421 0.399 0.824 0.045
J9 0.000 0.420 0.497 0.407 0.501 0.378 0.998 0.000
J10 0.000 0.393 0.289 0.292 0.338 0.261 0.998 0.000
NF: no forgetting allowed
FI: fixed inputs
NSC: no sliding controller
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A.22 Norcia 1979
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Figure A.22: Norcia earthquake: a)
inter-story displacements of the top
time series (unscaled);
10 floors under various
Table A.23: Performance indices, Norcia Earthquake, simulation 4.
X-direction
index visc. LQR SOI NF FI NSC ON OFF
J1 0.508 0.834 0.668 0.628 0.648 0.685 1.038 0.878
J2 0.472 0.973 0.814 0.782 0.889 0.724 1.197 0.782
J3 1.020 0.970 0.996 1.000 1.069 1.033 0.965 1.002
J4 1.020 0.970 0.996 1.000 1.069 1.033 0.965 1.002
J5 1.014 1.002 0.998 0.996 0.999 0.997 1.002 0.961
J6 0.994 0.955 0.954 0.955 0.954 0.955 0.955 0.954
J7 0.328 0.599 0.677 0.682 0.654 0.592 0.862 0.052
J8 0.193 0.464 0.512 0.505 0.486 0.474 0.661 0.046
J9 0.000 0.494 0.454 0.369 0.430 0.397 0.999 0.000
J10 0.000 0.413 0.281 0.273 0.283 0.258 0.999 0.000
NF: no forgetting allowed
FI: fixed inputs
NSC: no sliding controller
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A.23. NORTHRIDGE 1994
A.23 Northridge 1994
20
ti"M(S)
Figure A.23: Northridge earthquake: a) time series (unscaled); and b) max-
imum inter-story displacements of the top 10 floors under various control
strategies.
Table A.24: Performance indices, Northridge Earthquake, simulation 4.
X-direction
index
Ji
J2
J3
J4
J5
J6
J7
J8
J9
J10
visc.
0.064
0.070
0.267
0.343
0.220
0.822
0.321
0.236
0.000
0.000
LQR
0.053
0.054
0.260
0.326
0.221
0.778
0.630
0.586
0.557
0.510
SOI
0.045
0.058
0.260
0.326
0.222
0.779
0.667
0.552
0.456
0.407
NF
0.048
0.058
0.260
0.326
0.222
0.779
0.678
0.569
0.445
0.402
FI
0.044
0.056
0.260
0.326
0.222
0.779
0.662
0.580
0.451
0.421
NSC
0.047
0.057
0.260
0.327
0.222
0.779
0.642
0.561
0.434
0.372
ON
0.063
0.066
0.260
0.327
0.221
0.778
0.965
0.905
0.999
0.999
OFF
0.093
0.085
0.255
0.337
0.207
0.781
0.089
0.047
0.000
0.000
NF: no forgetting allowed
FI: fixed inputs
NSC: no sliding controller
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A.24 Parkfield 1966
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Figure A.24: Parkfield earthquake: a) time series (unscaled); and b)
inter-story displacements of the top 10 floors under various control
maximum
strategies.
Table A.25: Performance indices, Parkfield Earthquake, simulation 4.
X-direction
index visc. LQR SOI NF Fl NSC ON OFF
J1 0.676 0.776 0.809 0.747 0.795 0.774 1.123 0.944
J2 0.693 0.766 0.610 0.650 0.616 0.644 0.932 0.940
J3 0.983 0.994 0.958 0.969 0.978 0.978 0.982 0.986
J4 1.002 0.989 0.987 0.982 0.966 0.974 1.009 0.997
J5 0.987 1.060 1.030 1.026 1.017 1.028 1.059 0.983
J6 0.993 0.974 0.977 0.979 0.978 0.979 0.970 0.981
J7 0.343 0.673 0.915 0.879 0.882 0.936 0.957 0.063
J8 0.221 0.593 0.705 0.725 0.657 0.722 0.902 0.048
J9 0.000 0.527 0.713 0.755 0.729 0.717 0.999 0.000
J10 0.000 0.445 0.374 0.392 0.355 0.363 0.999 0.000
NF: no forgetting allowed
FI: fixed inputs
NSC: no sliding controller
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A.25. SAN FERNANDO 1971
A.25 San Fernando 1971
time (s) 25 30 35 4 6 8inter-story displacement (mm)
Figure A.25: San Fernando earthquake: a) time series (unscaled); and b)
maximum inter-story displacements of the top 10 floors under various control
strategies.
Table A.26: Performance indices, San Fernando Earthquake, simulation 4.
X-direction
index visc. LQR SOI NF Fl NSC ON OFF
J1 0.655 0.572 0.683 0.683 0.708 0.674 0.636 0.935
J2 0.753 0.802 0.797 0.797 0.822 0.774 0.870 0.951
J3 0.821 0.781 0.784 0.770 0.785 0.787 0.735 0.922
J4 0.914 0.810 0.826 0.823 0.857 0.855 0.794 0.960
J5 0.930 0.915 0.932 0.934 0.940 0.954 0.933 0.963
J6 0.969 0.906 0.918 0.918 0.920 0.918 0.885 0.955
J7 0.468 0.912 0.939 0.938 0.934 0.940 0.973 0.105
J8 0.421 0.855 0.852 0.863 0.878 0.845 0.963 0.075
J9 0.000 0.782 0.675 0.614 0.607 0.559 0.999 0.000
J10 0.000 0.696 0.495 0.485 0.524 0.458 0.999 0.000
NF: no forgetting allowed
FI: fixed inputs
NSC: no sliding controller
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A.26 San Francisco 1957
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Figure A.26: San Francisco earthquake: a) time series (unscaled); and b)
maximum inter-story displacements of the top 10 floors under various control
strategies.
Table A.27: Performance indices, San Francisco Earthquake, simulation 4.
X-direction
index visc. LQR SOI NF FL NSC ON OFF
J1 0.962 0.973 0.959 0.959 0.958 0.965 1.028 0.951
J2 0.827 1.293 0.972 0.988 1.005 0.946 1.405 0.852
J3 1.005 1.004 1.004 1.004 1.004 1.005 1.002 0.994
J4 0.951 0.974 0.964 0.964 0.964 0.967 0.978 0.978
J5 1.000 0.991 0.991 0.991 0.991 0.990 0.991 0.990
J6 0.998 0.988 0.988 0.988 0.988 0.988 0.987 0.988
J7 0.167 0.465 0.426 0.452 0.404 0.446 0.417 0.031
J8 0.077 0.249 0.339 0.348 0.329 0.341 0.261 0.018
J9 0.000 0.675 0.946 0.952 0.962 0.939 1.000 0.000
J10 0.000 0.582 0.843 0.864 0.905 0.805 1.000 0.000
NF: no forgetting allowed
FI: fixed inputs
NSC: no sliding controller
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A.27. SAN SALVADOR 1986
A.27 San Salvador 1986
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
time (s)
Figure A.27: San Salvador earthquake: a) time series (unscaled); and b)
maximum inter-story displacements of the top 10 floors under various control
strategies.
Table A.28: Performance indices, San Salvador Earthquake, simulation 4.
X-direction
index
Ji
J2
J3
J4
J5
J6
J7
J8
J9
J10
visc.
0.663
0.694
0.657
0.944
0.859
0.998
0.960
0.833
0.000
0.000
LQR
0.622
0.679
0.679
0.975
0.856
1.007
0.982
0.916
0.629
0.561
SOI
0.679
0.750
0.698
1.003
0.858
1.000
0.920
0.874
0.728
0.596
NF
0.666
0.727
0.698
1.002
0.859
1.000
0.995
0.888
0.757
0.643
FI
0.702
0.765
0.703
1.010
0.859
0.999
0.987
0.876
0.734
0.646
NSC
0.679
0.753
0.693
0.995
0.857
0.997
0.917
0.852
0.688
0.571
ON
0.635
0.669
0.672
0.966
0.918
1.007
0.987
0.971
0.999
0.999
OFF
0.925
0.934
0.858
0.989
0.936
0.996
0.244
0.169
0.000
0.000
NF: no forgetting allowed
FI: fixed inputs
NSC: no sliding controller
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A.28 Spitak 1988
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Figure A.28: Spitak earthquake: a)
inter-story displacements of the top
time series (unscaled); and b) maximum
10 floors under various control strategies.
Table A.29: Performance indices, Spitak Earthquake, simulation 4.
X-direction
index
Ji
J2
J3
J4
J5
J6
J7
J8
J9
J10
visc.
0.746
0.800
0.842
0.940
0.964
1.005
0.657
0.606
0.000
0.000
LQR
0.794
0.836
0.878
0.980
0.950
1.017
0.918
0.857
0.661
0.567
SO'
0.744
0.810
0.897
1.001
0.933
1.014
0.937
0.851
0.534
0.465
NF
0.766
0.822
0.905
1.010
0.957
1.014
0.939
0.868
0.582
0.465
Fl
0.755
0.843
0.923
1.029
0.966
1.013
0.912
0.816
0.538
0.466
NSC
0.757
0.834
0.909
1.014
0.976
1.005
0.860
0.791
0.463
0.408
ON
0.771
0.812
0.856
0.955
0.948
1.023
0.969
0.963
0.999
0.999
OFF
0.962
0.966
0.927
0.987
0.967
0.987
0.164
0.112
0.000
0.000
NF: no forgetting allowed
FI: fixed inputs
NSC: no sliding controller
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A.29. TABAS 1978
A.29 Tabas 1978
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Figure A.29: Tabas earthquake: a)
inter-story displacements of the top
time series (unscaled);
10 floors under various
and b) maximum
control strategies.
Table A.30: Performance indices, Tabas Earthquake, simulation 4.
X-direction
index visc. LQR SOI NF FI NSC ON OFF
J1 0.800 0.797 0.865 0.847 0.835 0.840 0.688 0.981
J2 0.716 0.739 0.773 0.775 0.761 0.776 0.666 0.946
J3 0.840 0.852 0.859 0.865 0.850 0.858 1.049 0.932
J4 0.952 0.912 0.899 0.907 0.928 0.924 0.963 0.964
J5 0.778 0.838 0.838 0.826 0.841 0.825 0.801 0.952
J6 0.981 0.946 0.947 0.945 0.949 0.949 0.946 0.963
J7 0.583 0.806 0.706 0.738 0.754 0.572 0.979 0.188
J8 0.487 0.698 0.628 0.628 0.651 0.473 0.967 0.112
J9 0.000 0.554 0.391 0.381 0.465 0.300 0.999 0.000
J10 0.000 0.489 0.346 0.356 0.382 0.270 0.999 0.000
NF: no forgetting allowed
FI: fixed inputs
NSC: no sliding controller
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Figure A.30: Victoria earthquake: a) time series (unscaled); and b) maximum
inter-story displacements of the top 10 floors under various control strategies.
Table A.31: Performance indices, Victoria Earthquake, simulation 4.
X-direction
index visc. LQR SOI NF Fl NSC ON OFF
J1 0.581 0.600 0.627 0.630 0.599 0.584 0.902 0.900
J2 0.707 0.712 0.702 0.638 0.738 0.641 0.770 0.947
J3 0.977 0.949 0.913 0.957 0.937 0.911 0.908 0.912
J4 0.986 0.974 0.937 0.983 0.962 0.923 0.932 0.917
J5 1.050 0.971 1.017 0.996 1.028 0.973 1.007 0.945
J6 0.999 0.914 0.907 0.910 0.908 0.908 0.915 0.896
J7 0.422 0.791 0.947 0.933 0.930 0.903 0.970 0.080
J8 0.314 0.682 0.791 0.747 0.751 0.703 0.947 0.069
J9 0.000 0.614 0.632 0.637 0.649 0.589 0.999 0.000
J10 0.000 0.509 0.444 0.409 0.455 0.358 0.999 0.000
NF: no forgetting allowed
FI: fixed inputs
NSC: no sliding controller
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